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PREFACE

The report begins with the Council's recommendations. Opposite each recommendation
is a brief outline of the reasonfor the recommendation. Following these are the Council's
proposals for arleviation of traffic noise,

The main part of tile report, which folrows immediately after tile recommendations and
proposals, contains much more detail. It should be read to understand the scopeof the
study, the deveJopment of the recommendations, the physics of sound, and the effect of
noise on health of the individual. A glossary of selected technical terms appears in the
Appendix. Points in the text of the report which were mentioned in briefs presentedat the
public hearingsmay be marked by footnote numbers. A list of briefs relating to eachnumber
is Jocatedat the end of each major section.
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CREATING QUIET IN ALBERTA

INTRODUCTION

Noise is any sound or combination of sounds which [s dis-
turbing, harmful, or unwanted. Of greatestconcernare those
soundswhich threaten or affect the health or well-being of
individuals.

The World Health Organizationdefines health as "a stateof
complete physical, mental, and social well-belng, and not
merely the absence of diseaseor infirmity." The Council
acceptsthis definition and, therefore, considersnoiseto be a
health hazard.

Noise is already a serious problem for some Albertans,
particularly those wile are located along major truck routes
or busy highways or those who work in noisy occupations,
However, wlth the growth of population and increasing
industrialization in Alberta, [t isexpected that more people
will be impacted more severelyby noise in the future unless
actions are taken now to preventan increasein noise levels.

The major recommendation proposesa Quiet Communities
_! Directorate, to be responsible for leadership in achieving a

!'i quiet environment,
:i

" Recommendations will be dealt with under the following
headings: Administration, Education, Co-ordination, Plan-

:_i ning, Economic Programs,and Research.The problems of
noise in the workplace,noise in energy-relateddevelopments,

i! alternate recreation facilities, and the general problem
"= of noisemeasurementaredealt with separately.

i,i

ADMINISTRATION

Recommendation 1 The Council believesthat the key to creating quiet com-
munities is to establishan agency whose soleresponsibility

Thatanagencybeeltabglhed would be noisecontrol. The functions of this agency, identi-
within theprovincialgovern- fled as the QUIET COMMUNITIESDIRECTORATE,would be:
meritto provideleadorlhlpin

achievingaquietenvironment 1) To develop a core of technical expertise about noisein Alberta.
- its nature, hazards, and control - that would hP.
available to the provincial government departments,
municipalities, and the public at large.
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2) To develop special programs to achieve quiet com•
munities; for example, through education, economic
programs, and development of a model municipal
noise control by-law,

3) To liaise and co-ordinate noise concerns among
jurisdictions and departments. A non.exhaustive
listing by the Council identified five municipal
departments, 18 provincial departments, and eight
federal departments or agenciesresponsible for, or
concerned with, noise matters. There is a need for a
centre to co-ordinate action on noise among the three
levelsof government and among tile various provincial
departments.

The major responsibilities of the Quiet Communities Direc-
torate would include:

1) education;
2) co-ordination among provincial government depart-

ments, and between the province, municipalities, and
the federal government;

3) advice on lend useplanning and a referral centre for
noise planning problems;

4) the development of a model municipal noise control
by-law and other legislative measures;

I 5) the development of economic, research, and other
: i prograrns intended to achieve quiet;

6) the design and development of alternative facilities
, for tho_ewho seekquiet;

:' " 7) tile development and enforcement of standards end
regulations.

(SeeSection 4.2,1,)

Recommendation 2 The nature of noise is complex and far reaching. To effec-
tively deal with all aspectsof noise, three separate divisions

That the QuietCommunities are required;
Directoratebe composedof
three divisians:Technical,
Operational,andOu[etCom, 1) The Technical Division would be the centre of
munities, technical expertise on noise with responsibility for

research,design, monitoring noiselevels, equipment,
and development of standards.

2J The Operational Divisionwould:
a) review subdivision plans referred by sub-

division approvingauthorities;
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b) provide liaison and co.ordination amongpro-
vincial government departments and agencies
and among levelsof government;

e) design and promote facilities which provide
quiet alternatives.

If enforcement becomes necessary, the development
of procedures would also be the responsibility of this
division.

3) The Quiet Communities Divislon would:
a) develop education programs on noise designed

to reach all sectorsof the population;
b) develop a province-wide municipal model

noise control by-law and other legislative
measures;

c) design economic, research, and other pro-
grams that would assist in creating quiet
communities.

(SeeSection 4.2.1.)

Recommendation 3 Co-ordination is essential to the overall effectivenessof the
Quiet Communities Directorate. The Director, therefore,

That the Director of the should be a member of the Alberta Planning Board, which
QuietCommunitie=DIrectocate reviews regional plans and receivesappeals concerning sub-! bea memberof theAlberta
PlannlngBoardandthePro. divisionapprovals.

, vincialBoardof Health. The Director should also be a member of the Provincial
Board of Health, which is responsible for overseeingcom-
munity health programsthroughout Alberta.

(SeeSection 4.2.1.)

,_ Recommendation 4 An Interagency Quiet Communities Co-ordinating Committee
shouldbe established,where all Alberta Governmentdepart-

That an InteragencyQuiet merits with a responsibiJity or concern for variousaspectsof
Communities Do-ordinating
Committeebeestablithedand noise at the provincial level would be represented. This
that theDirectorof theQuiot committee would provide for information exchange about
Communitie=Directorateact the various programs and approaches being adopted by the
eschaltman, different departments, the identification of noise problems

they are experiencing, and their successesin coping with
them. In addition, the programsof the Quiet Communities
Directorate could be co-ordinatedwith noise programsin the
variousdepartments.

(SeeSection 4.2.1.)
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Recommendation 5 A committee consistingof a few members of the general
public could provide input, advice, and guidance on noise

That a Quiet AdvisoryCom. problems,tile effectivenessof the Quiet CommunitiesDiree-
mitraebeestabgshed, torate's programs, and the identification of areaswhere more

attention should be focussed.

(SeeSection 4.2.1,)

Recommendation 6 The case for location in the Department of Municipal Affairs
relatesto;

That the QuietCommunities 1) the importance of planning asa tool in creatingquietDirectoratebe locatedeither
in theDepartmentof Municl. communities;
pa]AffairsorthaDepartment 2) the need to review regional plans and subdivision
of SocialServicesandCom- approvals;
munityHealth. 3) the development of a model municipal noise control

by-law and itsadoption by municipalities.

The case for locating the Quiet Communities Directorate
in the Department of Social Servicesand Community Health
is that noise is basicallya healthproblem. The Health Services
division is responsible for the network of local boards of
health which cover the province in 27 autonomous health
units, Approximately 125 inspectorsin thesehealth unite are
already responsible for environmental health concerns,
ranging from eating facilities to septic tanks, Localboardsof
health usually are capable of conducting hearing tests, in
addition some public health inspectors, as part of their
training, receive instruction on monitoring and interpreting
noisemeasurements.

Becauseso many of tile neededtechnical capabilitiesalready
exist in the local boards of health, end with a network of
provincial coverage already in place, locating the Quiet
Communities Directoratein tile Department of Social Services
and Community Healthappearsto be a _ry practicalsolution,

(SeeSection 4,2.1.)

Recommendation 7 A separatevote would ensure that the responsibility for the

That the Quiet Communities control of noise and thecreation of quiet is clearly identified.
Directoratehavea separate
vote in estimatesyet be It would also mean that the Legislature and Cabinet would
assignedto a department, review the mandate,performance, andexpenditures separately,

thusensuringthat the effectivenessof the Quiet Communities
Directorate is assessedon a continuing basis.The department
to which it is assignedwould providethe normal housekeeping
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facilities: financial control, personnel administration, and
general administrativesupport.

(SeeSection4.2.1.)

EDUCATION

Recommendation8 Education is identified by the Councilas tile most important
element of any program to achievequiet in our communities.

Thateducationprogramsbea The Council further believesthat much of the problem with
major re=pondbiliWof the noise is either lack of knowledge about its health dangersQuiet CommunitiesDirec.
torato, and how quiet can be achieved, or simple thoughtlessness.

Education programs should be directed at these problems.

Though educational programs should be aimed at a broad
spectrum of the population, certain high-priority target
groups can be identified:

1) Those in decision.making positions - their program
might be modelled after a very effective program
developed in Ontario, consisting of coursesrangingfrom
one day to one week, tailored for people suchasmunlci-
palplanners,architects,municipal officials, and developers.
These courses are essentially directed at those involved
in the planning and development of new residential

' : communities so that they become aware of the natureof
noiseproblems, and of solutions to them.

2) Employers and workers in noisy occupations- for
example, bearing testing, an integralpart of any hearing
conservation program, provides an opportunity for an
important educational experience,At the time of testing,

'_i the audloJogist or the audlometric technician has a
; unique opportunity to explain to the worker what is

being tested and why, the impacts that cumulative
exposure to noise can have, and the means of preventing
hearing loss. Other techniques may include the use

; of various educational materials, An education program
specificatly geared to the farming community shouldalso
bedeveloped.

_' 3) Students in elementary and secondary schools - there is
t little awarenessof the nature of noise, the danger of

; noise, or the need for protection from excessivenoise
among the generaJpublic.
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The Office of Noise Abatement and Control in the

United StatesEnvironmental Protection Agency developed
educational packagesfor use at all grade levels in e[emen-
tary and secondaryschools, intended to provide a general
level of awarenessof the nature and problems of noise.
Tile potentia[ useof this or similar educational models in
the schoolsof Alberta should be explored,

4) Students in technica] training institutions or apprentice-
ship programs- aneducational program would be part of
pro-employment training for those who will work in
noisy trades. These programs would identify problems
that students will face during their working life and the
waysto avoid noise-inducedhearing loss.

5) General programsto increase public awarenessof noise
are alsorequired.

(SeeSections4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.3.2.)

CO-ORDINATION

Co-ordination is an important function of the Quiet Com-
munities Directorate becauseat present the responsibility for
noise control is divided among a number of different jurisdic-
dons and agencies.

Recommendation9 Federal Liaisonand Co-ordination
:-

That the QuietCommunities At the provincial level,there is little possibility of influencingDirectoratework with I_e
federalgovernmentto achieve the noise levels of products such as vehicles, construction
quieter manufacturedand equipment, aircraft, and appliancessince most are manufac-

Importedproducts. tured outside the province or the country. The federal
Recommendation 10 government has the legislativeauthority to request that such

products be quieter when manufactured or imported, The
That theQuietCommunities federal government is also responsible for the regulation of
Directoratework with the many nolse.producingfacilities suchas railways and aircraft,federal government to reduce
the noisegeneratedby air- aswell asbeinga major employer through institutionssuchas
craftandragways, the post office. As an employer, the federal government

Recommendation 11 provides a different standard of noise protection to its
employees titan is required of other Alberta employers. This

That theQuietCommunities is an unsatisfactory situation since all Albertans should be
Directoratework with the provided with the same level of noise protection whether
federaleovernm_ntm provide
the samelevelof protection they work in a provincially or feduruily rugulaLed industry.
to federal employee=a= is
providedto other Albertens. (SeaSection 4,2.3,)
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ProvincialCo.ordination

As pointed out in Recommendation 1, some 18departments
and agenciesin the provincial government have a concern
with or a responsibility for certain aspectsof noise, in most
instances, theseconcernsand responsibilities should remain
where they are, since they are frequently built into other
programs or servicesprovided by thesedepartments. For
example, the Department of Transportation, in the develop-
ment of new highways, has considerable skill in designing,
locating, and constructing highways so that their noise
impacts can bereduced.

The Public Works section of the Department of Housingand
Public Works is concerned with reducing noise levels in
provincial government offices through such techniques as
[nsu[atlngor designingof air-conditioning equipment. These
skills and functions should remain with these departments,
but could be assistedand co-ordinated by the Quiet Cam•
munities Directorate.

Recommendation 12 Publlc complaintsabout noiseare presentlydirected to many
different departments, such as the Department of Environ-

That the QuietCommunitiel ment, the Department of Transportation, or the EnergyDirectorateprovidea readily
identified=lnalerespondbgity ResourcesConservationBoard.Having the Quiet Communities
centre for noisecomplaints. Directorate receivead complaints would be advantageousto

the public, eventhough appropriate action would frequently
beprovfdad by other departmentsor agencies.

(SeeSection4.2.1.)

Municipal Co-ordination

Many aspectsof noise are local. Noise is not transportable,
and many of its effects arecontained within the bounds of
local government jurisdictions. Hence much of the basic
responsibility for the control of noiseshould rest at the local
level,

However, local authorities need to know the context within
which their programs are set so that their standardsare
neither too high nor too low; local authorities should have
some centre to which they can refer difficult technical
problems relating to noise and obtain competent advice.
Co,ordination between the provincial and local levels is
essential to the success of any program for the control
of noise and the creation of quiet communities.
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PLANNING

The Council believes that tile most effective way to control

noise, is through prevention, This means separating noise
sources and tile people who could be annoyed or disturbed

by them, or the attenuation of noise before it impacts on
sensitive receivers. One of the key ways to achieve this,
identified by many briefs at the hearings, is through planning.
The Council concurs in this view. Noise at present is not one
of tile factors that is explicitly taken into account in the

preparation of regional plans, in subdivision approvals, or
land use by-laws. The Council believes that noise levels can be
forecast with tile same level of accuracy as traffic flows,

aircraft movements, or truck Ioadings. The Council therefore
believes that noise should be considered in land use planning

as explicitly as topography and traffic flows,

Recommendation 13 Section 92 of the Planning Act (RSA 1980 eP-9) presently
gives a municipality the right to enter into agreements with

ThatSection92 of the Planning developers to _nstall such utilities as pedestrian walkways and
Act beamended to include a off-street parking. When noise attenuation is needed topro_isionfor noiseattenuation
as part of a development protect a residential subdivision, a municipality should be
agreement, able to enter into an agreement with a developer to install or

pay for the installation of noise-attenuation devices or
employ design techniques where necessary, to achieve an
acceptable level of quiet,

(See Section 4.6.3.)

Recommendation 14 Section 8 of the Subdivision Regulation under the Planning Act,

1977 presently reeds; "in making a decision as to whether or
That Section8 of the Sub. not to approve an application for subdivision approval, the
division Regulation be amen. subdivision approving authority sitall consider, with respectdad to include noise from
adjacentland uses, to the land that is the subject of the application.,." following

which is listed a large number of factors such as topography,

suit characteristics, potential flooding, etc. A phrase should
be added to this section to the fogowlng effect: "...the noise
levels generated in the vicinity of the land that is the subject
of tile application." tn this way, noise would be identified as
a specific factor that must be taken into account before a

subdivision is approved.

(See Section 4.6.3.)

Recommendation 15 Section 6 of the Subdivision Regulation presently reads:
"Upon receipt of a completed application for subdivision

That Section6 of the Sub- approval, the subdivision approving authority shall send adivision R0gulation heamen-
ded to add the Director of
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theOuietCommunitiesDirec- copy of it to..." and then lists a large number of agencies
toratetothelistofauthoritlos and departments, such as school autl]orit[es and public
that reviewsubdivisionappP- utilities. The Director of the Quiet Communities Directorate
cationsbeforeapproval,

should receivecopiesof the subdivision applications from tile
subdivision approving authorities. This would provide an
opportunity for the Quiet Communities Directorate to
identify any noiseproblems likely to occur in the subdivision,
and provide comment to the subdivision approving authority
on the seriousnessof the problem and whatever potential
solutions seemto beappropriate.

(SeeSection 4.6.3.)

The effect of theseactions would be to ensure that the noise

factor is explicitly considered in the planning approvals
process. They would provide for early identification of noise
problems in the development of new residential communities.
As it is easier to prevent rather than rectify noise problems,
thesemeasuresshould lead to the avoidance of many of the
problems that presently exist.

Model Municipal Noise Control By.law

Recommendation 16 Noise is a problem which is predominantly local in its impact
and frequently confined within the limits of municipal

Thata modelmunicipalnoise boundaries. However, municipalities approach the control of
controlby-lawbedeveloped noise in different ways, with varying degreesof success,andforetathtcx_jhouttheprmince,

find it difficult to identify the appropriate technical
approachesto control noise. In view of thesimilarity of the
problem within the municipalities, it seemspractical to have
uniformity in noisecontrol while recognizinglocal differences
where practical.

The Province of Ontario has found the solution to these
problems in the development of a province-wide model
municipal noise control by-law, This by-law comes in two
phases.Phaseone is a subjective by-law, intendedfor smaller
towns and communities that lack technical resourcesand
generally have only moderate problems with noise. This
phase of the model by.law is simpleto enact,easyto enforce,
and readily understood. Phase two of the model by-law is
more detailed and technical, requiring sophisticatedmeasure-
ments of sound levels and some technical capability to
administer and enforce. This phaseof the by-law is intended
for larger municipalities where noise problemsare severeand
technical capabilitiesare availablein the city staff.
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A municipality can, within limits and with proper approval,
choose the phase of the model byJaw tbat fits its needs, and
can remove clausesor phrases that do not seem appropriate

i to its individual situation. The Council was able to discuss
this approach with municipalities in Ontario that have
adopted the model municipal noise control by-law and found
them quite enthusiasticabout its practicality and effectiveness.
Some municipalities in Alberta requestedsuch an approach at
the public bearings.

(See Section 4.2.2.)

Recommendation17 This policy would ensurethat the approach to noisecontrol
does not vary too widely throughout the province, in cases

That, if amunicipalityadopts of dispute, municipalities should havethe right of appeal to
the model municipalnoise
controlby.lawin wholeor in the Minister responsiblefor theQuie_CommunitiesDirectDrate.
part,in theinterestof unifor-
mity the Director of the (SeeSection 4.2.2,)
QuietCommunitiesDirectorate
must approve changesor Qne reason for the successof the Ontario approach is that
modifications, the adoption of a modelby-law was accompanied byseminars,

workshops, and short courses which explained to civic
authorities the nature of the provisionsof the by-law and the

Recommendation 18 actions that would be required, and made suggestionsfor its
effective implementation. This educational componentThat trainingprogramsfor

municipalofficialsbe partof is an important reasonwhy the model by-law has proven to
the implementationof a be so effective and why so few problems have occurredwith

• modelmunicipalnoisecontrol its implementation.
by-law.

(SeeSection4.2.2,)

;: : The recommended model municipal noisecontro_by-law for
Alberta should be designed to meet specificconditions in this
province. The Council believesthis would be an appropriate
task for the Quiet Communities Directorate.

ECONOMIC PROGRAMS

Economic programsseekto reward the creation of quiet and
penalize the production of noise through some economic
reward or penalty. They normally do not standby themselves
but are part of other programs,

An economic program developed by the Environmental
Protection Agency seemsto hold great promise - the "Buy
Quiet" program. In essence,this program is educational,
directed at purchasing agents for city, state, and federal
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governmentsaswell aspurchasingagentsfor private companies,
It is based on the fact that there is a wide variation in noise
produced by different brands of appliances, equipment,
machines, or vehicles, Quite frequently the quietest piece of
equipment is no more expensivethan one which is noisier.
The Buy Quiet program urgespurchasing agentsat all levels
of governmentto includequietnessas one of the specifications
for any equipment purchased.

Recommendation19 In Alberta, between municipalitiesand the provincial govern-
ment, a considerableamount of equipment is purchasedeach

That the Quiet Communities year. If government purchasing agents indicated that they
Directorate be respon=ible would give preference to quieter machines, this wouldfor the implementationof a
"BuyQuiet" program, provide a useful incentive for manufacturers to develop

quieter equipment. If other provincesand the federal govern-
ment were to join in this approach, the impact would be
substantiallyenhanced.

Much equipment today is noisy becausethere is little or no
incentive to make it quieter. If manufacturers knew that
quieter equipment wouldhavesomeadvantagein the market,
they would begin to adopt production methods that would
reduce noise. The Council believesthat a Buy Quiet program
has important potential benefits for Alberta at relatively low
cost.

(SeeSection4.5.2.)

Land Economics

Recommendation20 Frequently, during the planning process the avoidance
or reduction of noise is rejectedby a developer as being too

That theQuiet Communities costly either because his land will be sterilized by leaving itDirectoratebecomea centre
of oxp0ttisein noi=o-related empty to provide for noise attenuation by distance, or
landeconornic=, because the provision of berms and noise barriers to protect

potentially subdivldable land is too expensive. Similarly,
the acquisition of homesalong truck routes through existing
residential areas is resistedor rejected by municipal councils
becauseof the cost involved,

The land economics approach to these problems is to de-
termine if other alternativesareavailablewhich would reduce
noise and at the same time would not escalate the cost of
housing or land acquisition. The principal methodsused to
achieve this objective are: changing the land use in areas
adjacent to noise sourcesto lesssensitiveusessuchas com-
mercial or light industrial developments, and permitting
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higher density development adjacent to noise sources, in
conjunction with special building designs (barrier buildings)
which reduce noise for the residents of the high-denslty
buildings as well as the residents in the remainder of the
subdivision. The Quiet Communities Directorate would work

closely with municipal authorities to identify where these
approaches are appropriate solutions to particular planning
problems.

Edmonton Municipal Airport

At the public hearings, the Edmonton Municipal Airport was
identified as the single most disturbing noise source in the
province. The major contributors to the noise prob/em are
the Boeing 737 jets.

Recommendation 21 An approximately equivalent level of convenience to the
commuting public could be provided by the use of quiet

That the City of Edmonton planes such as the Dash7. Since the City of Edmonton owns
giveseriousconsiderationto
prohibitingregularuseof the the a_rport, City Council could achievean acceptably quieter
EdmontonMunicipalAirport airport by prohibiting the use of large jets at the Municipal
bylargojetaircraft. Airport. The City of Toronto hasbannedthe use of all jets at

its Island Airport. The Council does not believe that smaller
businessjets contribute sufficiently to the MunicipalAirport
noiseproblem to warrant their elimination.

(SeeSections3.1,3 and 4.5.1,

Cost Sharing

: i _ Recommendation 22 Provincial highways are identified as a major noise source in
Alberta. The Council believes that it is appropriate for the

That the provincialgovern- provincial governmentto sharein the cost of no_seattenuationment =harein the colt of
noiseattenuationor retrofit or retrofit programs to the extent that it presently shares
programsto tile sameextent in other aspectsof a highway construction program. In other
that it shares in the cost words, if the present cost sharing for a particular highway is
of constructionof provincial 50 percent provincial and 50 percentmunicipal, the provincial
highwaysin municipalities, government should share 50 percent of the cost of any

noise-attenuatlon facilities that the highway requires,

(SeeSection 4,5.3.)

Redevelopment

Recommendation 23 Though retrofit can be quite effective technically, it is an
extremely expensive approach, and one which should be

I That tile provincemakelow- viewed asa last resort. The Council believesredevelopment iscostloansavailabletomunici-
palitiesfor redevelopmentas an appropriate approach where truck routes or provincial
a solutionto noizeproblems.
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arterial highways cut through existing residential areasand
create major noise problems. Though a change of useor an
increase in density holds excellent promise of a long-term
economic payoff, the so-called "up.front" costs are extremely
high. This is because a number of properties must be pur-
chasedover a long period of time with potential problems of
holdout or speculation, designs must be developed for the
new usesthat will replace tbose fronting on the noisy arterial,
and the project must eventually be constructed. Such a
project could take several years. However, one of the reasons
that redevelopment is a preferred alternative is becausethe
potential returns from the upgrading of land uses should be
sufficient to cover the cost of the property and the special
sound treatment required.

The Council believes that the province should make low-cost
loans available so that a municipality is not inhibited by a
shortage of funds from proceeding with redevelopment as a
solution to noiseproblems, where this is the most cost-efficient
solution to the problem.

(SeeSection 4.5.3.)

Compensation

Recommendation24 Some municipalities already provide for a reduction in
assessmentsof up to 15 percent if residential properties are

That a greater reduction locatednext to noisesourcessuch astruck routes and arterial
Z;_ in assessmentbe madeavair-

ablefor residentialproperties highways. The Council believesthat this isa helpful approach
located next to a noise and shouldbe extended.
iource,

An equitable approach would be a 0.4 percent reduction in
assessedvalue for each dBA Leq(24) over 55 dBA, with a
doublingin the rate for each 5 dBA increasein sound levels.
That is, up to 60 dBA the maximum assessmentreduction
would be 2 percent; to 55 dBA, the maximum assessment
reduction would be 6 percent; to 70 dBA, 14 percent;
to 75 dBA, 30 percent; and so on. The Council believesthis
woutd have two effects: it would compensatethe homeowner
for the lossof amenity value which is representedby a noisy
situation;and it would create an incentive for tile municipality
to provide solutions to noise problems and thus prevent a
reduction in assessedvalues.

(SeeSection 4,5.3.)
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Recommendation 25 in those locations where the assessmentreduction isdue to a

provincially supportedhighway,the provinceshouldcontri_te
Thattheprovincecornpensat_ to the municipality in the amount of tax revenue lost, in
municipalitiesfor assessment
reductionsrezultingfrom a proportion to its cost sharing on the construction of the
provinciallysupportedhigh. highway. However, the Council believes that the funds
way. suppliedby the provinceascompensation for lost assessment

should be locked in; that is, they should be used for the
construction of noise-attenuationdevicesor otherapproaches
which would reducenoise levels and not for generalrevenue
purposes.

(SeeSection4,5.3.)

Recommendation 26 Homeowners who take advantage of reduced assessments
should also provide information on the noisy conditions

That when reducedassess, to prospective purchasersthrough a notice on the title. The =
ments areallawed,a notice notice on the title would indicate that the building is locatedto thiseffectmustbeplaced
onthetitle, in a noisy area and that its assessedvalue hasbeen reduced r

becauseof this fact.

(SeeSection 4.5.3,) =

RESEARCH

Though much is known about noise, there is still much to be
learned, The Council identifies the following as major areas
where knowledge is lacking.

Extra-Auditory Effects

'!
Recommendation 27 There are tentative links between exposure to noise and

major health effects such as cardiac and blood circulation
That medical researchinto problems and other stress-relatedsymptoms. However, these
the extra-audgoryeffacu of
nolle begivenhighpriorityin links are neither clear nor well established. The Environmen.
Alberta'= medical research tal Protection Agency provided funding to major medical
programs, researchcentres to identify theselinksand somevery valuable

results have been achieved. Unfortunately, further funding
will not be made available in spiteof the important advances
made, particularly in establishingthat it is a worthwhile area
of research. We cannot rely, as we frequently do, on bene-
fitting from American research. The health effects of noise
are a frontier of medical knowledge. Alberta's growing
medical research capabilities could allow us to become a
world leader in this area.

(SeeSection 4.3.3,)
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Monitoring

Recommendation 28 There is littre baselinedata about noiselevelsin most Alberta
communities. To establish the current situation, but more

That long.term monitoring particularly to trace the future successor failure of noise.
of urban noise levels be control programs, long-term monitoring of noise levels iscarriedout.

required.These noise surveysshouldestablishnoisecontours
in major Alberta communities. Subsequent surveys,perhaps
every two years, would identify the extent to which nolse
impacts have increased, decreased, or remained stable.

(SeeSection 4.3.3.)

Recommendation 29 Hearing testing programsin industry can alsoprovidea useful
data base.Through analysisof recordsof audiometric testing.

That long.termbaselinedata it would be possible to establish with some accuracy which
on the hearing capability
of employeezin Albertain- Alberta industriesare noisiestandwhere workersare I_'otected
dustry be acquired and inadequately. The potential for improving or modifying
analyzed, programs to protect hearing is directly related to the avail-

ability and accuracyof such records.

(SeeSections4.3.1 and4.3.3.)

Loud Music

: Recommendation 30 There is considerable controversy and little evidence about
whether prolonged exposure to loud music, particularly

That studiesbe conducted amplified music, leads to hearing Joss. Specific studies are
to determinethe effect=of essential to identify whethera problemexistsandto determinei" prolongedexpo=ureto loud
mulic, its nature and scale.

(SeeSection 4.3.3.)

Lossof Hearing in Higher Frequencies

Recommendation 31 At present, hearingconservationprogramsaredirectedat the
speech frequencies (generally 500 to 3000 Hz). Loss of

Thatproceduresbedeveloped hearing in the higher frequencies (4000 to 8000 Hz) is
to protect hearingin the
higherfr0quen¢ios, considered significant primarily as a diagnostic device (the

early warning notch). Lossof hearingin the higher frequencies,
while not incapacitating, reducesthe quality of the soundwe
hear. Researchis required so hearingconservationprograms
can begin before some hearing losshas been experienced.

(SeeSection4.3,1.)
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Building Standards

Recommendation 32 Noise-attenuation standards for multi.family dwellings were
established in 1941 when the National Bullding Code was

That studies be conducted first adopted. Forty years have passedsince this standard
to determineif the present wasestablished and a numberof countries have sinceadoptedsoundtransmissionclassrat.
[ngsare adequatefor multi, much higher sound transmission class (STC) ratings, Research
family dwelling=andto assess is required to identify whether the 1941 standard isadequate
tile technical and economic for present day building conditions, wbether higher standards
implicationsof improvingthe are technically and economically feasible, and if so, the most
standards, appropriate method of implementation,

(SeeSection 4.4.3.)

NOISE IN THE WORKPLACE

Recommendation 33 The responsibility of the proposed Quiet Communities
Directorate would relate primarily to problems of environ-

Thatthepcimaryrezponsibility mental noise.The control of noise in the workplace isalso an
for control of noi=ein the
workplaceremainwith the important task and is presently the responsibility of the
Occupational Health and Occupational Health and Safety Division.
SafetyDivision.

Alberta has as yet seen little evidence of the impact of
occupational noise-assoclatedhearing loss. This _sbecause
both the work force and the industries inAlberta areyoung.
and because noise-induced hearing loss is net a suddenor
dramatic ailment but tile result of the accumulation of

: , exposure to excessive noise over a working lifetime. The
;_ way to prevent noise in the workplace from becoming

a major problem is to take action now.

The Council receivedbriefs from a number of organizations,
including representativesof the major labour unions in the
province, which maintained that tile standards presently
established by the Occupational Health and Safety Division
are not sufficient to protect the workers of Alberta from
hearingdamage. Having considered this point very seriously,
the Council is satisfied that the regulations that presently
exist are sufficient to protect workers' /]earing in the speech
frequencies. The problem is not inadequate standards, but
inadequate extension and enforcement of existing standards.

The best estimates that the Council received indicated

that nnly 10 percent of Alberta workers are includud _n
hearing conservation programs. This situation exists for
severalreasons',
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1) Noise has not had a high priority in safety programs
in many occupations,it I;asl_en consideredoneof the
normal aspectsof the occupation about which little
or nothing can be done. This attitude is changing
among both workers end employersas more know-
ledge becomesavailable.

2) With small budgets and a centralized operation, the
most cost-effectlve method of establishing hearing
conservation programs is to deal first with the large
industries in the major urbancentres.

3) Many of the major occupations in Alberta, such as
the oil and gasand construction industries,are highly
mobile. The companiesmovefrom siteto site andthe
turnover rate among workers is high.These are the
most difficult industries and occupations to reach
with a hearingconservationprogram.

Though the Council appreciates the difficulty in enforcing
and extending coverage, the current situation is dangerous to
health and well-being and must be corrected. The Council
therefore makes the following recommendations for exten-
d[ng coverage of hearing conservation programs.

(SeeSections3.2.1 and 4.3.1.)

Recommendation 34 Public health units and public health inspectors already
provide blanket coverage throughout the province. Public

That theOccupationalHealth health inspectors, dee to the nature of their work, must visit
and Safew Divisionexplore small and widely scattered industrial and commercial oper-the possibility of utilizing

ations. The addition of noise asone of the health hazardslocal health inspectorsto
enforce the regulationson that they should consider would be an efficient use of an
noise in the workplaceand existingnetwork.
develophearingconservation

programs, (SeeSection 4.3.1.)

Recommendation 35 Audiometrlc testing provides a unique opportunity to tell
workers about the natureand dangersof noise, thecumulative

That noise counsellingbe nature of noise exposure, and how to prevent hearing loss.
a mandatorypart of any Since all licensed audiometric techniciansmusttake coursesaudiometrictestingprogram.

where the importance of counsellingis stressed,it is probable
that most hearing testsfeature counselling.However,it would
provide greater security if counsellingwere identified in the
regulationsas a requirement of any hearing test.

(SeaSection 4.3.1.)
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Recommendation 3B The Council appreciates the difficulty that this recommen-
dation presents and [s mindful of the problems experienced

That the OccupationalHealth by the Workers' Compensation Board [n British Columbia in
and Safety Division develop trying to follow employees as they move from job to job and
hearingc0mervat[onprograms
to meet the needsof workers from location to location. However, to say that it is adminis-
in industries with varying tratively impossible to track such workers is to condemn
work locations, a substantial number of Albertans to major hearing loss at the

end of their working careers.

There are several government documents which presently

follow workers from job to job and from location to location.
One of these documents could include individual audiometric

tests, which are essential for the protection of the worker
from the cumulative impacls of noise in the workprace.

(See Section 4.3.1.)

Recommendation 37 The development of a plan to abate noise in tile workplace

should be reft to the employer, who is most familiar with the
That for partiegfady noisy operations and their financial impacts, and should be respon-
industries, employer= be re- sible for identifying how, over a period of time, a quieterquJred to develop a plan
for noise abatement in the workplace can be achieved. The plan should be reviewed and
workplace, approved by the Occupational Health and Safety Division.

Such a program is presently being undertaken by the Workers'
Compensation Board in British Columbia and seems to be
effective and successful

(See Section 4.3.1.)

Recommendation 38 One of the more conspicuous exceptions to hearing protection

programs has been identified as the employees of noisy
That employees working in taverns and discotheques. These employees deserve the same
noisy tevermand discotheques
be provided the sameprotec- level of protection as any worker exposed to noise in Alberta
tion as any other worker in industry.
a flo]syworkplace.

(See Section 3.4.1,)

ENERGY-RELATED FACILITIES AND NOISE

Recommendation 39 The Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB) has an
interim directive (ID-80-2) which should be revised. The

That noise levelsbemeasured Cuuncil suggests shat Recommendations 39, 40, and 41 beat the property line of
an energy development,
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considered when the regulation is redrafted. The directive
stipulates that noise emanating from an energy resource
development facility, sucll as a pumping station or drilling
rig, shall not exceed a certain dB level when measured 15
metres from a nearby residence. This requirement has been
an effective temporary measure and has reduced the noise
conflict betweenthe energy industry and residences.However,
there are a number of difficulties with this approach, some
at the technical level in relation to the measurement of
sound, and some because of the possibility of residences
being located in the noise-affected area after the fact.

(SeeSection 3.2.2.)

Recommendation 40 There should bea difference between the noise JeveJsthat are
tolerable for a temporary disturbance such asa drilling rig,

That permissiblenoiselevers and a permanent disturbance suchasa pumping station. As a
be loweredfor permanent result, the Council believesthat improved noisestandardsarefacilities.

required for permanent facilities.

(SeeSection 3.2,2.)

Recommendation 41 Many energy-related facilities are located in rural settings,
Rural areas normally have very low noise Jevelsand the

That, in ruralareas,a noise residents expect that these levelswill be preserved, In cities
standard of 5 dBA Leq it is normal to consider that a noise problem begins at 55(24) above ambient noise
levelsbeadopted, dBA. However, such leveJswould be completely out of place

in many rural areaswhere the ambient noise level is 35 to 50
,,; dBA, or lower. What seems to be required is a measureof

; , intrusive noise revel;that is, the extent to which the energy-
related development raises the ambient noise levels.The
Council suggeststhat a permanent energy.related facility be
no more than 5dSA Leq (24) above the ambient noise
level in the rural Jocotion, measured at the property llne of
the facility,

(SeeSection 3.2.2.)

ALTERNATE RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

Recommendation 42 There has beena considerabletrend in recent years to provide
alternate facilitfes for smokers and non-smokers in public

That the providonof quiet places, The Council believes that there are opportunities for
and non.quietpublicfacgit[e$ exploring a similar approach in providing quiet and non-quietbnexplnrad,

public facilities. This approach applies particularly to parks,
campgrounds, and recreation lakes, and could be achieved
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through design or by having a designated quiet area in one
part of the park, separated from other areaswhere noise Is
less objectionable. Entire parks or recreation lakes could be
designated as quiet parks or quiet lakeswhere motor vehicles
or power boats would be prohibited. Alternatively, noisy
pursuits such as trail bike riding could be zoned into one
particular part of the park. Approaches such as these have
been tried in tile development of Kananaskis Country and
their extension to other areasand situations is recommended.

(SeeSection 3.4.2.)

NOISE MEASUREMENT

Recommendation 43 One of the problems in the noise field is the variety of noise
descriptors used, each designed to fit a specific problem or

That the use of dBA Leq situation. Standardization of noisedeseriptors isdesirablefor
be accepteda= the stander, consistency end comparability. The National Researchdizodnoisede=criptor,

Council concluded that dBA Leq is the most appropriate
standardnoise descriptor.

(SeeSections3,2.2 and3.6.2.)

ALLEVIATION OF TRAFFIC NOISE

The most frequent and persistent problem identified at the hearings was traffic no_se.
:_ The Council doesnot believe there isone solution to traffic noise. Resolutionof this problem

will require many programs applied in a consistent and co-ordinated way. Each program
will make a small contribution, end combined they can provide substantial relief.

Following is a summary of the Council's proposals relating to the reduction of traffic noise,

Reducenolle at the source, This is primarily a federal responsibility but the provincecan
particularlyfromtrucks, persuadeand lobby for higher noise standards. Through a

Buy Quiet program, which creates a demand for quieter
products, a direct impact can be achieved.

(SeeSections3.1.1 and 4.5,2,)

Adoptmunicipalnoiseby-laws Through the adoption of municipal noise by-laws under
underSection10(1) of the Section 16(1) of the Highway Traffic Act (RSA 1999 cH.T)
HighwayTrafficAct. end adequate enforcement, noisy faults can be identified and

the owners canbe required to rectify the problems.

(SeeSection 3.1,1.)
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Develop vehicle testing Testing facilities should be available in major municipalities,
facitities. SOthat suspected vellide faults can beaccurately and precisely

identified.

(SeeSection 3.1,1.)

Fines for noise infractions or for ignoring instructions to
rectify noise faults in vehicles should be sufficiently high to
ensure compliance. Low fines tend to be regarded as just
another cost of keeping cars on the road, and do not lead to a
solution of noise problems.

Adequateenforcementof the Adequate enforcement of the Highway Traffic Act will help
HighwayTraffieAct. reduce squealing tires, stunting, and other poor driving

practicesthat produce excessivenoise.

(SeeSection 3.1.1 .)

Use techniquesto reduce Severalapproaches which will help reduce noise on heavily
noise on heavilytravelled travelledroadways are: usingspecialroad surfacingto reduce
roadways, tire noise, decreasing the number of traffic signals, and

promoting free, steady traffic flow witlt little need for
gearingup or down.

(SeeSection 4,4.1.)

Improve land usaplanning. Noise should be taken into accountexplicitly asa factor in
land use planning. Heavily travelled traffic routes and good
residentialareas are incompatible, and they should be separ-
ated. Where they cannot be separated,the use of depressed

' roadways, berms, noisefences, and special surfacing for roads
should be considered part of the essentialcost of construe-
ring new highways or reconstructing old ones. The costs of
thesefacilities should be shared between the province and the
municipality in programs similar to those used for other
highway construction costs.

(SeeSection 4.6.1.)

U_ barrierbuildings. In particularly difficult situations, the use of barrier buildings
should be considered. The province should make low.cost
loans available to municipalities to meet the formidable front
end costsof this solution. However, the possibility of higher
density or higher value reuse holds promise that such re.
development would recover the costsof land acquisition and
replotting.

(SeeSections 4,5.2 and 4.5,3.)
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Imrodute asse=smontreduc- As an incentive to municipalities to avoid or overcome
tion=, traffic noise problems and as a partial compensation to

residents who suffer from traffic noise,an extended scheme
of reduced assessmentsshould be provided,on a sliding scale
with the greatest reductionsavailableto thosewho suffer the
most from noise. Reduced assessmentsshould only be
available for residentially zoned areas.

(SeeSection 4.5.3.)

None of these approaches is sufficient by itself to solve the
traffic noise problem. Each problem area will require a
unique solution, tailored to that particular situation. The
development of unique solutions to individual problems
should be a principal task of the Quiet Communities Direc-
torate, which at the same time should strive to achieve
actions that will reduce problems with traffic noise overall.

The Councilwishesrespectfully to place these recommendations and this report before you.

Environment Council of Alberta
Panel on Noisein Alberta

, I_'.1. Ms ri e, Chairman
•; q,

A.D. Crerar, Viee-Chair_.,_

D.E, Lewis,Q.C., Member

J.E. Wilson, Member
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Fifty years ago in Alberta, quietness was taken for granted, Today, with much larger popu-
lations, more trucks and cars, airplanes, mechanized industry, and ereetronie amplifiers,

; quietness is no longer the norm.

i A significant number of Aibertana are exposed to excessivenoise levels. Quietness can no

i longer be taken for granted. Careful planning is needed to avoid the increasingly serious
problems causedby noise.

i In May 1980, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),*
of which Canada is a member, convened a conference on noise abatement policies. The
conference president stated

...during the last twenty years, die quality of die noise environment has steadily
deteriorated, mainly as a result of rapid urbanization, the growth in mobility, and the
rapid development of mechanized activities in OECD countries. Currently, f5 percent
of the population of OECD countries, tbat is about 100 million people, are exposed
in their daily environment to levels of noise which are regardedasunacceptable (mere
than 65 dBA), attd more than half the population of these countries is exposed to a
level of noise higher than that corresponding to a level of comfort (more than 55
dBA) (OECD 1980: lJ.

A report on the state of the world environment from the United Nations identifies noise
pollution as a significant and growing environmental problem which "...not only threatens
health, disturbs or annoys, but can also impair the efficiency of work, [and] damagestruc-
tures,.." (Tolba 1979:9).

In 1974, the provincial government recognized that the subjective nature of noisemade it
: difficult to control and manage.The Minister of the Environment requestedthe Environment

Conservation Authority (now the Environment Council of Alberta) "to examine the nature
• , , _ of noise legislation that may be advisable for Alberta and make recommendations to the
" Minister."

The Authority's Science Advisory Committee established a group toassessthe problem. This
resulted in the two-volurne report Noise in the Human Environment (Jones 1979), which
was published by the Council in 1979 and widely distributed.

*Tbe OECD is an international organization founded in 1960 to stimulate economic progress and world

trade. The members are: Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Franc_, the Federal Republic of

Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembour9, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, tile United Kingdom, and the United States. The goals are:

to achieve tbe highest sustainable economic growth and employment ands rising standard of living
in Member countries, while maintaining fit_ncial stabHity, and tllus to contribute to tile development
of the world economw

to cotltribute to sound econonlic expansion in Member as well as non.member countries in the

I process of economic development,.

bb to contribute to the expansion of world trade.,, (OECD 1980,'np).
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In May of 19B1,the Government of Alberta, by Order-in-Council, requested the Council to:

1) Inquire into all aspects of the effects of noise on the environment within the
province of Alberta, giving particular attention to
a) nolse sources and problems,
b) the effects of exposure to noise on health and the human environment,

and

c) technological and other practices that may be adopted to control noise levels
and resolve problems,

2) Hold public hearings at suitable locations throughout the province, and report to
the Minister of the Environment and the Lieutenant-Governor in Council on
completion of the report of the findings.

The Panel assignedto this task consisted of; )t
Roy F, McBride, Chairman - Mr. McBride servedas a mine electrician, mine manager,
and training co-ordinator for Manalta Coal Ltd. between 1958 and 1979. He is e
lifelong farmer and a veteran of the Royal Canadian Air Force.

Alistair D. Crerar, Vice-Chairman - Mr. Crerar is the Chief Executive Officer of the
Environment Council of Alberta. He is an economist and planner.

O. Edwin Lewis, Q.C,- Mr. Lewis is a lawyer and former Western Counsel of Imperial
Oil Ltd. He is pastpresident of both the Calgary and Alberta Chambersof Commerce
and is presently Chairman of the Glenbow Museum. He is also a director of a number
of companies.

' Joan E, Wilson - Ms Wilson built a small group interested in controlling litter into a
major environmental interest group, the "Clean Calgary Committee." She hasstudied
psychology and journalism.

1.1 THE PUBLIC HEARINGS

Hearings were held at six locations in the province. At all locations, evening sessionswere
included to facilitate the participation of those unable to attend a day session.Additional
hearings were scheduled in Edmonton to accommodate the number of people wishing to be
heard. The schedulewas'.

Calgary June 25, 25
Edmonton June 9, July 7, B
Edson June 17
Grande Prairie June 11

Lethbridge June 23
Red Deer June 15

One hundred end fourteen briefs were received during tile hearingsand 42 briefs after the
hearings had been completed, for a total of 156. (See the Appendix for a list of briefs
presented.)
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Sourcesof BriefsPresentedat the Hearings

Percent Source

52 Individuals
17 Industry
17 Local Governments
10 Environmental and Community Groups
4 Labour Organizations

100 Total ( 114 briefs)

Over 80 percent of the 42 supplementalbriefs were from individuals.

1.2 INFORMATION PROGRAM

The public hearingswere preceded by an extensive information program. Reports and
brochures were prepared by the Environment Council's Science Advisory Committee,
the Council's researchstaff, the OccupationalHealth and Safety Divisionof Alberta Workers'
Health, Safety andCompensation,and a consultant.

Noise in the Human Environment, Vol. I deals with Canadianproblemsin a variety of areas
including community reactions,law, noisc-sentrol devicesand techniques,planning, building
design,and transportation noise.

Noise in the Human Environment, Vol. II discussesnoiseassociatedwith vehicles,appliances,
: construction, and industry. There is a physical description of noise and a section on the

noise environmentof man.

Noise hi Alberta describessound,noise, andthe Alberta soundscepe,

Noise is a Health Hazard discussesthe effects of noise on health, includingphysiological,
psychological,and behaviouralaspects.

Noise in the Workplace providesa detailedanalysisof noise in the industrialsetting.

Administration and Regulation of Noise in Alberta reviewsexisting responsibilitiesof the
municipal, provincial, and federalgovernmentsin dealingwith noise.

Economic Aspects of Noise in Alberta discusses the impacts of no[sc on the economy
and people of Alberta.

Brochureswere alsoprepared for distribution in connection with thehearings.

Transportutlutl Noise discussesvehicle, railway,and airplane noise;certain control techniques;
and variousgovernmentresponsibilities.
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Planning Considerations reviewsthe role of land useplanning in noisecontrol.

Noise Arot_nd the Home discusses noise sources and problems in the domestic setting.

Economic Aspects summarizesthe report Economic Aspects of Noise in Alberta.

Public Hearings on Noise, Make Your Concerns Known describesthe public hearingsand the
Noise Panel members.

In addition, several films on various aspects of noise were obtained for _he information
program,

Prior to the hearings, the Council staff met with and made presentations to any group
interested in noise. The meetings included seven with health units, 12 with regional planning
commissions, eight with civic or public groups, and three with professional organizations.

The Council advertised the hearings through a campaign which utilNed radio, newspapers,
and posters. Contacts were also made with a variety of professional, business, labour,
and government organizations.

1.3 OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The Noise Panel was very interested in the experiences and activities of other jurisdictions.
These agencieswere frank and helpful in the assessmentof their programs and provided
viewpoints which were useful to the Panel in the development of this report.

CANADA

Provincial

Alberta - Meetingswere held with representativesof:
Department of Social Servicesand Community Health
Department of Transportation
Department of the Environment
Occupational Health and Safety Division
Workers' Compensation Board
Energy ResourcesConservation Board

British Columbia - The Panelmet with a health unit representative from Burnaby, B.C.
during the Canadian Acoustical Association conference in Edmonton, during
October of 1981.

Ontario - The Panel interviewed representatives of'.
Ministry of the Environment
Ministry of Transportation and Communications
Ministry of Labour
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The experience of local governments in Ontario was discussed during visits to the Borough
of Etobicoke and the City of Mississauga.Valuable information wag obtained about the
Ontario Model Municipal Noise Control By-law, building design, and land useplanning, and
the significance of transportation noise and its control.

Federal

The Panel met with representativesof:
Department of Transport
Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada
Canada Mortgage end Housing Corporation
National ResearchCouncil Canada

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

The Panelmet with representativesof the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Washing-
ton, D.C. In the past 10 years,the Office of Noise Abatement and Control, with officesand
research staff throughout the U.S.. has gained considerable knowledge and experience in
noise problems and their correction.

A great deal of information was obtained, including detailsof their educational programs,
noise labelling procedures, Buy Quiet program, quiet community program, quiet truck
program, and regulating procedures,

A discussion with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA*) provided btformation
on aircraft and airport problems and their control.

OTHER

The Pane]also attended the Canadian AcousticalAssociation conference held in Edmonton
during October of 1981, to familiarize themselves with the latest developments in noise

;t
::- control and abatement.

In order to obtain an understanding of the enforcement problems of noise control, tile Panel
met with representativesof the City of CaJgaryPolice force.

Mr. LyJe Lorenz, Superintendent of Schools, County of Stettler, reviewed the educational
materiar provided by the EPA.

Mr. R.G. Winkelaar, M.A., Director of Audiology, FoothilJs Provincial General Hospital,
provided assistancewith the medical aspectsof hearing and lossof bearing.

"FAA - FederalAviationAdministration(U.S,)
The FAAisresPonsiblefor regulatingaviationInthe U.S.Aswegasadministeringsafetyregulations,
aircraftregistration,air navigationfacilities,air spacernanagem0nt,andcivil aviationabroad,the
FAA adminislersprogramsto assistpublicagenciesin airportsystempJanning,includingprograms
designedto controlairportandaircraftnoise,For example,theFAA currentlyhasapilotprogram
for flmdingAirportNoiseCentral_nd LandUs0Con;_atlbiilty(ANCLUC)planningstudiesunder
thePJannlngGrantProgram(PGP).
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1,4 A DEFINITION OF NOISE

Doing something about noise depends on a common understanding of what is meant by
"noise." For the purpose of this report, the Environment Council haschosenthe following
definition of noise in order to ensureconsistency and promote that understanding.

Noise is defined as any sound or combination of different sounds which are disturbing,
harmful, or unwanted. The essenceof this definition is that noise is all sound whicb
threatens or affects the health and well.being of people.

Within this definition, noise can include', very loud workplace sound which will impair
hearing and causedeafnessgiven sufficient exposure, such as in a steel fabricating plant or
engine repair shop; the dull roar from a heavily used truck route that distressesnearby
residents; a noisy party which annoys and disturbs those next door; a neighbour's dog
barking in the middle of the night; and the sound of a trail bike in an outdoor recreation
areaused by hikers who are seekingpeaceand quiet.

The Council believes that programs to control noise must not be hampered by a restrictive
definition. Society is not static - people are in constant movement from their homes,
along travel routes to their workplace, at their workplace, in vacation spots, and in their
neighbourhoods, All kinds of noise canaffect individuals in all these settings.The cumulative
impactsmust be fully considered.

Since noise is sound which affects the health and welt-being of people, an understanding
of what is meant by "health" is a prerequisite to understanding the effects of noise. The
definition of health ascontained in the constitution of the World Health Organization and

, )

which is accepted by the Council for this report is'. "a state of complete physical, mental
and social well-being and not merely the absenceof disease or infirmity" (United Nations

• 1964'.497).
;_
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The terms of reference for the public hearings established a very broad context within
which to consider noise, identifying and describing the impacts of noiseon peopleand their
environment setsthe stagefor evaluating the severity of the problem, determining sourcesof
noise, and delineating appropriate controls.

in describing how exposure to noise affects people, the implications for personal health
become prominent. Noise also has an economic impact. This section describesthe health
and economic consequencesof exposure to noise in our society.

2.1 AUDITORY EFFECTS

The auditory effects of noise are those effects concerned with hearing and the ability
to understand speech. The extent to which noise affects these abilities and their importance
to our personal health and well.being are critical.

2.1.1 The ImportanceofOur Hearing

fl The sound of the world around us - our soundscape - is an important part of our daily
lives. Being able to hear allows us to perceive our soundscape and influences all of our
activities. While many of our activities tend to be strongly visual, of the five senses,"Hearing
is our major social and learning sense.The ear is a magnificent microcosm of creation. It
may be small in size but it is mighty in its impact on the totality of human life" (Terry
1979:10).

Hearing influences our ability to communicate with family, friends, associates,rivals,
and enemies, it bearsdirectly on the quality of our lives. As pointed out by Dr. J. Oshiro in
Brief 49 during the public hearings, "For those who hear, it would be unthinkable to live
without sound, for sound has been with ussince the beginning of creation and awarenessof

: soundhasbeen with ussinceour awarenessashuman beingsisis] ."

Hearing is a 24-hour sense.Our ears receive sound continuously and transmit signalsto the
brain whether or not they are perceived. Sarah Burns, an audiologist, stated in Brief 11 that
our earsare constructed asa passivesystem unlike sight which is an activesystem.Hearing
does not depend on having to either focus or turn the ears to perceive a particular sound.
Also, our ears are particularly vulnerable to damage because unlike our eyeswhich have
eyelids that can be closed against too much light, our earsdo not haveearlidsthat can shut
out too much sound.

The ability to hear permits us to be fully aware of and relate to other people and our
environment, To losehearing is to severthis contact and become isolated.

2.1.2 Hearing LessCausedby Noise

Loss of hearfng caused by exposure to noise is defined as an increasein the amount of
energy neededto hear. Lossof hearingoccurswhenhfgh-energysoundnumbsand damages
the hair celts inside the cochlea,or inner ear (seeSection 5.6). More soundenergyis needed
to activate the haircells becausetheir sensitivity hasbeen reduced.The thresholdof hearing
in a normal young personisset at 0 decibels(dS) (seeSection 5).
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Determining the level at which a hearing loss becomes a handicap is difficult. For example, a
loss in hearing sensitivity of 10dB is not generally considered a serious impairment. However,
when a person notices or is affected by such a loss, a handicap exists. The Workers' Compen-
sat[on Act (RSA cW-16) identifies noise-induced hearing loss as a compensable disease.
Many jurisdictions in North America consider a loss of 25 dB or over asa significant handicap
(Wiensand Kinloy 1980).

The effect of noise on our hearing usually occurs initially in frequencies from 4,006 to
6,000 Hz. Since th_srange is above those frequencies crucial for hearing and understanding
speech,a person may not initially beaware of having _mpa[redhearing. Continuous exposure
to intense noise will damage hearing more severely, gradually affecting perception of the
lower frequencies critical to speech. By the time a hearing loss is detected, irreparable
damagehasbeen done to the hair cells.Maximum loss from noise will generally occur within
five to ten years of exposure, unlessconditions of exposure change(Throckmerten 19B0).

A temporary loss of hearing sensitivity is known as "temporary threshold shift" (TTS). it
can be caused by a singleexposure to loud noise, such as a rifle shot. It can also be caused
by exposure to continuous noise, which results in a gradual drop in hearing sensitivity. This
happens, for example, when you must turn up the volume of your car radio in order to hear
it satisfactorily at the end of a long road trip.

The extent of TTS varies in relation to the level of noise and the duration of exposure.
Brief 46 mentioned that recovery time also depends on the duration of exposure. Full
recovery frorn TTS after eight hours of exposure to noise may take as long as24 hours (Hall
1981), longer than the 16 hours of restmost people have between work periods.

Permanent loss of hearing, known as "permanent threshold shift" (PTS), appears to occur
from repeated episodes of TTS without sufficient rest between them. Brief 46 and Throck.
morton (1980) state that most PTS, particularly in the speech frequencies, results from
repeated, long-term exposureto noise,Research to date indicates that little or no risk occurs

:" in the speechfrequenciesat levels of noisebelow 85 dB (Hedgeand Price 1978).

Peoplediffer in their sensitivityto noiseand their susceptibility to lossof hearing. Since it is
impossible to predict accurately who [s or is not susceptible, people working in noisy jobs
must have their hearing tested regularly to know if it is being affected, Noise-induced
hearing losscan be stoppedonly by preventingexposure to damagingnoise.

2,1.3 Tile Effects of HearingLoss

Kenn Biota stated succinctly in Brief 29 that a shadow hangsover hearing loss,People
are ashamedand afraid of having poorhearing and will find subde ways to hide or compen-
satefor the probtem. Mr, Biota added that "this affliction, which may have to a greater or
lesserdegree affected many of us, sitsin a cloister, along with impotency and other personal
hangups."

Following the earlier analogy with sight, people wearing glassesexperience no stigma about
their visual deficiency. They are not bothered by experiencing a great blur when they
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remove their glasses.Yet a stigmapersistsagainst being hard of hearing. Wearing a hearing
old is considered strange and socially unacceptable. Our society has not accepted and
individuals hava not adjusted to the disability of not being able to hear at normal levels of
sound.

People with impaired hearing are cut off socially from other people and physically from
their soundsaape.The greatest impact on people who have become deaf as adults is the
social and psychological effect on their lives.Their ability to communicate is reduced or cut
off, and they cannot participate fully in their social environment. Brief 151 described
people with hearing loss as being in a world of their own, suffering great loneliness, and
becoming very frustrated.

"Humanitarian Helen Keller, who was both blind and deaf due to achildhood disease,said
that of the two handicaps she felt the lossof her hcaring n_ostkeenly becauseit shut her off
from human social interaction" (Perham 1979).

People with hearing impairment may also antagonize others and suffer reciprocated frus-
tration and anger, Other people often feel the person with poor hearing is not paying
attention, is igsor[ng conversation,or givesinappropriate replies to questions and comments.

Symptoms of impaired hearing due to noisemay be exhibited by people who talk loudly,
mumble, speak in a mushy style, or turn the television louder than other family members
like, Briefs 6 and 151 described hearing lossasbeing characterized by a decreasedability to
understand speech, particularly in a noisy environment, poor d]scriminatlon of the pitch of
sound, often a continuous, annoying ringing (called tinnitus) in the ears,or painful hearing.
Similarly, a person with poor hearing may wonder why others seem to be mumbling or
shouting, or why they may be angered by the conversation. Trying to compensate for poor
hearing by lip reading can also be very frustrating if someone cannot fully understandwhat

: is being said.

Noise-induced hearing loss is permanent and cannot be medically corrected. Operations,
treatments, or the use of a hearing aid will not totally compensate for the loss.Hearing
aids,which generally on]y amplify sound, cannot recapture full hearing in the sameway that
glassesusually correct poor vision. Brief 63 stated that improvements have been made in
hearing aids in the last few years, however, and using them can provide some benefit.

Loss of hearing contributes to more problems than just poor communication. Brief46
from the Sheet Metal Workers International Association, Local 8 stated that safety on the
job often dependson workers being able to hear verbal instructions, special signals,or the
sound of machinery and equipment. During the public hearings, the Alberta Federation of
Labour (AF L) referred in Brief 107 to studieson the relationship of noise to hearing conser-
vation and accidents. In one casethe AFL cited, the rate of injuries declined dramatically -
between 40 and 50 percent - after implementation of a hearing conservation program. "The
noisiest jobs generally have the highest rate of accidents and injuries" (Throckmorton
1980). The AFL feels this aspect of noise has been neglected and de,ryes more att_lltion.

A person's job or occupation may also be directly affected if that individual has impaired
hearing. The problem can take different forms. For example, an employee may bemoved to
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a different job if a safety hazard exists or if the job is not being done properly. An employee
may be denied possibilities of promotion or transfer to a better position becauseof impaired
ability to communicate. The hearing loss may also be usedas an excuse by the employer to
discharge the person involved, possibly to avoid compensation payments, Such events would
add to the stress and frustration already being experienced due to the noise-induced hearing
loss.

2.1.4 Noisy Working Conditions

The predominant causeof noise-induced hearing loss is noisy conditions in the workplace.
The toll of exposure is greater, however, if a person both lives and works in noisy sur-
roundings.

Estimates vary of the number of workers in Alberta exposedto occupational noise considered
hezardous to hearing, The traditional estimate is that about 10 percent of all workers are
exposed. This level amounts to a conservative figure of 125,000 workers plus about 60,800
farmers (Throckmorton 1981).

A study of the economic aspects of noise commissioned by the Environment Council
estimates that in 1890, 30 percent of the provincial labour force, or nearly 300,000 workers
in agriculture, the oil and gas industry, construction, and manufacturing were exposed to
noise over 80 dBA for aneight-hour day (Wiensand Kinley 1880). Although at present "it is
not known how many workers in Alberta are affected by hearing lossand to what degree"
(Wiens and Kinley 1980:30), an estimated 29,800 workers or about 12 percent of the work
force exposed to over 80 dB for aneight-hour day will suffer hearing lossof 25 d5 or more
due to noise over a 20.year working life (Wlens and Kinley 1980), It has been estimated that
at least 80 percent of the labour force has some degreeof hearing loss, although not neces.
serily in the speech frequencies.

• " Hearing loss may be severe among farmers. Prolonged exposure to noisy machinery has
probably caused substantial hearing loss in en entire generation of farmers, as stated in
Brief 68,

The AFL stated that noise in Alberta is affecting far more workers than is indicated in either
the traditional estimates or the Council's study of economic aspects of noise. The AFL
estimated that 493,000 workers are exposed to noise over B0 dBA over an elght-hour day.
This includes workers in transportation; communication; public administration and service;
and mining and logging, which were excluded from the economic study. Assuming 40 years
of exposure rather than 20, the AFL estimates that more than 54,000 workersexposed to
noise levelsoverB0 dBA will incur e Jossof hearing. Although the methods of estimation are
different, the results of the studies are similar. Both estimate that between 10 and 12
percent of the labour force will suffer from impaired hearing.

Discrepancies in the estimated number of workers exposed are caused in part by different
industries being included in the respective analyse; and the identification of occupations
considered to be noisy. The crux of the problem is [hat comprehensive data is not available
on levels of noise in the workplace or how many workers are exposed to dangerously noisy
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conditions. As we[I, few workers have had their hearing tasted and even existing data has not
been fully analysed.

Occupational noise is felt to be the most common and prevalent health hazard in the work-
place (Throckmorton 1981). It is also felt to be the "most significant causeof hearing loss
in all industrialized nations" (Alberta Association of Industrial Safety Councils 1981:1).

Loss of hearing from long-term exposure to noise is the most obvious effect on our health,
and was claimed in Brief 3 to be the most apparent problem resulting from noise in industry.
Brief 107 pointed out that if 10 percent of the labour force is going to have damaged
hearing, hearing loss must be at epidemic proportions. In the U.S., an "industrial insurance
survey reported that hearing loss is the largestcompensable health problem today" (Howard
1979). Even though noise-induced hearing loss is not avisible disability, it can be a substan-
tial handicap. Its severity is generally beyond the comprehension of people with adequate
hearing.

Both large and small businesseshave noisy working conditions and workers suffering a loss
of hearing. Large industry may be more aware of the problem of noise levels and noise-
induced hearing loss. Some large industries do test employees' hearing, and provide hearing
conservation programs. The difficulty is that the majority of workers are employed either
by small businessor are self-employed. In 1979, approximately 900,000 workers in Alberta
were employed on 60,000 worksites, 78 percent of whicb had under 10 employees. Brief 29
raised the question "when we look to the fact that approximately 70 percent of these
worksites were net provided with any occupational health inspactional servicesat all, how
much of a problem is noise?"

Despite the lack of comprehensivedata, it isclear that noiselevels in the workplace are high
for many workers. Improvements are necessary to lower the levelsof noise, and make

_ conditions quieter, safer,and healthier for workers. In order for control programsto succeed,
_urveysare required on the levels of noise,the extent and severity of exposure,shenumber
of workers who have or will suffer impairedbearing, and the degree of damage.

2.2 EXTRA-AUDITORY EFFECTS

Reactions to noiseand the effects it hason our health other than physical hearing lossare
called "extra-auditory" effects. These include annoyance, stress, interruption of sleep,
interference with speech(causingannoyance), the body's physical reactions, and effects on
our relationswith other people,

The effects of noisedependon both the characteristics of the soundand how it isperceived.
For example, loud soundcan contribute to stress and certain adversereactions evenif it is
tolerated, as in a noisy job, or chosen, asin a discotheque. Unwanted sound (noise),whether
loud or soft, will causestressand adversereactions,whereassoft, wanted sound (music) will
not.

Extra-auditory effects of noisearise at work, home, and play. The severity of theseeffects
relates to the amount of time spent in noisy surroundings and the amount of quiet tlme
between periodsof exposure.
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There isa substantial collection of scientific literature which deals with the effects of noise
on our health, it is well establishedthat sufficient exposure to noise impairs hearing, The
degree of harmful influence on other aspectsof our health, however, is not as clear. It is
known, for example, that noise causesannoyance and certain physiological reactions, but
the extent of adverseconsequencesresulting from theseis uncertain.

A review of much of the literature available on the relationship of noise and health was
carried out by Taylor et aL(1980). Research papers were examined on the basis of several
criteria for scientific validity in order to differentiate between "justlfiabfe and unjustifiable"
conclusions about the effects of noise. To quote from their report:

The synthesis of the evidence from medtodologically adequate studies shows that the
only strong evidence of an effect of noise on health is for noise.induced hearing loss,
For non-auditory health outcomes, there is no clear evidence to support the hy.
pothesized effects, but equally there is in general no clear evidence to reject them.
There are two main reasons for die lack of clear evidence. The first is that specific
human health outcomes are investigated in only a few studios. It is uncertain what, if
any, implications for human health can be drawn from animal-based research or from
studies measuring phFsiologlcal outcomes with unknown health consequences. The
second reason is that few studies usepowerful research designs with the result that
causal inferences are normally not possible.,,. We recognize that we are applying
stringent criteria in assessingthe evidence, but we maintain that they are vital criteria
and that it is only by using them that valid conclusions can be drawn about the true
eausaleffects of ooise on human health (Taylor et al. 1980:94).

The Edmonton Local Board of Hearth also undertook a substantial review of current liter-

ature on the health effects of noise and submitted that review as Brief 9B at the hearings.
The Board found that "nausea, headaches,instability, argumentativeness, sexual impotency,
changes in general mood, anxiety and other effects have been associated with exposure to
noise, but aJI are difficult to assess."In short, the findings of research on the adverseextra-

'i auditory effects of noise on health are not concJusive,More work needs to be done before
definitive conclusionscan be drawn ( Hall 19B1).

The Environment Council recognizes that the scientific evidence may not show a strong
relationship between noise and adverseextra.auditory effects. However, the Counei] feels it
cannot ignore the briefs presented at tile public hearings by people describing how noise
affects them.

...one cannot assume t/rat the lack of data represents the absence of risk. This is
particularly true when one considers that the methods to which many people object
(pemTanent effects found in studies on animals, temporary effects on humans, cor-
related and cross.sectional studies in htdustry) are the same as those used to demons-
trete the relationship of hearing loss to noise (Dunn 1979:221).

Lack of conclusive proof of the adverseextra.auditory effects of noise on health should not
limit any initiatives to solvenoiseproblems. The following quotation illustrates this position:

Dr. William H. Stewart, former Surgeon General [United States], in his keFnote
address to the 1969 Conference on Noise asa Public Health Hazard, made the follow.
ing point: "Must we wait until we prove every link in the chain of causation? I stand
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firmly with [Surgeon General] Burney's statement of 10 years ago. In protecting
health, absolute proof comes late. To walt for it is to hTvite disaster or to prolong
suffering unnecessarily. I submit that those things within man's power to control
which impact upon the individual in a negative way, which infringe upon his senseof
integrity, and interrupt his pursuit of fulfillment, are hazards to public health." It is
finally clear that noise is a significant hazard to public health. Tnlly, noise is more
than just anannoyance (Environmental Protection Agency 1978:23),,

The same sentiment was expressed in different words by Faye Donkin in Brief 9 during
the public hearings:

People 15 years ago were not aware that smoking had caused cancer...so we waited
until we had a few people die of cancer to say, "Oh, definitely." And so, the United
States put a little thing [warning] on their packaging of cigarettes. Do we wait
again...to take action?,.Let's try to do something about noise pollution before it is
too late.

Section 2.2.1 givesa general description of the extra-auditory effects of noise as they are
currently understood. It alsooutlines the views expressed by people at the public hearings
concerning the problems they suffer due to noise. Details of the sourcesand locations of
noise that cause these effects in Alberta, and the levelsof noise, are given in Sections3.1,
3.3, and 3.4.

2.2.1 General Reactions

During the public hearings, many people stated that noise is a hazard to their health and
described the extra-auditory effects.1Peopleare concerned about the consequencesof noise
for themselves, their children, their home life, and the value of their homes. A feeling
expressed in Briefs29 and 49 was that people consider noise to be a growing problem over
which they have little direct control. Frustration was expressed with both the problem and
the lack of solutions.

They are also upset by the conflicts between people that result when opinions differ about
what is noise and what is just sound, or evenmusic. Noisecan be part[curarly distressingand
disturbing to thosepeople who are lessableto cope - the ill, elderly, or disabled.2 The fact
that noise causesannoyance and stresswas suggested in Brief 31 as sufficient evidence to
relate it to health problems.

Brief 95 summarized the sentiments of many participants at the hearings'.
My reactions to noise are agitation, resentment, anger, sleeplessness,fear, irritability,
headaches, tension, chronic complaining. And I have observed many of the same
reactions in ethers, plus hearing damage, indifference, apathy, selfishness, can't
tolerate their work conditions. They are afraid of harassment or in fear of losing their
job if they do complain.

2.2.2 Annoyance

Annoyance is a very co,ninon reaction to noiseand has important psychologicalramifications.
It is "probably the most pervaaive phenomenon" (Throckmorton 1980) with respect to
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complaints by people about noise in their environment. Brief B stated that a high level of
annoyance is one of the criteria for judging the severity of the effects of noise, especially in
a community setting. Annoyance is a psychological effect that is subtle and cliff}cult to
quantify, yet ineseapable. =

Reactions of annoyance to noise depend on several factors. The characteristics of sound
influence rather strongly our perceptions of noisiness(Dunn 1979). How sound is perceived,
its source, our expectations for a particular soundscape, and what we happen to be doing
when the sound is heard influence our feelings of annoyance,

Loudness of sound appears to determine annoyance more strongly than other factors. An
increase in the loudnessof noisewill increaseannoyancereactions. A 10 dB jump in roudnass,
for example, doubles annoyance for moderately intense noise, As well, a varying sound that
is increasing in loudness is perceived to benoiser and more annoying than steady or decreasing
sound. Briefs 116 and 152 stated that annoyance is also related to the intrusiveness of the
noise.

Single-frequency tones, sound in narrow-frequency bands, and high-frequency sound are
more annoying than wide bands of frequencies and lower frequency sound. A concentration
of sound energy in the speech frequencies (see Section 5) is perceived to be noisier than
sound outside those frequencies. The longer noise lasts, the more annoying it becomes.

People's attitudes toward the source of a noise appear to be an important factor in determin-
ing "levels of annoyance not totally predictable by the loudness of sound" (Dunn 1979).
The connotation of a noise may cause greater annoyance than its physical characteristics
alone. Motorcycles, for example, are a major source of complaints about traffic noise. This
reaction results in part from the loudnessof certain motorcycles, but also from inconsiderate
operation and a generally negativeattitude toward motorcycles and their riders. Unappealing
and frightening noise sourcesalso produce annoyance reactions.

Noise-exposure patterns and reactions of annoyance vary for different kinds of noise.
Assumptions should not be made that a community survey of annoyance at traffic noise is
applicable to other kinds of noise.

Surveys of community reaction to noise, conducted in Edmonton in 1922 (Belated Engineer-
ing Associates Ltd. 1973) and Calgary in 1974 (Dunn and Jones 1974), revealed that the
most frequent noise complaint concerned traffic. Aircraft noise was the second most fro-
quent source of complaints and train noise the third. These reactions vary, however, depen-
ding on the respondent, the areaof the city, and the dominating noise source. For example,
in an area where noise from airplanes is the major source and noise from traffic is minor,
people are more aware of airplane noise. To illustrate, a survey of the reaction of people to
noise in an area adjacent to both Toronto International Airport and Highway 401 found
that generally a greater percentage of people are annnoyed by the noise from aircraft
compared with traffic. The Calgary survey found that a much higher percentage of people
are annoyed and disturbed by motorcycles as a component of traffic than cars and trucks,
which in turn showed a much higher percent annoyance than aircraft.
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Even though severeirritation draws protest, as mentioned in Brief 152, and as noise levels
rise, so do the number of complaints, there is not a good correlation between the level of
annoyance fn a community and action taken to registercomplaints (Hall 1981). The number
of eompla[nts volunteered is not a reliable indicator of community reactions of annoyance
because not everyone complains and different people complain for different reasons.A
fairly good correlation exists, however, between measured levelsof noise and the level of
annoyance as determined through surveys. A survey of noise in Toronto found that 24.5
percent of people are highly annoyed by road noise of 70 dBA Leq(24). This level of noise
is a general predictor of high annoyance at traffic noise o_er e wide areawith expressways
and arterial routes (Hall 1981).

The expectations people have for a partieurar soundscape influence how they feel about
noise. Brief 152 mentioned that the degree to which sound is contrary to expectations
is related to its annoyancevalue. Rural residents are accustomedto a generally quiet environ-
merit and wilt react strongly to and be more annoyed by noisy intrusions that urban residents
might readily accept. Peopleat home usually expect conditions to be quieter at n_ght than
during the day and are therefore more annoyed by no[se at night. Noisy intrusions at night
would probably pass unnoticed during the day. A dripping tap is not loud, but can be
intensely annoying if heard at 2:00 a.m.

in parks, "man-made noise.,,regardlessof intensity, is considered more adverseand interfer-
ing than natural noise" (Dunn 1979:226). Annoyance will occur particularly when the noise
is not related to the activity of the listeners, penetrates their "space," and interferes with
their enjoyment of an activity. However, people engagedin noisy recreational activitiessuch
as shooting, riding motorcycles, or driving snowmobiles are not irritated by the noise they
produce. That is, the capability of listenersto control a noise souroealso influenceswhether
or not the noise will be annoying. Sound that cannot be controrled is generally more irrit-
ating. Peopre can become highly annoyed at traffic and aircraft noise, both of which are
beyond their direct control, tn the sameway, people wig be aggravated more by noisefrom
activities they perceive to be of no benefit to them, The noise of a neighbour cutt[ng the
lawn at an abnormal hour, or the noise coming from a loud party next door will beboth an
annoyance and interference.

Assessingannoyance due to noise is very complex. It involves the characteristics of the
noise, the ways noise affects a person's expectations and attitudes, and the social and
economic conditions and influences in a person's life (Cunn 1979).

Curing the public hearings, annoying noise sources identified included aircraft, traffic,
outboard motors, air conditioners, industry, off-road vehicles in natural park areas,loud
music from bars and dance halls, and noisy parties. The background noisefrom air con-
ditioners and word processingequipment in offices was described in Briefs 70 and 126 as a
concern. Conversations in open.plan offices can be very irritating for someone not involved
in the discussion. Low-leveJbackground music was mentioned in Briefs 95, 109, and 134 as
a substantial annoyance in professional offices, hotel lobbies, stores, and public places.

Very often, annoyance due to noise results from inconsiderate people who fail to realize
how the noise of their activities disturbs others. Brief 134 stated that people sufferingmost
from noise are not normally the ones who make or authorize the noise.
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2,2.3 PhysiologicalReactions

Our bodies react in a variety of ways to environmental stimuli. Physiologicalreactions
involve a changein a person'sstate of physical well-being.Body functions such as heartrate,
blood pressure,rate of metabolism, blood chemistry, and musole tension are involved.

Research literature indicates that noise causesa variety of physiologicalreactions. However,

the degreeto which tllese reactionshavean adverseimpact on health isnot certain (Dr. Fred
Hall; 1981, personal communication). The reactions of the body to noise are strongly
related to annoyanceand stress.

During the public hearings,three briefs 4 describedhow the body reactsto noise and sum-
marized researchinformation, in particular Brief 98 from the Edmonton Local Boardof
Health.

Research frequently shows that an increase in blood pressureresults from exposureto
surprisingly low levelsof noise(Throckmorton 1980, Dunn 1979). The body does not adapt
or get used to this stimulus - that is, each time someoneis exposed to noise, increased
blood pressurewill result. To date, however, chronically high blood pressure(hypertension)
among people in urban areashas not been related to exposure to noise (Throekmnrton
1980). Annoyance has also been shown in one study to have reasonablecorrelation with
blood pressure(Dunn 1979).

Some evidence showsan increasedincidence of cardiac problemsand other ailments among
workers in factorieswith high levelsof noise. Peoplewith circulatory problemsmay be more
susceptibleto noise-induced lossof hearing. As well, people who are ill ='naysuffer more
adverse reactions to noise than healthy people. Changesin heart rate and missedheart beats
have appeared in some experimental work with animals exposed to noise (Dunn 1979).

_ Brief 98 and Throckmorton (1980) state that changesin the levelsof hormones, cholesterol,
sugar,uric acid, and other chemicalsin the blood havealso resultedfrom exposureto noise.
Theseeffectsoccurat a level of noise well below that requiredto impair hearing.

Our bodiescan reactstrongly when exposed to noise. Defencemechanismssuch as increased
blood flow and tense muscles arealerted to battle noiseasa stressagent. "Either the body
successfully overcomes the influence of the noise-induced stress or breaks down from
exhaustion, This exhaustion may show itself in a variety of psychosomaticsyndromessuch
asulcersandkidney problems." (Throckmorton 1980).

The public does not generally realize that a relationship exists between being exposed
to intense noise, as might occur in a noisy job, and the possibility of being sick.s People
may be apatheticabout noiseproblems and, unawareof the potential hazard,they say "You
get usedto noise." But that doesnot happen. You do not getusedto noise.The body reacts
through such extra-auditory effects as annoyance, stress,or altered physiologicalstatesas
well as through lossof hearing.

2.2.4 Stress

Stress due to noise is closely related to both annoyance and the physiological reactions
of tile body, Annoyance probably influences the nervous system. In some people, this
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influence may reach a point where physiological stress contributes to ill health
(Throckmorton 1980). Scientific evidence is uncertain, however, about the pattern of the
relationship among annoyance, stress, and the body's physiological reactions, More research
is needed to determine if noise affects the nervous system leading to physiological reactions
and resulting in stress, or if a person's attitude toward a particular noise causesstresswhich
in turn meadsto physiological reactions,

It is also difficult to state how much noise in an already stressful situation will produce
negative health effects.

What is important is the long.term effect of sufficiently intense noise occurring

i intermittently in the everyday environment, where other stressesand arousal agents
are present, in general where noise is not under ttle control of the uy)wil/ing listener ....
if noise is an arousal agent, its effect may be extremely adversein combination with

many other arousal agents, or when already highly anxious people are subjected to it
(Dunn 1979:218).

i

Stressors in our environment may all work together to affect us; noise is one of these,
although evidence of its extra-auditory contribution is inconclusive.

During the public hearings, people described how noise is a major stressorin their lives and
• how they react. Twelve briefs stated that traffic noise is disturbing and causesstress,°

whereas six pointed to stress from aircraft noise.7 Eleven briefs mentioned that noise
affects the central nervoussystem and makes people nervous, disturbs psychomotor reactions
and behaviour, and causesapatby, fear, moodiness, nausea, loss of balance, and stress,a

' Brief 9 stated that stress-related diseasessuch as ulcers, birth defects, and alcoholism can
: originate with noise. Brief 11noted that people experience stressreactions from intermittent

noise over 100 dB if the noise is annoying.

Although people at the hearings discussed those reactions, it is uncertain what part noise
plays out of a person's total activities. However:

If one could show that functioning under a hlgh noise environment produced an
increase in mental illness, one would have strong support for environmental noise
being an effective stressor, either in and of itself, or through its ability to interfere
with an individual's ability to "cope" (Dunn 1979r220),

Although environmental noise was mentioned most often by people as the cause of stress,
workplace noisewas not ignored. Peopleworking in noisy jobs were said to experience stress
and lower productivity, exhibit lower morale, and become very fatigued. BBriefs 46 and 107
tied nervousness, mistakes, and accidents on the job to noisy conditions, A clinical psychol-
ogist having several years experience working with automotive workers in Oshawafelt that
the noise in the plants and the monotony of the jobs were the two most significant problems
workers face (Harry Eerkes: 1981, personal communication). These factors create high
levels of stressfor workers and contribute to stress.related problems such as alcoholism,
drug abuse, and family and marriage breakdowns.

Loud music in pubs and taverns was described in Brief 90 as particularly detrimental to
employees, causing hearing loss as well as annoyance and stress.Hearing loss,however, does
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not occur as rapidly from loud music asit does from other types of workplace noise because
of the constant variation in the intensity of tile sound and the recovery time provided
during intermissions. But with sufficient exposure, musicians and employees will suffer
hearing loss, particularly in the higher frequencies.

Two students from Mount Royal College submitted Brief 138, in which the college library
was specifically identified as being much too noisy for students to work. The noise from
audio-visual equipmel:lt and students socializing aroundstudy tables, combined with lack of
supervision and poor design and construction of fasiJities,was both irritating and stressful to
students genuinely trying to study.

Even though the scientific literature is uncertain about how stress arises due to noise,
the messagefrom the public hearings is clear. Peopleexperience annoyance and stressfrom
noise and want the level of noise affecting them reduced.

2.2.5 Sleep interruption

Noise very often disturbs people while they sleep.They will be awakened, the pattern
and quality of sleep will be changed,or the body's biological alerting mechanismswill be
aroused (Throekmorton 1980). Sleeping appearsto be the activity that is interrupted
by very low levelsof noise (Dunn 1979). As with etherextra-auditory effects, the scientific
literature is not cJearabout the effect of noiseon sleep and the impact of not sleeping
soundly.

The degreeto which noise isan interruption and itseffectdepend on many factors: age, sex,
stage of sleep a person is in when disturbed, motivation, prior conditioning, background
noise leveJ,the extent of the noise intrusion, the sourceof noise, its meaning, and a person's

: mental and emotional state at the time.

Most data indicates that: middle-aged people are the most susceptible to being awakened
or experiencing a shift in the stageof sleep; the uldeHyawaken more easily than youngsters
and infants; young children, although difficult to arouse,may be frightened when awakened
by noise; and women awaken more readily than men (Dunn 1979). Peoplewho ere sick or
depressedere particurarly sensitive to noise during sleep,A person motivated to respond to a
particular noise, such asan aJarmclock or a baby's cry,will be awakened easily.

Time and stage of sleep ere important factors. Peopleare more likeJy to be awakened
by noise early in the morning when they are usually in a light stageof sleep.People will also
have trouble going to steepbecause of noise. The onsetof important stagesof sleep canbe
delayed. Consequently, it is critical for most people to have quiet early in the night and
early in the morning. This factor is highly relevantto the need for the timing of a quiet
atmosphere outside our homes so that people cangetadequategood-quaJitysleep. Brief 44
pointed out that for those people who work shifts and often must steepduring the day,
noise is a very seriousproblem,

Different types and levelsof noise influence how noiseinterrupts sleep.In studiesof traffic
noise with peaks of 80 dBA, low-density traffic at an average of 61 dBA was found to
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disturb sleep more than higher density traffic averaging70 dBA (Dunn 1979). Intermittent
lower level noise is more disturbing than steadier noise at a higher level. Noise of 55 to 65
dBA changed sleeppatterns in 59 percentof tile subjects in studies cited in Brief 11and by
Throckmorton (1989). Brief 11 also stated that generally people will awaken if exposed to
noise over 65 dBA.

Interruption of sleep due to noise is thought to have little effect on pursuit motor reaction
time, but can affect the ability to estimate time. Evidence suggeststhat being deprived of
sleep affects one's ability to organize and structure material, be creative, retain learning,and
resolve stressful situations (Dunn 1979). The effect of noise isgreater if it both causesstress
and disturbs sleep.

Thirty-two briefs presented at the public hearings mentioned the interruption of sleep
by noise.1° How often this occurs and its impact on health depend on many factors. Pro-
longed lack of sleep will become a health problem, however, aside from its effect on a
person's disposition.

Sleep may be interrupted by many sourcesof noise, depending on local conditions. Tllree
briefs stated that aircraft noise disturbs sleep,it and 18 briefs identified traffic noiseas
the culprit. 12 People mentioned that Speedway Park in Edmonton (Brief 3), air con.
ditioners, _= and in Briefs 44 and 45 an asphalt plant near Lethbridge, awaken them and
prevent agood sleep.

2.2.6 Speech Interference

Included within the category of noise is sound which is loud enough to interfere with
normal levels of conversation, Sound is too loud when people must shout to be heard.
Although the interference of noisewith the ability to understand speech(speechdiser[min-
ation) is consideredan auditory effect, thisaspect is described here becauseof its relation-
ship to annoyanceand stress.

Noise interferes with communication in three ways (Dunn 1979). First, noise impairs
hearing. Second, noise interferes with reception of the strict word message.Third, noise
distracts the attention and concentration of the listener.Suchdistraction masksthe unspoken
portion of a message- the emotionalcontent, facial expressions,and intonation. A complete
messageis not received. Brief 81 suggestedthat, as a result, the messagemay be interpreted
wrongly, such as a person feeling insulted instead of hearing a joke. Noise which interferes
with speech discrimination can create dangerousworking hazards and cause accidentsif
messagesor signalsare not heard.

For children, exposureto noise that disruptsspeechdiscrimination can havean unfavourable
impact on learning and the developmentof auditory skills. Languageand readingskills can
also be affected if children cannothear dueto noisesince reading achievement dependson
the ability to d[seriminatebetweenall the soundsheard('i'hrockmorton1980:4). 14

When referring to environmental noise, "interference with speechis one of the more impor-
rant causesof community annoyance" (Dunn 1979:216). Talking is consideredthe daily
activity most susceptibleto interference by noise.
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A variety of factors influence the degree to which noise interferes with speech.The level of
noise, the pattern of noiseevents, the activities or the listener, and the distance between the
talker and listener all determ ine intelligibility, Interrupted background noise generally ianot
as interfering as steady noise, although not in all cases (Dunn 1979). People with hearing
loss and those using hearing aids will experience greater problems with speechinterference
in noisy environments. Evidence shows that somepeople who can perceive speechnormally
in quiet surroundings have considerable difficulty when levelsof background noise are high.

Brief 8 stated that a level of 55 dBA is generally considered tile point beyond which speech
interference problems occur, At 60 dBA, it is possibleto carry on a satisfactory conversation
at a distance of two metres. Over this level, noise from traffic, for example, interferes with
normal levels of conversation at home botb outside and inside with the windows open.

Noise from aircraft, 15 traffic, Teand some commercial activities were identified during the
public hearingsas interfering with speech.Twenty-four people stated that noise interferes
with normal talking, television viewing, and radio listening. 17 Interference with speech is
felt to be particularly aggravating when people are trying to enjoy an evening together.

2.2.7 Social Relations

The discussionof the effect of noise has so far focussedon the individual - it affects

one's state of well-being,behaviour, and disposition. Noise can also influence relationships
among people. Social difficulties can arise from the level of noise, inconsiderate behaviour
by others, anddiffering preferencesaboutdesirable sound.

The presenceof moderately high levelsof noisewin affect the degree to which people
relate socially to others. Evidence showsthat noise over 80 dBA causespeople to increase
the distance at which they feel comfortable with others (Dunn 1979). When stressedby
noise, people frequently show less consideration toward otber people. Noise has also been

' attributed to making people exhibit more aggressiontoward others.

In noisy surroundings,people appear to be lesswilling to help others in need.Dunn (1979)
cites laboratory studieswhich test the willingnessof people, when exposedto variouslevels
of noise, to help another person who drops an armful of books and papers.The percentage
of subjects helping under low noise of 48 dB was 72 percent, under moderate noiseof 65
dB, 67 percent;and under high noise of 85 dB, 37 percent.

Another study tested the willingnessof bystanders to help a subject whodropped a load of
books while wearingand not wearing a cast under low and high noiseconditions. When the
subject dropped the books and was not wearing a cast, 20 percent of people helpedunder
ambient noise of 50 dB, but only 10 percent respondedwhen a lawn mower emitting 87 dB
was working nearby. When the subject was wearing a cast, 89 percentof bystandershelped
with low noiselevels(50 dB),but only 15percent helpedwhen the lawn mower wasworking.

Inconsiderate behaviour by some people toward others, along with different opinions
about desirable sound, are noise problems which lead to deteriorating relations. During
the public hearings,12 peoplecommented that unthinking people create difficulties because
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of the noise they make. TM The most dramatic example, as portrayed in Brief 131, involved
two people who lived next door to eaeb other. One person, who liked to readquietly in the
garden, was severely disturbed by a very inconsiderate neighbour who had noisy parties and
played loud music outside. Wben tile first person protested, he wasthreatened w}th violence.
He now lives in fear and apprebension of retaliation. Brief 86 mentioned that while tile most
immediate solution to such a noise problem seemsto be to talk to one's neighbour, "in the
event that this does not work, what is your recourse?"

Noise may also promote social alienation. A feeling was expressed in Briefs38 and 81 that
people seem to be psychologically isolating themselves in order to escape the noise around
them. A quotation from Brief 38 illustrates: "Deafness..is partly physical and partly mental,
and I think our society is going more and more into mental deafnessas self defence against
our environment." This phenomenon is becoming increasingly obvious on the street as
greater numbers of people are carrying eitber large, loud, portable stereos known to soma as
"boom boxes," or small radios or tape players strapped to tbeir belts with earphones in their
ears.

These items are a current rnarket craze, with mushrooming sales.Portable stereosrepresent a
new, potentially disturbing noise source that will lead to increasing social conflict Tnthe
future. The Sony Walkman type of earphone stereo can represent a retreat from the noise
environment into a personal seundscapetbat cures the individual's problem but leaves the
environmental noise problem unanswered,

2.3 ECONOMIC IMPACTS

The effects of noise in tile human environment have been discussedup to this point in
relation to persona] health and social relationships. However, noisealso generatessubstantial
economic impacts. In economic terms, noiseproblems have benefitsand costs;solutions to

• these problems also have benefits and costs.As a problem, noiseconfers botb benefits and
costs on people. Fbr example, noisy airpJanesmay cost less to manufacture and be less
expensive for airline companies to buy. These savings would mean lower operating costs
passed on as lower fares to air travellers - a benefit, When the noisy airpJanetakes off,
however, the people living below the take-off and landing paths are subjected to the racket
from the noisy planes, resulting in lower real estatevalues for their homes - a cost.

Controlling noise also confers on peopleboth benefits and costsat tile sametime. The cost
to modify airplane engines to rectuce noise might mean higber costs to airline companies
reflected in bigher fares for travellers - a cost. Because the noise of airplanes would be
reduced, the value of homes below tile flight paths would increase- a benefit,

In preparing for tbe public hearingson noise, the Environment Council found little infor-
mation available on tile economic aspects of noise pertinent to the Alberta economy.
Consequently, InterGroup Consulting EconomistsLimited was hired to investigate this topic
and prepare a detailed report. Tile information that follows is a summary of their report,
Economic Aspects of Noise in Alberta (Wiensand Kinley 1980).

Determining economic damagesdue to noise is difficult becauseof insufficient data and
imprecise methods of estimation. Nevertbeless,because the economic impacts of noise are
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localized in area, calculating economic lossesdue to noise is easierand more direct than
calculating lossesfrom many other environmental contaminants. The study by interGroup
found that economic impacts of noise arise in the workplace, from road and air transpor-
tation, construction and [ndustriaJ activities, and from noise sourcesaround the home.
Table 1 summarizes the costs of noisefor some areasof impact.

In the workplace. InterGroup found that the costsarising from auditory and extra.auditory
effects on workers in Alberta toter about $65 million per year. This figure represents the
cost of hearing impairment suffered by workers; absenteeism and sickness;higher compen-
setion assessmentsdue to claims for hearing impairment accidents; lower productivity and
morale; higher costs of medical care, insurance, and safety; a higher rare of turnover among
workers; and other factors less easily measured, such as higher stressand lower individual
well-being. Additional costs are imposed on the public in order to support programs of
medical care and rehabilitation for workers with hearing and health problems. A reliable
estimate of these costscannot be madeat present.

These losses occur mainly in agriculture, resource extraction industries, construction,
heaW equipment operation, end manufacturing, If workers in transportation, communication,
public administration, and serviceare included, as suggested in Brief 107, the economic
impact of noise in the workplace would be evenhigher.

Around the home, environmental noisefrom avariety of sourcesaffects the real estate value
of residential property. The varue of property near noisy streets and under airplane flight
paths is lower than similar property in quiet areas. This difference indicates the loss of
satisfaction homeowners and renters feel due to noise. Peopre who varue quiet will either
not buy a house in a noisy area or will only buy the quietest home available within their

: price range.

It is possible to determine onJy rough estimates of the economic impact of road transpor-
" ration noise in Arberta. Although noise surveys have been conducted in Calgary and

Edmonton, the data is incomplete becauseof their rapid growth rates. NevartheJese,through
indirect methods of estimation, it is likely that traffic noise damages,asreflected in reduced
property vaJues,are at least $350 million throughout the province, Assuming a 4 percent
discount rate and a 20-year lifetime for housing stock, annual noise damagesdue ta traffic
would be about $26 million.

This value is lost by property in areaswhich are already noisy due to existing truck routes
and arterial roads with high ratesof traffic flow. As well, the value of property declinesin
existing quiet neighbourhoods when roads are expanded from two lanes to four, or desig-
nated asnew truck routes.

To obtain more accurate figures, noise levels wouJd have to be monitored along major
streets and arteriar roads in Edmonton, Calgary, and other largercentres in Alberta. The
number and type of dwelling units exposed to the noise, the degreeof exposure, and the
relative property value would have to be determined, Surveys couldaJsobe done in rcsiden-
t[al areasnext to roads in Edmonton andCalgary where noise-attenuation barriershave been
built in an attempt to reducethe noiseimpact. These latter surveyswourd showwhether or
net the valueof dwellings wasenhancedafter construction of the barriers.
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Table 1. NoiseCosts

Noise Annual $ Loss
ProblemSource (millions) impact

Industrial Workplace 65 hearing loss,sickness,
stress,absenteeism,
higher compensation
assessments,accidents,
lower productivity,
higher turnover of
workers

Traffic 26 lowered capital value
of residentia{property

Airports and Aircraft 12 to 17 lowered property
value

' Around the Home 3 to 5 noisestressin terms
of accident rates,
and the valueof a

noisy compared to

quiet apartment

ConstructionIndustrial 1.5 towered property
_ value

=/

Total 107.5 to 114.5 miJfion/year

The noise from air transportation in Alberta lowers the value of residential property in a
fashion similar to road noise, although it affects substantiafly fewer people, By comparing
property values, the estimated damage due to aircraft noise is between $12 million and $17
million per year. This estimate does not include the impact on schools, hospitals, and
commercial property, the valueof which areaffected lessby noise,

These lossesoccur in areas near airports, with noise levelsmeasured according to the noise
exposure forecast (NEF) scale.Thisscale predicts decreasing levelsof noiseexposure moving
away from an airport. Similar NEF values are joined to indicate noise contours around the
airport. NEF contours are calculated according to the direction and projected number of
rake-offs and landings, types of aircraft, time in the air, and time of day. Adding 35 to the
NEF valuesapproximates the corresponding noise levelsin dSA Leq. Areas outside the NEF
25 contour aregenerally consideredacceptable for residential deveropment,
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The Edmonton Municfpal Airport clearly affects more dwellings and people than any other
airport in Alberta. Thirty-nlne percent of the dwellings in Alberta within NEF 25 contours
are adjacent to this airport. Over 60 percent of tilese are apartments, Wrens and Kin[ey
(1980) cite a University of Alberta study which concluded that "in 1976, consumer valu-
ations of Edmonton property affected by aircraft noJsewere $13 million less than they
would havebeen had noise levelsnot exceeded20 NEF" (Wiensand KJnley:55).

In addition to lowered value of residential property, "...aircraft noise imposesconsiderable
costs on airport users and users or potential users of land adjacent to airports and airport
accessroutes" (Wiens and Kinley 1980:54). The need to build airports out in the country
increases the costs for major accessfacilities, generates more road traffic noise for some
areas, and greatly increases travel costs to the airport for passengersand employees. In
addition, considerations given to reduce potential noise impacts and protect the afrport can
increase the cost of buying land for the airport zone. "Because of the requirements for
airports to have a 'noise right-of-way', land assembly costs increasewith noise levels. For
example, a reduction of 10 NEF would release 50.000 acres from the right-of-way at a
potential saving of $190 million at current land costs in urban fringes of Alberta" (Wiens
and Kinley 1980:54}. Although incalculable, another loss is the cost incurred by individuals
who move to escapethe noise.

Noise in the domestic environment both inside and outside the home causes economic
#assesfor people in their own homes and for their neighbours, Greater concentrations
of people in apartments and townheuses, along with more appliances, tools, and pete;
poor construction of buildings; end more cars packed into residential parking areascreate
domestic noise problems with far-reachfng implications. "For example, it can encourage
individuals to seek privacy by migrating to low-density suburbs, thereby incurring greater
costs for transportation, infrastructure development and municipal services" (Wrens and
Kinley 1980:57).

The economic impact of domestic noise is estimated to be between $3 and $5 millfon

._ per year (WJensand Kiniey 1980). These figures are based on the cost of noise stressin
terms of accident rates,extrapolated from an American study plus the discountedvalue of a
noisy apartment compared to a quiet one asdetermined in the 1974 Calgary noise survey,
This loss isan estimate only and is probably understated sinceno specific studies have been
done.

Construction and industrial noise which affect people offsite also havea detrimental effect.
Edmonton and Ca/gary have a high level of construction activity and it is conceivable that
perhaps one percent of the population is affected, Through a comparison of property value
in a fashion similar to the evaluation for road noise, the capital losson residential property
exposed to construction noise is estimated to exceed $20 million, or $1.5 million per year
(Wiensand Kiniey 1980).

Industrial noise has been less of a problem becauseusually wide areasseparateresidential
and industrial land uses. Cumulative small increases in the ambient noise level due to the
expansion of industrial operations and plant capacity, however, are generating more concern
among residents. For example, Brief 145 described how progressive increasesin the "hack.
ground roar" from Refinery Row in the Gold Barareaof Edmonton are a concernfor residents
who view the noiseas an intrusion and fear decreasingvalue of their homes,
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tt has been established that noise is a problem in Alberta becauseit hasunwanted and often
harmful effects on people. There is also a growing realization that noise problems are
expensive,

Section 3 reviews in detail the specific sources of noise problems which exist in Alberta,
namely, transportation (road, railway, and aircraft), work-related, domestic, and recreation
noise.

3.1 TRANSPORTATION NOISE

Noise from air end surfacetransportation pervadesour communities. Jt affects our health
and reducesproperty values.Sixty percentof air the briefs submitted (94 out of 156) _made
specific reference to transportation noise. Of these, 81 briefer were particularly concerned
about noisefrom road traffic. Twenty-nine briefs_ mentioned aircraft noiseand 13+ identi-
fied noise problems associatedwith railways. AJthoughmost of the briefs pertaining to
aircraft and raiJway noise came from Edmonton and Calgary, other areasof the province
appear to have their shareof concernsregardingroad transportation norse. (Twenty-six of
the 81 briefs which dealt with traffic noise came from areasother than Edmonton and
Calgary.)

Thfs magnitude of concern is not surprising in llght of noise problems documented else-
where in the world. A background report prepared for the May 1980 Conference on Noise
Abatement Policies organized by the Organization for Economic Co+operationand Develop-
ment (OECD) documents the present and future state of the noise environment in member
countries (OECC) 1980'.11-19). Table 2 shows the percentage of population exposed to
aircraft and road traffic noise in various OECO countries. It is interesting to note that the

: estimated number of Canadians exposed to a_rcraft noise, though lower than in the U.8., is
significantly htgher than estimates for Japan and Europe, particularly in the upper noise

: ranges (over 65 dBA). This difference is surprising given the generally low population
density of Canadian cities and the abundant space available compared with Japan and
Europe. The conclusion appears to be that in mature industrial countries where noise is
recognized asa serious problem, stepscan be taken [n spfte of difficulties of land costand
space to protect people from excessivenorse. Tabre 2 also [ndicates that approximately "15
percent of the population are exposed to an outdoor noise level Ifrom road transportation]
greater than 65 dBA [daytime Leq], corresponding to approximately 100 million inhabitants
for the whole of OECD+' (OECD 1980:15). Approximately 50 percent of the population of
the OECD countries fs exposed to road traffic noise levels exceeding55 dBA, While the 65
dBA noise level is regarded as an absolute upper acceptable limit, the 55 dgA level fsused
by a number of countries as a target level for permissible maximum noise.The fact that
approximately half of the OECD popuJatfon currently exceeds this target level signalsa
significant problem.

The concerns about transportation noise voiced at the public hearingsare also consistent
with the findings of the Edmonton and Calgary noisesurveys. Both studies clearly identified
various locationswhere residents are exposed to high noise levels. In Calgary, the survey
concluded that "occupants of housesalong the major arteries which have beenwidened are
subiected to something approaching intolerable conditions..." (Dunn and Jones 1974'.f2).
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The major conclusion of the Edmonton survey was "that noise from vehicular traffic is of
greatest concern to citizens land] that there are sufficiem numbers in the vicinity of tbe
major truck routes and arterial roads to be serious [sic]" (Bolstad 1973:19). Another
concern to residents in Edmonton was "aircraft noise in the vicinity of the Industrial
Airport and associatedfligbtpaths" (8olstad 1973:19),

The evidence end concerns expressed at tile public bearings regarding road, railway, and
aircraft transportation noise follow.

3,1.1 Road Transportation Noise

i
Vehicular noise is widely recognized as the major contributor to the public's total noise

: exposure (EPA f980:24). Evidence from the public hearingsindicates that Albertans are no
exception. Of all the sources, noise generated by motor vehicles (cars,buses, trucks, motor-

i cycles) receivedthe greatestattention (81_ out of 156 briefs),

Tile vehicular noisesource of greatest concern was identified to be the major urban transpor-
ration arteries which impact on neighbouring residential areas. Within the vehicular flow,
trucks were most often identified as the primary problem and many briefs presented
opinions on the effectivenessor ineffectiveness of truck routes. Other particularly noisy
elements in the generaltraffic flow were specified: vehicleswith poorly maintained, inapprop-

,_ riate, or non-existent mufflers; motorcycles; buses; and emergency vehicles using sirens
',: excessively.Various characteristics of the road surface,tires, and their interaction were also
:! identified as contributing to vehicular noise levels. Other factors included location and

frequency of traffic signals and speed controls, and poor driver attitudes which lead to
squealingtires and other exhibitionist activities. Theseconcernswere repeatedly emphasized

: 41 at all hearing locations. It is probably safe to conclude that vehicle transportation noise
problems extend far beyond tile specific neighbourhoods and communities which partici.
pared in the public hearings, impacting on a large proportion and broad distribution of

_ Albertans.

The Road Network PlanningProblem

Traffic noise is commonly the feature of a neighbourhoodmost disliked by the mostpeople
(9enwell and Repacholi 1979), Participants at the public hearingsfrom neighbourhoods
and communities acrossAlberta identified many residential areasperceived to be severely
impacted by noise from major arterial readsand truck routes,

Table3 lists specific areas where traffic noise is e problem. The briefs pointed out that
throughoutAlberta, highwaysand arterials areabsorbing moreand more traffic. Forexample,
in Brief 13 residents from Willow Park in Leduc reported that the addition of lanes on
Highway2 and the new accessroads resulted in a 5 to 8 dBA increasein both peak and
averagenoise levelsbetween July 1979 and May 1981. Tbeir 1981 surveyshowed that peak
noise levels remain near 80 dBA throughout the night. As another example, the City of
Edmonton Transportation SystemsDesign Department in Brief E reported that the City has
created several very noisy corridors by encouraging traffic or forcing trucks to usespecific
routes. The result has been increased noise levels and increased annoyance, speech inter-
ference, economic cost, and stress- all leading to a continual demand for noise reduction.
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Table 3. Areaswith Road TransportationNoise ProblemsIdentified at the Hearings

; Location Area Problem/Source

Edmonton Calder5 97 St., 127 St., 127 Ave.,
137 Ave., St. Albert Tr.,
113A St., 132 St., 153 Ave.

i

t Hermitage/BeverJy6 Santa RosaRoad
I

! 5trathcona 7 99 St.

Lansdowne/Marmo 8 Whitemud Freeway

McKernan ° 114 St.

Other _° 125 Ave,, and downtown streets

Leduc Wigow Park 11 Highway 2

Fort Saskatchewant2 Highways 15 and 21, some
internal roads

Calgary Hillhurst/Sunnyside _3 Memorial Drive, 10St. NW,
and 14 St. NW, Centre St.

:: Briar Hill/HoundsfieJd 14 16 Ave. N

_'" Bowness_ Trans-CanadaHighway,
hotel traffic

Southwest AreaT8 G/enmore Trail, Crowchild Trail

Richmond Hill 17 33 Ave. SW

Downtown I e All streets

Grande Prairie_ 84 Ave,

Edson_° Highway 16, other truck routes

Red Deer2_ Normandeau Niven Street

Other Truck routes

Lethbridge__ Trucks goingto asphalt prant
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A number of briefs2= reported that environmental deterioration of residential areas is
attributable to the establishment of truck routes and increasing traffic on them.

Once.quiet residential neighbourhoods are finding that they are no longer quiet and new
residential areas are being built in areas with known or projected vehicle noise problems,
The City of Calgary Transportation Department in Brief B3 reported that they have incor-
porated a design noise level guideline of 60 dBA Leq(24) inta the design of both new
residential developments and transportation corridors. However, a general need exists
throughout the province for noise considerations to be more appropriately incorporated
into all land use planning and transportation planning decisions. It alsoappearsthat traffic
flow controls, such as stop lights, need to be evaluated for their potential to generate
noise._4

Other Aspectsof Vehicle Noise

Many participants at the public hearingsstated that tile causesof vehicle noiseproblems
go beyond inadequate land useand transportation planning to include a number of technical
and behaviouralfactors.

Various types and conditions of road surfaces,tire tread designs,and their interaction =5
are significantly increasing noiselevels. On high-speed roads, "roiring" or tire noise is a
greater problem than engine and exhaust noise.Even on lower speedroads, the presenceof
pavementfaults causestrucks and their boxes to bounce and rattle.28

Particularlynoisy typesof vehicleswithin the generaltraffic flow were identified as trucks, _7
motorcycles,_s and buses._ It was also reported that the inappropriate useof sirens on
emergencyvehicles30 and the Jacobsbrake on trucks =_ causenoise problems during the
night.

• Poor vehicle maintenance, lack of mufflers, and faulty or inappropriate mufflers32 were
often vehemently cited as being particularly bothersome. For example, Brief 36 reported
that in some areas of the province school buses operate with straight pipes rather than
mufflers, creatingconsiderable noisein residential neighbourhoods.

Deliberately noisy driving behaviour such as squealing tires and revving engines3a also
contributes to road noise.

Industry's Viewpoint

Representatives of trucking associations,34 truck manufacturers,_ and a motorcycle
associationaB acknowledged being aware that their vehicles draw considerable criticism
because of noise. They discussed in technical detail the noise problems of the engine,
cooling fan, exhaust, air intake, transmission, and chassis, and described their efforts to
reduce noiseemission, It seems c/ear that trucks and motorcycles from the manufacturers

i

or dealersaremeeting federalstandards.The increasein noiseprobremsisattributed mainly
to the increasingnumber of vehicres,aswell as failures or improper repairs suchas exhaust
system leaks, failed thermostats on clutched fans, incorrect mufflers, improper fan blade

i:
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replacements, and removal of engine noise reduction panels. It was also suggestedthat lack
of nolse-related training for drivers results in poor driving habits.

The vehicle fleet (trucks and cars) is steadily increasing hi Alberta and is expected to double
in the next 20years (Table 4). Evidence indicates, however, that individual cars,trucks, and
motorcycles are becoming quieter with improved technology, Tire noise remains a problem
and becomes predominant at speeds of 60 to 65 km/h. Another less technical, but very
difficult problem is how to reduce noise which results from individual tampering and poor
attitudes.

Controlling Vehicle Noise

The factors contributing to vehicle noise are diverse, with some perceived to be more
easily remedied than others, in fact, the easiest solutions have probably already been
developed and it will get progressivelyharder to solve the remaining components of the
problem,

The most obviousapproach is to alter the nolse-producingcomponentsof thesource - tile
vehicles and tfres,For example, severaltruck manufacturers explained that the main sources
of truck noise are continuaJly being studiedand redesignedto fewer their noiseemissions.

In addition, two types of regulations can control noise at the source: the first regulates
permissible noiseemissionsof new vehicles;the secondattempts to regulate thecontinued
maintenance of vehicles to certainstandardsand themanner in which vehiclesareoperated.
The first is primarily wfthfn tire federal jurisdiction, although provincial support for more
stringent regulationswhere appropriate and encouragingresearchinto such technical fields
as tire design and road surfacing could produce considerable results. The second area,
regulating the use of vehicles,IFeswithin provincial and local jurisdictions. Either through
provincial regulationsor local by-laws (asprovided for under Section 16(1) of the Highway
Traffic Act (RSA 1980 cH-7)), noisy vehiclesand inconsideratedriverscan be removedfrom
traffic. Regularvehicle testing, currently found in somejurisdictions,can check for adequate
mufflers. However, unless the proportion of faulty or modified vehicles is large, testing
would probably not reduceaverage noise levels significantly, but might reduce intrusive
peaks (EPA 1980). Strong enforcement for those with poor driving practices could be
beneficial, tf enforcement is supported w_th meaningful fines, considerable improvements
could be expected. An important point to be considered is the difficulty individual com.
munities would experience in fully reducingvehicle noise unlessstandardsareapplied overa
largearea. This may be achievedby the developmentand widespreaduse of a model munici.
pal noise control by-law asdescribedin Section4.1.

Perhaps the most publicized and controversial approach to controllingvehlcJenoise is using
acousticalbarriers37 suchas harms and walls. Thesecan beusedboth in early planning and
designstagesand as retrofit measures to give relief to existing residencesfrom mounting
traffic noise. An apparently effective variation of tbe acoustical barrier used in urban
redevelopmentsituations is designingthefirst row of buildings facinga noise sourceto form
a "barrier block" for acoustical shielding.
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Table 4, Number of Vehicles Registeredin Alberta

Year PassengerCars Trucks Total

1969 482,375 197,893 680,268

1970 503,925 205,739 709,664

1971 525,524 214,120 739,644

1972 552,854 227,008 779,862

1973 582,167 246,440 828,607

1974 620,480 273,548 894,028

1975 690,330 318,932 1,009,262

1976 704,743 319,193 1,023,936

1977 760,961 335,569 1,096,429

1978 655,419 370,600 1,226,019

1979 949,233 405,679 1,354,912

1985 (projection)" 1,142,944 515,114 1,658,058

1990 {projection) 1,363,785 620,550 1,984,335

1995 (projection) 1,584,627 725,995 2,310,612

2000 (projection) 1,805,469 931,421 2,636,840

Source: Alberta Treasury 1980:125.

"Trend line projection.
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Other noise-control techniques exist which only provide protection for interior living
areas; arranging rooms and corridors so tilat noise-sensitive areas are furthest away from
traffic noise, and providing good acoustical insulation at tile time of construction. Detailed
discussionsof thesetechnologies are found in Section 4.

The approach most often mentioned at tile public hearingsfocussed on lend use and transpor-
ration planning to separatethe public from noise. This approachencompassesa range of tech-
niques including site planning, incorporating noise considerations into land use pransand
subdivision decisions, careful municipal truck route planning, and traffic control planning to
minimize noise by managing speedand interruptions of flow.

The transportation planning departments of both the City of Edmonton and the City
of Calgary presented substantial briefs _e addressing these techniques and outlining current
transportation planning practices and problems. Both acknowledged a growing demand by
neighbourhood groups for relief from road noise. They also noted that city-wide noise
control policies and programs must be shared with other departments, suchas the planning
and building departments. There also must be co-ordination with provincial transportation
planning and development activities, primarily through Alberta Transportatlon's programs
regarding arterial roads and major corridors. The point was madethat the planning agencies
(local or provincial} should also consult affected residents to develop effective mitigative
solutions.

3.1.2 Railway Noise

Railway noise is not a major problem in Alberta. However, it does seriously disturb certain
communities and neighbourhoods adjacent to rall facilities. A total of 13 briefs 3_ made
reference to railway noiseproblems (seeTable5), Canadian National (CN) in Brief 1 described
their efforts to date to reduce noise levels.

• ' CN stated that "railways are noisy by nature and can be bothersome to people who live
:' nearby." In fact, railways generate a variety of noises, idling engines emit mostly low-

frequency sound with the frequency rising as engine speed increases.On moving trains, the
engine, exhaust muffler, fans, electrical generator, wheel/rail interaction, and whistle canbe
very noisy and can causesevere vibration. Rail yard noise results from such activities as
coupling and uncoupling train cars, and switching, marshalling, and classifying trains.

Brief 147 stated,
Most traffic seems to consist of freight trains of over 100 cars, with typically five or
six power units; when these trains are accelerating, tim noise level outdoors is best
described as shattering and is disturbing hTdeors too (especially at night)," the accom-
panying low-frequency vibrations contribute further by rattling loose oh/acts (includ-
ing some windowpanes).

Very positive comments were received, however, from the Calder area of Edmonton whicll a
decade ago had serious problems with the hump yards. Now only a few complaints are
expressed about shunting noise, vibration, and the occasionalwhistle in the yard. Brief 3, in
fact, commends CN for its mitigative measures, citing them as "an example of what
industries can do if they are trying to beco-operative."
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i Table 5, Areaswith Railway NoiseProblemsIdentified at the Hearings

Location Area ProblemSource

Edmonton Calder40 Yard activities

Hermitage4 _ Railway elevated

$trathcona4 = Shuffling trains inthe
,! southsidedepot

Oliver43 Generaltrain traffic
r

Fort Saskatchewan44 CN mainline throughthe

i! centre of town- 24-hour problem
assemblingtrains

ii Fort McMurray 4_ Shunting trainsat night
i': Loadingand unloading trains
:; Ground tremors from

rail yard activities
,_/

, _ Calgary Canyon Meadows4_ General train traffic
Whistle blowing at controlled

: crossings
:,, Railway crossings

8owness47 Train traffic throughcommunity
accelerating,long trains

Engfneexhaust

Kipp_e Proposedmove of rail yard
from Lethbridge to
Kipp
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Controlling Railway Noise

A strong messagewas received from all raiForiented briefs, While trains are recognized
as inherently noisy, most problems can be avoided with good management and planning.
Brief 147 poetically stated: "the passage of the passenger train, The Canadian, is rarely
noticed; freight trains are rarely missed."

As with road noiseproblems, control measureswith the highest priority focus on the source.
CN has had considerable successin this regard in the Calder yard. The measuresemployed
include: a noise-contain ng shed over the main retarder; noise barriers on both sidesof the
group retarders; reducing source noise by modifying equipment and buying quiet equipment
if possible; eliminating nigh[ work where practical; meeting with community leaders, city
administrators, and acoustical consultants to correct specific problems; and keeping
employeescontinually aware of quieter operating practices.

At the local government level, Edmonton and Medicine Hat have prohibited the blowing
of train whistles within city limits, except far certain specifiedcrossings.Other communities
are considering similar action. Banff National Park officials are asking the Canadian Trans-
port Commission to ban the blowing of train whistles between the park's west boundary and
the Banff townsite. Representativesfrom the Transportation Department, City of Calgary in
Brief 83 reported that a by-law similar to Edmonton's isbeing considered. Brief 72 suggested
that quieter alternatives to whistle blowing, such as the dropping barriers, little bells, and
flashing lights activated by the "beautiful LRT" should beused to increasequiet and safety.

Bermsand barriers can also effectively reduce rail noise, providing the railway isnot elevated
and adequate consideration is given to potential noise problems in all land use planning and
development decisions.4gAs the Oldman River Regional Planning Commission pointed out
in Brief 47, however, the provinceshould develop criteria suitable for and readily applicable
to most land use planning tasks. The research program of the Freight Development Branch,

: ' Canada Department of Transport isdeveloping NEF contours for areasadjacent to railways.,.
Their studies may provide the opportunity to develop complementary provincial, regional,
and local land useplanningproceduresfor areasof high railway noiseexposure.

3.1.3 Aircraft Noise

Aircraft noise hasa number of well-defined characteristics,Helicoptersgenerally producea
throb from the propeller blades, a sound which may carry long distancesduo to its low
frequency. The roar from jets resultsfrom air beingforced throughthe enginesand exhausted
at tremendously high speeds,This noise is at its peak during take-off, while during landing
the high-pitched fen noise dominates, The impact of aircraft noisedependson the distance
between the sourceand receiver, aswell as the intensity of the sound at its source. Major
concern, therefore, is focussed on areasclose to airports where air traffic is under take-off
power and where aircraft are relatively closeto theground.

Twenty-nine briefs focussed explicitly on noise generated by aircraft s 0 (see Tahle6).
The major issuesrelating to aircraft are helicopter noise in Calgaryand jet noise from both
the Calgary International and Edmonton Municipal airports. Helicopter noise was repeatedly
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Table 6. Areaswith Aircraft Noise ProblemsIdentified at the Hearings

Location Area Problem/Source

Edmonton (Municipal CalderBT B737 jet traffic
Airport)

QueenMary Park_2 B737 jet traffic, small jets
and small propallor aircraft

Prince Rupert District 5_ B737 jet traffic, small
businessjets

Helicopter traffic

Olivers4 Aircraft generally

McKernan5_ B737 jet traffic

Downtown areas_ S737 jet traffic

Garneau_7 B737 jet traffic

Calgary General city area_s Helicoptersand aircraft

Vista Heights5_ Large jet traffic (B737 and B727)

Brier Hill _° Helicopters

SouthwestArea°_ Helicopters and small
planesused for reporting
traffic conditions

Bownesse_ Jets taking off, helicopters

Edson6= Helicopters
Forestry spray planes

Warburg64 Low-flying aircraft
Skydiving activities

Other 8s Helicopters in remote
areas

Small pranasover bird
nestingareas
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identified _6as the most distracting sourceof aircraft noise in Calgary. As Brief 60 explained,
part of the problem appears to occur because the heliport "is located on the south side of
the river about two blocks east of the 1Oth Street bridge." Also, helicopter traffic appears
"to be heaviest on weekends when they are used for transporting construction material to
various sites in the downtown area." Thus, noisy activities are increased at a time when most
people are home wanting and expecting quiet. The problem is poor timing and possibly the
use of an inappropriately noisy technique in the construction industry. Among the solutions
suggestedwere relocation of the heliport away from downtown e7 and banning the useof
helicopters within city limits except for emergencyservices,eeBrief 94, the one Edmonton
brief which identified helicopter noise problems at the Edmonton Municipal Airport,
suggested that the minimum height that helicopters must achieve before leavingthe airport
be increased.

The jet noise problem was most clearly related to the Edmonton Municipal Airport,
although two Calgary briefs also mentioned disturbance from aircraft noise.69

It must be noted that the level of concern results not just from the fact that air traffic has
increased but, as Brief 5 points out, because "during the past 35 years residential areas
adjacent to the airport have increased very considerably and many more multiplefamily
units have been developed." The criticisms about jet noise primarily focus on increas-
ing traffic volumes, particularly noisy craft, and problems with flight scbeduling.

Three briefs7 oprovided estimates of volumes of aircraft movements to illustrate the widely
expressed feeling7 _that traffic volumes at the Edmonton and Calgary airports are steadily
increasing (Table 7).

: The Edmonton briefs generally agreed that commercial jets are the primary contributors
of jet noise, although small jets and propeller aircraft were also mentioned. For example,

• Brief 94 reported that the noise from a Lear jet is even harsher than that from a 737.
Briefs 101 and 103 reported that Time Air's Dash7 flights are significantly quieter than
PWA's Airbus service. De Havilland Aircraft of Canada Limited, manufacturers of the
Dash7, attributed the reduced noise levels to various design features including propeller
configuration, reverse flaw engine, and ability to handle steep approachesand rake-offs, In
comparing the certified noise levels of various airplanes, de Havi[land indicated that on
take-off, the Dash7 is about 19 dBA lower than required minimum levelsand 10dBA lower
on approach, while most other aircraft are very closeto tbe minimum requirements.

Flight schedulingwasalso repeatedly crit[cized, Briefs3 and 94 acknowledged that scheduled
rake-offs and landingsare restricted at night, but pointed out that charter flights and private
jets are not restricted and "aircraft activity is common during these (2300 to 0700 hours)
sleeping hours." Brief 94 also noted the problem of heavy scheduling of traffic during the
supper hour (between 1700 and 1830 hours)• With jet noise every 10 minutes, difficulty in
enjoying a summerbarbeque or patio dinner was reported.

Controlling Aircraft Noise

Three briefs7 _ strongly recommended closing the Edmonton Municipal Airport as the only
solution to jet noise problems. The arguments basically focus on decreasednoise, increased
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Table 7. Aircraft Movements in Alberta

Calgary Edmonton
Year International Municipal

1976 124,159 136,545

1977 134,486 164,271

1978 143,949 168,570

1979 165,193 189,727

1989 184,885 188,005

1985 (projection)' 257,046 258,387

1990 (projection) 333,125 322,075

1995 (projection) 409,205 385,763

2000 (projection) 485,284 449,451

Source:Alberta Treasury 1981:100.

i_' *Trend line projection

safety, more cost-effectiveuseof land, and subsequentlyimproved road patterns in the city.
However, the proponents also recognized that the problem is one of land useplanning --

, incompatible landuseshave been permitted to establish too closeto each other.

One p_anningtechnique frequently usedin the vicinity of airports is the noise exposurefore-
cast. Contour maps of NEF values (Figure 1) identify the range of various degreesof noiseim-
pact. Brief 11pointed out that in the vicinity of the Edmonton Municipal Airport, residences,
at least five hospitals,a number of extended care facilities, and numerous schoolsare within

the NEF 25 contour. The actual impact of jet noiseon these institutions isur_nown although
Brief 3 reported that school classesare interrupted by aircraft noise. Brief 3 recommended
that new residential developments not be permitted within at least a mile of the NEF25 or
higher contour. Another approach is to soundproof facilities disturbed by jet noise, A U.8.
Federal Aviation Administration study concludes that it is feasible and practical to sound-
proof schools, hospitals, and public health facilities located near airports (FAA 1977).
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Various forms of traffic management at both the Calgary International and Edmonton
Municipal airports ware suggestedto eliminate the noisiestjets, and to regulate flight patterns,
traffic volumes, and schedules.7 3 For example, Brief 62 recommended that a northern
take.off be used more frequently at the Calgary International Airport, especially by the
noisier jets, This practice would reduce the noise impact on the residences south of the
airport. Similarly, for the Edmonton Municipal Airport, Brief 94 recommended that Calgary-
bound jets which must take off to the north should complete their arc over the west end [o
reduce the period of jet noise over the city. Brief 103, pointing out an Ontario example of
traffic management, reported that the City of Toronto has banned jets from the Toronto
Island Airport. The inference drawn was that similar restrictions on jet traffic should be
considered in Alberta. (SeeSection 4 for a discussion of the economic implication of such
an approach.)

Early in 1982, the Draft Edmonton Area Aviation MasterPlan 1981 was released.The plan
places considerable emphasis upon the noise problem of the municipal Airport, including
noise exposure forecasts for various situations, These forecasts were mapped; some are
illustrated in Figure I. Figure 1 shows tile 1977 noise exposure forecast contained in the
City of Edmonton Land Use By,law and demonstrates the significance of increasing or
decreasing large jet traffic. If large jet traffic were removed from the airport, noise levels
would be reduced substantially. In this case,almost all residenceswould befound outside of
the 30 NEF contour.

The hearings identified widespread public dissatisfaction in neighbourhoods adjacent to
several of Alberta's major airports. Internationally, this is a common problem despite efforts
over the last 10 years to reduce aircraft noise at the source. The OECD Conference on Noise
Abatement policies recommended that "in order to speed up a reduction in noise levels,the
retirement or retrofit of non-acoustically certificated aircraft is needed" (OECD 1980:ix).
For immediate relief from aircraft noise,the OECD recommended that site-specific measures

;' be pursued, such as altering flight paths, imposing strict curfews, changing take-off and
landing flight procedures, applying land use controls, and soundproofing houses (OECD
19gO:x). The use of these techniques in Alberta is discussed further in Section 4 which
explores the noisecontrol options in this province.

3.2 WORK-RELATED NOISE

Worksites are a major source of noise in Alberta. Workplace noise affects not only workers
on the worksite, but in many cases,residentsnear the workslte. Naise may still be considered
an indication of progress to some, but its impacts on the workplace and its intrusion into
our homes and recreational areasare increasingly condemned.

The Environment Council received 59 briefs7 4 which referred to noise problems associated
with work activities. More specifically, 3Bbriefsv 5 addressed tile on-site issuesof workplace
noise and 31 briefsz Q identified broader concerns about the impacts of noise beyond the
worksite.

industrial noise affects people both on-slte and off-site, although the severity of exposure,
and the short- and long-term effects differ. On-site noise affects the entire work force to
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some degree. The number of on-siteworkers exposedto noise levels high enough to result in
hearing loss can be determined with reasonable accuracy. Industrial noise also disturbs
people off-site, primarily those in houses located next to industries. Workerson sitegenerally
have more prolonged and consistent exposures to higher noise levels than people disturbed
off the site. On-site exposure not onJy causeshearing loss,but there is increasing evidence
linking noise to accidents, absenteeism, and the whole range of extra-auditory effects
discussed in Section 2. Off-site, the noise is generally associated with annoyance, and in
more severe cases, lossof sleep and interference with communication. Because of these
differences in the impacts of industrial noise as well asdifferences in the range of control
approaches, on.site and off-site problems are discussedseparately.

3.2.1 On-Site Noise

Noise is widely recognized as the most prevalent hseJth hazard in the workplace
(Throckmorton 1981), An American industrial insurancesurvey revealed that hearing loss is
the largest single compensable health problem (Howard 1979). It is not surprising then, that
of the 38 briefs dealing with on-siteworkplace noise, 167 7 specifically addressed hearing
loss and other physical effects such as tension and digestive problems. These concerns
were raised by individual workers, labour representatives, industrial employers, and health
professionals.

Individual workers and representativesof labour organizations provided information on the
magnitude of the problem. The following noisy worksites and occupations were described;

electrical generating stations7 a
sheetmetal workshops 7 9
foundries and heavy fabrication industriesu0

• i ,, min[nga i
oil and gasexploration s_
agriculture and related industriesB3
construction84

The severity of noise-related problems that workers in these occupations are exposed
to was demonstrated in Brief 59 which pointed out that bearing loss isa common disability
among sheet metal workers and boilermakers. In fact, such hearing loss is colloquially
known as "boilermaker's disease." Until recently, rural residents apparently had been
unaware of health problems doe to noise in farming and the agricultural service industries.
Brief 68, however, pointed out that there is evidencethat farmers are now beginning to use
hearing protection. Briefs 10 and 67 reported that truck drivers are commonly hard of
hearing in the left ear from driving with the window open, thus being exposed to high noise
levelsover long hauls,

Other workplaces were reported to have identifiable noise problems which are not likely to
lead to hearing lossbut which apparently causenolse.related problems:

University of Calgary (outdoor radio broadcasting)us
Mount Royal College Library8_
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schooJsa7
hospitalsaa
open-plan officesu9
offices and institutions with noisy air conditionlng°°
postof lice °1
barsanddiscotheques9_

As the Alberta Federation of Labour pointed out in Brief 107, there are numerouswork
situations in aNemployment sectorswith unacceptable noiselevels (seeTable 8).

The Council received a variety of estimates of the total numberof people in Alberta exposed
to hazardous noise levels in the workpJace (seeSection 2.1), It is estimated that 10 to 12
percent of the total work force may incur a hearinglossover20 to 40 years of exposure to
occupational noise. While most of the peopJewho presentedbriefs recognizedthe existence
in Alberta of regulations to protect workers from the effectsof noise,many believed that
the regulations are not adequately enforced.°3 For example, Brief 29 reported that only 30
percent of air worksites in Alberta have occupational heaJthinspection services.Brief 107
stated that only about 45,000 workers, or lessthen 10 percentof the total work force,are
covered by hearingconservation programs.

Brief 29 also pointed out that because a majority (78 percent) of worksltes in Alberta
have less than 10 empJoyees,tile provision of adequatepretesting, monitoring, and noise-
attenuation programs tendsto be costJy for smalFscaleemployersto administer anddifficult
to enforce from a government perspective. Theseproblems emphasizethe need to identify
the resources that are required to ensure adequate enforcement of current regulations to
protect alJworkers from the impactsof noise (seeSection 4.2).

The CouneiJ heard evidence that both employeesand employers need to be aware of. and
are recognizingtheir responsibilities to reduce the impacts of noise. For example, in Brief 59

:;:' a union representative acknowledged the potential role of labour groups to encourage
greater useof hearing protection. The brief includedthe foJIowing admission: "Theunion
has been lax, aswe have not promoted andencouragedthe protection from noise amongour
members to our full potential." However, it alsopointed out that employersgenerallyand
the variousgovernmentdepartments havingjurisdiction over thisproblem havenot adequately
suppried workers with hearing protection and encouragedthem to use it. Alberta Power
Limited in Brief 106 recognized that employees in generatingstations areexposed to noise
levels in excessof the eight-hour allowable limit. They are attempting to alleviate the noise
problem by usingengineering techniques, buyingquieter equipment, encJosingwork stations,
providing and encouraging the use of protective equipment, administering a hearingconser-
vation program (since 196B), and discussingwith employees the effects and hazardsof
noise. The City of Calgary, another major empJoyer, described in detail in Brief g5 its
hearing conservation program which includes working with various city departments to
quieten noisy work areasand encouraging purchaseof the quietest equipment avaiJable.
They also havedirect employee programssuchasroutine audlometric testsand provision of
hearing protectors. Drief 29 identified "joint job safety committees," which consist of
management and labour developing safety strategies together, as being able to assist in
providing noise control and protection. However, three briefs°4 emphasized that the pro-
vincial government should assumegreater responsibility for ensuring that its own regulations
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Table 8, Recent Examplesof Noise LevelsFound on SelectedAlberta Worksites

Mail room 84.86 dBA

Typewriter 72 - 76 dBA
MagCard typewriter 80 dBA without cover,76 dBA with cover
Lawn mower, pushtype (4 cycle) 92- 96 dBA varianceof speed
Lawn mower, pushtype (2 cycle) 90- 94 dBA varianceof speed
Tractor mower, pull type 90 - 94 dBA in tractor cab
Kitchen From 72 dBA in bakingarea to 86 dBA in

pot-washing area
Wood-working shop 100 - 107 dBA
Jackhammerbreakingconcrete 108 dBC
Car wash 78 - 92 dBA (insidecarentranceto exit respectively)
Roadgrader 97dBA
Caterpillar D9 102 dBA
Front-end loader (tractor) 100 dBA
Carbonarcwelding 96 - 102 dBC
De-barker 100 dBA

1_ Chipper shredder 120- 130 dBA
Re-saw (trim blade) 105 - 122 dBA

_; High-speedcut off saw 95 - 105 dBA
Planer 97- 110 dBA

i _ Standard sander 90dBA
!

• _ Source'. Brief 107'.2-3

are enforced, and aswell provide greater leadership in the education of workers and em-
ployers about the hazardsof noise. Both labour end management should work together to
achieve safe levelsof noise in the workplace (seeSection 4.2).

While many briefs questioned the enforcement of current occupational noise regulations,
only one argued the basic inadequacy of permissible exposure levels. The AFL stated
that the current permitted exposure to noise levelsof 85 dBA (over an eight-hour period)
is neither healthy nor safe. Instead, the AFL recommended that workplace noise should
never exceed 80 dBA. Crucial to achieving sucha goal would be noise level monitoring of all
permanent worksites suspectedof having noise levelsin excessof E0 dBA. On non-permanent
worksites, the AFL recommended that there be an inventory and assessmentof the noise
emissions of all machinery, tools, and equipment. They would be subsequently retrofitted
to meet the 80 dBA maximum, In essence,the AFL would llke to seemore emphasis in the
regulations on limiting noise em[ssions, rather than the onus being on the worker to wear
hearing protection.
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A number of briefs9s stressedthat engineering controls at the sourceshould be tile highest
priority approach to reducing workplace noise. For example. Brief 102 pointed out that in
the forestry industry, noise abatement kits are available for ekidders from such companies as
Caterpillar and Clark,and similar technologies should beavai/eble for construction equipment.
In Brief 64, an acoustical consultant who advises industries on engineering no_se-control
designsoutlined various control prineipies and techniques. From Iris experience, if the noise
source can be identified, there is an almost 100 percent chance it can be successfully con-
trolred. The AFL also provided numerous examples of effective sourcecontrols. Preferable
to retrofitting source controls, however, is ensuring that adequate acoustical protection is
designed and built into work environments before operations begin, Brief 59 arguedthat it
is of utmost importance that approval from a government body be required for industrial
buildings and designsprior to construction.

3.2.2 Off-Site Noise

In the 31 briefsBawhich identified the off-site problems resulting from workplace noise, it Is
evident that there are two primary sources:noise from stationary worksites, and noisefrom
roadand rail traffic generated by the work activities.

Noise from construction sitesreceived the moat complaints. Nir=ebriefsg7 identified a
variety of construction activities such as road, residential, and industrial construction,
which disturb neighbouring residents.Brief 102 reported that in certainareas of Edmonton,
noise from construction of apartment buildingsis continuous. As Tabre9 indicates,much of
the equipment usedon construction sitesproducesveryhigh levels of noise. Back-up beepers
found on most construction equipment were also identified as particularly annoying.9a

While construction noise is largely related to urban growth, the oil and gas industry was
reported to be introducing noiseproblems into the rural environment, j_ Brief 115 identified
two typical forms of noise from oil and gas operations: high-intensity noise from well

/ drilling operations, and continual 50 to 70 dBA noise levels during operation constituting
long-term intrusion into previously quiet environments. "In the heavy oil areas of north-
eastern Alberta, up to 64 wells per section are being considered.... In the bitumen areasof
Cold Lake a well every two acres is a possibility." The conclusion is that the rural ambient
noise levels are rising much higher than the original levels.Brief 115 expressed particular
concern about the new hydraulic pumps (HEPunits) usedin the heavyoil areas.

Oil refinery facilities, particularly in Refinery Row in the Edmonton area, also appear
to causecumulative additions to the backgroJnd noise in adjacent residential neighbourhoods.
Brief 145 stated that "The roar is the sum of individual industrial noisos...perticularly
attributable to compressors, fans, pumps, flare stacks, valves, and the plumbing generally
associatedwith handling and processingof fluid hydrocarbons and their products."

Other industrial and commercial activities which have impacts on neighbouring residential
areasor communities include blowdowns at power generation stations,I°° asphalt plants,TM a
rapeseed plant, _°"_industrial vacuum sewage trucks,_°=shopping centres,1°4and evenhome
occupations involving high-power hand tools. _°_
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Table 9. Noise Levels Generated by Construction Equipment

Noiw Level (dB) atEO Feet

60 70 80 90 ;OO 110

Compactors(Rollers) •
W----W

,_ Front Loaders • === •
*_- Backhoes n w .R W
uJm |.= •

!_ Traoto,, _.' . ,'-'
oE _ Scrapers,Graders R,_4_- -R

U _ Pavers ee
"_ M_M

Truckl * •

l_ ConcreteMixers w * ,

i _ ConcreteFumps

I_ Cranes(Movable) n n

.. •1 BI
! Cranes(Derrick) •,

'I_ 'PumpsGenerators • • •

' _ Compressors %*;-" N

_ Pneumittic Wrenches ee.i
W a. -R

_E Jack Hammersand Rock Drills _--W

--Cl_ Pile Drivers(Peaks) • , ao

= Vibrator •1 •

Saws : • w

• NewMeasurements
w U.K. Data
R EuropeanData
M Manufacturer'=Data

Source: Reif and Vermeuren 1979: Table 3
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A number of these and other industrlal noise generators also create increased truck and rail
traffic. Brief4 pointed out that new industrial activity in Fort McMurray has resulted in
more rail traffic and hence more noise. In Red Deer, Brief 32 reported that servicing trucks
going to the Dow Chemical plant generate noise, in Lethbridge, Briefs 44 and 45 expressed
concern about the gravel trucks going to the asphalt pJant. Brief 70 identified cement trucks
working on construction as a problem, and Brief 108 reported significant noise problems
from trucks supplying a wholesale food outlet.

Currently, outside of land useplanning restrictions, which at most canseparate incompatible
land uses, the only restrictions on off-site industrial noise are the guidelines set up by the
Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB). They establish "maximum permissible noise
levelsapplicable to energy resourceindustry operations, in particular, drilling rigs,compressor
stations, pumping stations, and gas well flaring" (ERCB 1980). Brief 115 considered the
ERCB's permissible noise levels of 65 dBA daytime and 50 dBA nighttime asmeasured 15
metres from existing residences, to be inadequate. Brief 115 recommended that the per-
missible revels be "reduced to below 25 dBA, beingabout 5 dBA higher than the dominant
atmospheric sound." Brief 145 reviewed the two most recent ERCB decisions applicable to

i the Refinery Row area and concluded that the decisions illustrate a lack of concern regard-
t ing troublesome noise, despite the guidelines.

' Many energy-related facilities are located in rural settings. Rural areas normally have very
: low noise levels and the residents expect that these levels will be preserved. In cities it is

normal to consider that a noise problem begins at 55 dBA. However, such levels would be
completely out of place in many rural areaswhere the ambient noise level is 35 to 50 dBA
or lower. What seems to be required is a measure of intrusive noise level; that is, the extent
to which the energy.related development raisesthe ambient noise level. The Council suggests
that a permanent energy-related facility be no more than 5 dBA Leq(24) above the ambient
noise level in rural locations.

• The ERCB guidelines have been useful in the absence of any other regulations dealing
with Industrial noise. However, one disadvantage is that noise measurm'nentsare taken near
existing residences rather than at the property line of the development. This means that an
industrial site could violate the standard in the future, if new residencesare built in the
noise-affected area. It would be more useful if the location for measurementswasstandard-

ized at the boundary of the property. Another disadvantage is that the directive does not
distinguish between temporary and permanent facilities. There should be a difference, as
residents will very likely tolerate a higher level of inconvenience if they know it to be
temporary in nature. Also, permanent facilities tend to expand, sometimes becoming a more
significant noise source. Therefore, a distinction should be made between noise levels from

permanent and temporary facilities, with more stringent rules for the permanent facilities.

The ERCB also investigates specific noise problems in response to complaints. However,
the Council believes that the ERCB's maximum permissible noise level is inadequate given as
a dBA measurement because individual readings do not accurately represent an acoustical
environment. The standard should be an Leq measurement (seeSection 5.5), As well, the
actual permissible level should reflect a minimum increase over rural annb[ent sound levels.
Typical ambient sound levels in rural Alberta are 25 to 35 dBA Leq (BoLstad1977) and the
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introduction of industrial noise levels of 50 dBA Leq, while perhapscomplying with current
leveis, would certainly be disturbing.

The Canadian PetroJeumAssociation (CPA) in Brief 77 cfalmed that the oil and gas industry,
particularly in Alberta, hasmaintained a position of readership in industrial noiseawareness
and control. Restricting its comments to noise emanating beyond plant boundaries from
industry.foisted activities or facilities, the CPA reported that noiseabatement measuresare
employed at virtually all facilities. The brief also assertedthat "the industry is fully aware of
and willing to accept the possible additional cost in improving and incorporating new noise
abatement technology into facilities developed in sensitive areas." Current individual noise-
control efforts include; siting criteria for plant facilitleswhich include noise considerations,
in-house noise seminars, standard design specifications for noise limits on equipment,
equipment enclosures, and special research projects to respond to specific noise concerns.

Like transportation noise, off.site industrial noise problems are closely related to ]and use
and transportation planning issues.Several briefs_°6stressed the need for land useplanning
to adequately separate industrial and residential areas.One approach may be to incorporate
controls into the Subdivision Regulation under the Planning Act, 1977, Residential sub-
divisions should be restricted in the vicinity of noise generators (seeSection 4.5).

Where industrial activities stashas construction must temporarily disturb residential areas,
local jurisdictions can control the routing of heavy equipment and operationar hours
through a municipal by-law, such as the model by-law suggestedin Section 4.1. Also,
consideration must be givento the type of equipment used and theprovision of incentives
for useof quieter equipment.

3,3 DOMESTIC NOISE

In their homes, people sleep,eat, relax, and socializewith other family membersand friends
, ." - air activities which usually require a quiet environment to be fully enjoyed, As the preced-

ing sections demonstrate, many residential areas in Alberta are exposed to unacceptably
high noise levels from surface and air transportation and industrial sources. There are also a
great many other noise sourcesaround the home. Many compraints stem from annoying
neighbourhood activities suchasneighbours' dogs barking, wild parties, and loud music. Our
own useof noisy machines such aslarge and small appJiances,power tools, lawn and garden
equipment, air conditioners, and ventilat[ng systemsalso createssubstantial noise.

Forty briefs_°7 identified various aspectsof noise resulting from activities around the home.
Twenty.nine l°a of these expressed concerns about the noise from neighbours' activities
disturbing privacy. EighteenT°_briefs identified noise problems caused by a variety of
consumer products used around the home.

3.3.1 NeighbourhoodActivities

Inconsiderate and irresponsibJebehaviour resulting in noise is the causeof much neighbour-
hood discord. Briefs referred to neighbours' barking dogs,TT°noisy parties,1_1loudmusic,IT2
public broadcastingsystems,tl= and the Calgary carillon.114Alderman Lee from the City of
Calgary in Brief83 reported that he has even had complaints about the noisemade by
children playing in parks.
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Unlike most other types of noise sources,determining what leveJeare too noisy in these
circumstances is subjective; our own children, dogs, or parties do not seemas noisy asour
neighbours'. Reducing or eliminating these noise problems requires behavioural changes
which encompassgreater consideration for neighbours.

The most common control approach is for local governments to adopt by-laws prohibiting
specific noisesor nuisances.Many municipalities in Alberta have by-laws which prohibit
such things as broadcasting on public streets, train whistles, barking dogs, or simply "any
unusual or unnecessary noise likely to disturb persons in Ills neighbourhood" (Grande
Prairie By.law C502, 1974:1), The Red Deer by-law (No. 2626/79) hasbroad prohibitions
against community, industrial, and construction noise. Rather than establishing maximum
acceptablesound levels,the Red Deer by-law defines loud noise as "an unnecessary noise,an
unusual noise or a noisewhich annoys, disturbs, injures or endangers the comfort, repose,
health, peaceor safety of others" to be determined by the court which hears a prosecution.
The Calgary noise by-law (1974) is the most extensive municipal noise by.law in Alberta. It
places restrictions on domestic sources,prohibiting such things as the operation of power
lawn mowers, model aircraft with internal combustion engines, engine.powered snow
clearing devices during nighttime hours, and alrowing animals to disturb neighbours. A
model municipal noise control by-law, which could easily be adapted to suit individual
municipal concerns while encouraging consistent province-wide control of domestic noise
problems, is needed (see Section 4.1). Table 3.1 from the Ontario Model Municipal Noise
Control By,law illustrates the wide range of noisy activities which a municipality may
regulate or control (seeTable 10).

Enforcement of such municipal by-laws is usually the responsibility of police or by-Jaw
enforcement officers. For example, Staff SergeantCharlebo[s of the Grande Prairie RCMP
detachment reported that most noise complaints concern noisy parties - they receive an
averageof three to five calls a night on the weekends and the occasional call during the
week. The dataehment's enforcement policy is to visit the source of the problem, ask that
the parties be quietened, and, if necessary, issuea ticket for creating noise under By-law
C502(1974). While the municipal by-law appearsadequate in Grande Prairie, Brief 131 from
an Edmonton resident reported that the police appearreluctant to do anything about noisy
neighbours and that the eventual finesare "laughable" and ineffectual.

In Calgary, it has been necessary to supplement noise by-few enforcement with other
legislation such as the Criminal Code and measuressuch asstrong police action in order to
deal with Jargenoisy parties, tn Red Deer, even though the maximum fine provided for in
the by-Jaw is $500, the highest fine issued to date has been $300, with the normal fine
about $150. MeLaren (1979;22) concludesthat "..,municipalities rarely appropriate adequate
finances to underwrite enforcement. Consequently, enforcement is either non-existent or
left to the grudging initiative of existing agencies,whosetime and energy are already stretched
to the limit." Enforcement of this kind depends on adequate manpower and finances, which
in turn is dependent on political desire to pursuecertain standards, As suggested by the
Calgary police department, one potentlalfy effective way of expressing such desire is to
increasefines substantially.

It is important to stress that enforcement of local noise controJ usually depends upon
public involvement through complaints, it follows that simplicity and publicity are required
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3, Prohibitions by TBno andPl_co

No perker1shal_emil or C_use_r ilor_nll the _missionof fou rid rc_ulti_QItem any act
fisled inT_ble 3,1 Ifcle41rlyaudible az _pOinlof recoillion located in anareaof the
rflll/licip_lJly wBlllrl _ ilroll_)it _tl time showll Io¢ suchan area,

TABLE 31

PROHIBITIONS BY TIME AND PLACE

Prohil)ite_JPeriod of Time

Quiet Zone P_esidential Area

1, The LJelen_£Jonel f[rework_or exl)lo_ivu AI all times At all times
devicesftol used if1CoN$1ructiorr,

2, The dischargeof firearms, At all limes A[ all times

3, Th_ operation of a cernb_stion_ncjjrle At oil times AI _11timl_S
which1,

(i_ is,or
(ii) iJusedin. or

_ (iii} i$intended for usein,
a toy or _ model or repl_c_Ofany ¢J0vice,
whichmadel or tepJicahas_o funclion
o[her I_lan_mLIsOm_nterll_WhiCh Jsnot
conv_yar)c_,

• 4, The operationof anyeleclronJcdevice o_ AZ all lin_es C

; _, g_oupofconnccled_lectr_icd_vices
incorporatin_one or moreloudspeakers

_1 el obiDreiDctro,m_C_l_rlicalIr43rlsduc_r$_
'_ and Jnten(ledfor the prod_ction, tel)re,
• _ duclion or amplific_Ben of sound,

i



"l*abre10 cent,

Prohibiled Period of Time

Quiet Zon_ Ro_idenliaJAfoa

9. Persistentbarking,callingor whining or other At all lira)f:5 A
similar persistentnoisema_in(]_Jyany domes¸
tic pot or any olh_f ,_llimalk('pt or Usedfor
_ny pUfpOsQother th,_n,_gdcullur_].

10. The operalion of a commerci_ car wa_Ji AI all lime5 D&E
wilh air dryin0 equipmenl.

11. Yelling, shouring,hooting, whistJing AI alJlime5 A
or singing.

12. The operationof a powerassistedhang AI aJrlimes D&E
glider or par_foit

13. T_le operation of any item or _nowmaking At all tintes E
equipment,

14. All sellingor adverlising hy shoulillg ,_t all tinles D&E
Or outcry o_*amplified sound.

15. Loading,unloading,delivering,packing, D&E D&E
unpacking.¢lr otherwise hand_ing_ny
cordain_l S.producIs, m=lt_daJ$_or FQtL_50.
Whatso_v_r_U_J_$5Rec(_3/y f_r 01o
m _irll_n,_R_eel _5_t/lli_JS_rvic_sOr Iht_
moving of pfivale householdurfects.

16. The ope_aIionof any equipmorlt in D&E D&E
con_clion with COnS(Fuelled.

_ _ 17. Th_op_rationoru_ofanytoolfor C B
• _ domesti_ purposesother thansllowremoval

T_ LI ¸¸ 18. Theoperalia_ofsolidwast0b_rklifl C [_
or relu_ cl_mpacting _quipmenl.

_ 19. The operationof a commercialc._rwash el C A
_ylle other Ihcmm_0n_ionedin _tem10.

Prahibited Periodsof Time:

A 2300 on_ day Io 0700 next d_y 10900Sundays)
13 1900 one day to 0700 n_xt day (09130Sundays_
C 1700 one day to 0700 _ex_day (0900 S_ndays)
D AIJday SimdaysandStatutory HoJidays.
E 1900 one da_'Io 0700 next d_y,

.,,

Source: On(afi_ Ministry _f the Environment _78:Table _.1
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for the comptaint mechanism to be effective. Tile OECD, in identifying this principle,
explains that the public requires easy accessto the enforcement agency and needsan assur-
ance that action will he taken.

3.3.2 Consumer Products

Probably the loudest noisesaround the home come from our own useof mechanical devices.
Such noise may not generate the degreeof annoyance and stressthat noise from neighbours,
industry, or transportation does, due to the fact that we control our exposure. However,
users often are not aware of the effects of noiseon their health, and if they are aware, they
do not havea choice of quiet products or adequate protection. Household noise can prevent
speech communication, mask warning signals such as a child's cry, and irritate other family
members.

Table 11 summarizes noise levels of various common appliances. Many briefs contained
complaints about excessivenoise from vacuum cleaners,NB refrigerators, _ appliances,H7
fawn mowers and other garden equipment, _s snow blowers,l_s air-conditloning units,_°
plumbing, _1 and TV commercials_22 which seem to be louder than regular programming.

Air conditioner noise, which primarily comes from the fan and compressor, was the most
frequently identified domestic noise source. Not only can noise reduction be achieved by
modifying design, suspension,speedof rotation, and compression enclosure, but mounting
location also appears to be a critical control factor. Three briefs_2_ objected to the exterior

,, siting of air-conditioning or cooling tower units, some on the roofs of large buildings, others
on a side facing bedroom windows in other buildings. Brief 92 reported having to forfeit
fresh air throughout the summer becausewindows had to be closed to keep out the motor

noise from a neighbour's window air conditioner, it appears,though, that a reduction in
excess of 10 dB can be achieved by selecting an appropriate mounting location (Rail and

•, _; Vermeuten 1979;168). This might best be achievedthrough buildlng codesand basic training
of instatiation crews.

While neighbours' use of certain equipment contributed to some of the concern, most of us
commonly use machines around tile home which are themselves noise sources. Reducing
noise emissions from these devicesdepends on increased awarenesson the part of both
manufacturers and consumers.t24

Several briefsI"_s identified the need for regulating the noiseemissions of home equipment,
as well as the need to promote greater consumer awareness through product Jabelling.
Brief 97 advocated making quiet an attractive selling point for electrical appliances. A
combination of both theseapproachesis recommended by the OECD (1980:209) and isatso
tile Environmental Protection Agency's strategy for dealing with tile consumer product
noise probtem (EPA 1980:74-79).

t
I Because of jurisdictional conflicts, it appears that initiatives for new product regulations
I would be most effective if they came from the federal government. While Consumer and
i Corporate Affairs Canadahas one regulation which applies to the noise emissions of toys,

there appears to be no current interest in extending such regulation to other consumer
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Table 11. Noise LevelsGeneratedbyCommon Appliances

A.Weighted Sound Levelsat 3 Feet

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Freezer ==

Refrigerator • Jol I:11....

Heater, Electric •
Hair Clipper

Toothbrush, Electric • •= =

Humidifier ..=

Clothes Dryer •=| • :: | •

Air Conditioner |. Iltt' ,._l.

Shaver,Electric =* ,=• , |•t

Water Faucet e

Hair Dryer ,. •=.

Clothes Washer • .•tJ_ J_._JL| |m

Water Closet • •• ,. o_J.__.•
Dishwasher _ I_1_11 •

Can Opener, Electric • ••|
Food Mixer .... || |•= mJ

Knife, Electric

Knife Sharpener, Electric m

SewingMachine

,_', Oral Lavage

VocoomC,eaner ..-2.Food Blender

Coffee Mill mmn

Food WasteDisposer ., =l .... , •= ,,| •

Edger and Trimmer •

Home Shop Tools • • e_i _=

HedgeClippers •

Lawn Mower, Electric •

I Source: Reif and Vermeulen 1979:Table 1
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products. In tile U.S., the EPA has begunwork on regulations to limit the noise emissions
from lawn mowers, but higher priority is being placed on regulating the noise emissionsof
surface transportation, aviation, and construction equipment.

The provinces can require specific noise labelling of products. The EPA's labelling program
was promulgated in 1979 to provide "accurate and understandable information on tire noise
generating or noise reducing characteristics of products so that consumers can compare
different brands" (EPA 1980;75), Figure 2 gives examples of standard EPA labels. Even if
little progress in this direction is made in Canada, manufacturers in the U.S. are being
encouraged to establish their own labelling programs, Successin the U.S. will probably sp[IJ
over into Alberta due to the availability of American products in Canadian markets,

3.4 RECREATIONAL NOISE

Transportation, work-reJated activities, and some neighbourhood activities are generally
recognized throughout the world as the major sourcesof noise problems. Not so widely
identified, but of obvious concern since they were mentioned in 40 briefs at the public
bearings,are noiseproblems resultingfrom recreational activities,_ 6

Recreation can take many forms-. somemake noise, and othersare highly sensitiveto the
intrusion of noise. For exampJe,recreationalequipment such asmotorcycles, snowmobiles,
electronic amplifiers, and radios brought into parka by certain groupsdisturb others who
have gonethere for more peacefultypes of recreation. As one brief stated, "to find an hour
to bealone is one thing, to find an hour of quiet is qu_teanother."

Nine_=7 briefs identified motorcycJes as a recreational noisesource, eight12Bbriefs com-
mented on snowmobile noise, and 16_2eobjected to eteetronlc amplifiers and radios.
These and associated recreational noise sources create problems in both urban and ruraJ
recreation areas.Special sportingevents_ 0werealso identified asnoisegeneratorsin certain
areas,

3,4.1 Recreational Equipment

Motorcycles are both a popular mode of transportation and a form of recreation. Evidence
presentedby the motoreycJe industry in Brief 65 shows that modern highway machinesam
relatively quiet. TraiJ bikes, however, are inherently noisy. Noisy bighway motorcycles
result mainly from aJtered exhaust and muffler systems or improper operation. Adequate
enforcement of present lawscould edminate the problem. More difficult to controJare trail
bikes, which are not licensed for operation on roadways. Their operation must be strictly
limited to certain off-road areasadequately removed from other noise.sensitiveuses,Source
controls should also be introduced on off-road motorcycJes, as has been done for on-road
vehicles.

Snowmobiles were frequently mentioned 1_ as a source of recreational noise problems.

Evidencewas presented in Brief 23 from the international Snowmobile industry Association
that technology has been developed and implemented to reduce noise levels ",..from over
100 dSA to a maximum of 78 dgA and a "typicaJ mode" maximum of 73 dBA." They also

=

I
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claimed "it would take some 256 current snowmobiles, all operating at wide.open throttle,
to develop the sound energy equivalent to a singleclrca-1968 model." If these quieter
machinesare maintained to ensurecontinued quietness,the noise impacton the environment

by this type of recreational vehicle should be reducedasolder, noisiermachinesare phased
out,

i

! Amplified music was the focus of the greatestof the recreational concerns.The potentiali

i harm causedby highsoundlevelsfrom amplified music raisesissuesfor employees (including
i musicians),patrons, and neighbours.
i

Patrons of establishments with loud music go there as a matter of choiceand in most cases

i they escapelong-term exposure. However, employeesof such establishmentsmust accept
repeated and continuous exposure or lose their jobs. The provincial noise regutation (Alto.
Reg. 314/81) requires that all workers be protected from hazardous noise. Therefore,
employers should be required to implement hearing conservation programs for these em-
ployees.

The possibility exists for patrons of discotheques to suffer noise.[ndueed hearing loss.
However, there is little evidence of any ill effects, probably due to the short duration of the
exposure. In any case, if an improved situation can be created for employeesand musicians,
it will concurrently protect patrons.

Protection of neighbours from entertainment noise is normally covered by municipal
by-laws. Regional variations in effectiveness can be found. As with other aspectsof noise,
for exampre, domestic noise, a consistent provincial regulation would be preferable.

3.4.2 Parksand Campgrounds

, i The problem in parks and campgrounds is that many recreational activities produce noise
levelsirritating to other users. For example, many people who presentedbriefs objected to

' noise from trail bikes,_=2 snowmobiles,Is3 stereos and radios,T34 motorboats,_=a incon-
siderate behaviour,t=° and logging operations 137 in public parks.

In England and the U.S+many parks and campgrounds have specialareaswhere quietness
is a condition of use. Those who wish to have music or noise are guided to other areas.
Such separation of obviously conflicting usages,where freedom of choice is available with
full knowledge of tile implications, tessensconfrontation and probably increasesthe personal
enjoyment of all. In Alberta, some restrictions exist on the use of motorboats on some
lakes.

3.4.3 Public Sports Facilities

Large recreational events also generate considerable noise. Speedway Park in Edmonton
was identified in Briefs 3 and 12 asa particularly annoying noise source.At the time of the
hearings, it was located in an adjoin ng mun c pa ty and those most seriousy affected by
the noise lacked an effective framework through which to seek redress,This jurisdictional
problem has probably been solved by the expansion of the City of Edmonton through
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annexation and the subsequent applicability of the Edmonton noise by,law (No. 5112) to
tbe Speedway Park area. The best way to deal with such probtems, however, is through
prevention by good planning. Such faci/ities and the associatedmajor traffic arteries must be
separated from residential areas.

]n summary, tile primary approaches to controlling recreational noise focus on source
controls where appropriate, planning to separate noisy activities from quieter ones, and
p'oviding adequate choice so that noisyand quiet recreational/stswill not interact. Advances
are being made in reducing noise emissions at the source although there are problems with
major types of recreation equlpment, such as trail bikes, which have not yet been solved.
Planning decisions involving existing or potential recreational noise sources must ensure
adequate separation of those facilitles from noise-sensitive areas. Further, while recreation
planners at all revels (municipal, provincial, and federal} are currently separating some
conflicting recreationalists, greater emphasis may be needed in this direction. People should
be abte to choose a quiet or a noisy campsite. The key [sfreedom of choice - the ability to
find the type of recreational area that is preferred,

3.5 THE NOISE FUTURE FOR ALBERTA

The international experience, as pointed out previously, ind}cates that nolse _evels are
increasing in space and time. This is largely due to increasedorbanization and assoc)ated
increases in transportation by road and air. At present, noise in our cities is increasingat a
rate of about one decibel per year.

Researchersestimate that in the U,K. the number of city dwellers exposed to high levels of
traffic noise will increase by 6OO,000 between 1975 and 1985. French authorities project an
increaseof 1.5 million in those exposed to high noise levelsfrom 1979 to 1995. In the U.S.
from 1973 to 1978 the percentageof the population exposed to road traffic noise greater
than 65 dBA increased from 6.4 to 10percent, It has been estimated that the total acoustical
energy hasmore than doubled ]n the OECD countries in the past20 years. Increasesin no)so
levels have tended to be less in built-up areaswhere noise levelsare already high. The in-

" creaseshave been greater in areaswhich were formerly quiet, such as suburban residential
areas(OECD 1979, 1980).

Similar patterns have been experienced in some heavlJy populeted regions of Canada.
However, the noise-control program implemented in Ontario has resulted in a certain
stabilization and, in some cases,a drop in noise levels despite continued growth.

The public hearingshave shown that Alberta's noise prob/ems are at an early stagecompared
with international situations. The trends, however, are similar.

Transportation noise was identified asa concern in 60 percent (94 briefs) of the presentations
received. Fifty-two percent (81 briefs) raised the issue of roadnoise, 19percent (29 briefs)
discussedaircraft noise and 8 percent (13briefs) pointed out that raliway noise is a problem,
(A number of briefs addressedmore than one transportation noise issue.)

Quieter vehicles may assist in reducing the impact of vehicle noisebut may net be a long-
term solution to the problem. Even if the per vehicle noisedecreases,it will undoubtedly be
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compensated for by the increase in fleet size. A trend line projection suggeststhat car
registrations in Alberta will increase from about 925,000 to about 1,8 miJlion from 1980 to
2000, nearly a doubling. Similar figures for trucks are about 400,000 at present to around
800,000 nearly 20 years from now. It appears that land use planning will be the most
effective method of reducing the impact of vehicular noise.

Aircraft noise received major comment in Edmonton and Calgary. Complaints in Edmonton
were due to the existence of a major airport in the centre of the city and the considerable
jet traffic it attracts, In Calgary, the emphasiswas upon helicopter noise.

Aircraft noise can be lessenedby source controls and by reducing the amount of conflicting
land use. The long-term solution, however, must recognize the potential growth rate of the
province. Simple projections suggestthat the Edmonton Municipal Airport could be faced

; with about 450,000 aircraft movements in the year 2000 asopposed to under 200,000 now.
Calgary is in a simlrar situation with possibly 485,000 aircraft movementsby 2000. Changing

, economic circumstances may preclude this situation from happening, but the possibilities
need to be acknowledged and appropriate planning measuresconsidered.

-, Alberta's population is growing. By the year 2000 it may approach 3.7 million with perhaps
850,000 in each of the Edmonton and Calgary censusmetropolitan areas (Table 12). A
doubling of the grossprovincial product can reasonablybeexpected in thesame time period
(Table 13).

Conventionalurban planning theory recognizesthat many emarJercentrestend to grow and
become large urban areas, sad that larger areas continue to expand due to their more
comprehensiveeconomic base. In a sense,theJargecentre is a predictor for the smallcentre.

' '_! Hearings were held in the two largemetropolitan areasof Edmonton and Calgary and in the
,, smaller urban areasof Grande Prairie, Edaon, Red Deer, and Lethbridge. Over 80 percent of
i the attendance was in Edmonton and Calgary. In these centres, noise probJemshavereached

a level which is severe enough to stimulate the organization of protest groups. I=a Their
'_ focus is on transportation noise,one of the most rapidly growing noiseproblems and one of
;_i the most difficult to control,

Similarly, the OECD experiences with mature economies provides a forecast of Alberl;a's
future challenges.The patterns are clear from provinciaJ trends aswell asfrom national and
international experience that our sound environment is deteriorating. Alberta's various
regions are simply at different stagesof development in the recognition of problems and
scJutions. If stabilization or possible reduction of noise is to be achieved in the future, a
start must be made now or thesegoalswill be extremely difficult to accomplish.

The solutions to these probrems and the creatinn of quiet are discussedin thc following
sections.
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Table 12. Alberta Population (in thousands)

Edmonton Calgary Province "_
Year CMA * CMA *

1971 496,0 403.3 --

1972 505.8 414,8 -

1973 515,6 426.2 -

1974 527.8 440.0 -

1975 540.5 454.7 -

1976 554.2 469.9 -

1977 568.7 487.9 1,900.7

1978 582.0 505.4 1,962.8

1979 594.9 522.7 2,027.5

1985 (projection) 669.0 608.8 2.464.1

1990 (projection) 732.0 684.0 2,871.1
.,

1995 (projection) 795.1 759.2 3,280.5

2000 (projection) 858.2 634.4 3,668.7

• Source: StatisticsCanada 1972. Projectionby trend line analysis

• * Source: Alberta Treasury 1979:17, series5

I
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Table 13. Alberta Gross Domestic Product

Year Dollars*
(millions)

1973 9,269

1974 9,820

1975 10,621

1976 11,268

1977 11,811

1978 12,827

1979 14,024

1985 (projection) 18,27B

:::::_.. 1990 (projection) 22,112
1995 (projection) 25,945

2000 (projection) 29,779

" in 1971 constantdollars

Source: Alberta Treasury 1980:58

.. ........ =
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A number of factors about noise make control feasible, First, the identification of noise
sourcesis usually straightforward. Second, the effectiveness and cost of control technologies,
whether at the source, along the pathway, or at the receiver, are reasonably well defined.
Third, these control approaches have a basis in well-established scientific disciplines. Con-
siderable background and expertise in controlling noise exists in tile medical, architectural,
engineering, economic, and planning disciplines. This combined expertise should be effec-
tively utilized in Alberta.

An effective noise control program must recognize that noise is a by-product of growth. As
Alberta grows, so does its potential noise problem. Section 3 demonstratesthat serious noise
probrems exist in the province nowI and that they are growing.; In the future, noise will
probabiy affect more people In additional locations unless preventive action is initiated.

This section discussespossible approachesto solving the noise problemspreviously identified.
It emphasizes prevention rather than "Band-Aid" solutions. Details of a pessibie adminis-
trative structure are provided. Suggestionsare madefor the development of health, education,
and research programs; improved use of engineering controls; introduction of economic
incentives for qLdeter communities; and amendment of current planning processes and
provisions.

4.1 RIGHT TO QUIET

Canada has a written constitution that sets out the powers of the federal government
and the provinces. At the same time, it recognizescertain common-law rights, basedprimarily
on English precedents in the English provinces. This separation of powers complicates the
law as it relates to noise, ascertain noisesources are controlled by the federal government
and others by the provincial governments.

: + The common law recognizes relief from noise as it relates to one's property in the form of
an action for nuisance. The remedy is usually an injunction, but damagesby way of money
have been granted in some cases.Plaintiffs have been successful in actions based on noise
from both demes_.icand industrial sources,Courts have granted remedies for damage and
annoyance based on noise caused by steam hammers, generators, foundry operations,
quarrying, movement of motor vehicles, and operation of aircraft, among others. The
concept of "reasonable user" is applied and the definition varies from location to location,
The variability adds to the difficulty of successand an action can be very difficult and
costly if unsuccessful.

Dean J.P.S. McLaren of the University of Calgary, Faculty of Law, has researchedthis phase
of the law in an article appearinginNoise in the Human Environment (McLaren 1979). Tile
article should be read if one is interestedin the law as it relates to noise, as it outlines the
difficulties inherent in such an action. Further, the common-law rights are beingsuperseded
by statutes and regulations in our modern society, and will probably be curtailed even
further asAlberta becomesmore populated.

In the early days in Canada and Alberta, noise controls were left in the main to munici-
palities to administer because of the local nature of noise in tile community. The major
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problems centred on disputes between neighbors, and could be covered by local by-laws
or convention. The interest in noiseexpandedas provincesbecame more populated, and the
provincial governments' concerns followed growth, ]and use, and transportation needs.
Similarly, the federal government has an interest in noise, particularly in areasof inter.
provincial trade, transportation, and communication. Now, concerns and jurisdictions
overlap. The problems this causescan only be solvedby analysisof noise sourcesand
jurisdictions and co-ordination of control. The old common-law principles are no longer
satisfactory to meet the problemsof modern society or the individual, In the interestof the
well-beingand health of the individual,noise must be consideredby all levels of government
which, through liaison, mustmeet the problemsas they arise.

4.2 ADMINISTRATION

The report Administration and Regulation of Noise in Alberta (Gordon 1980) describes
how noise is currently administered in the province. As the report points out, a morass
of responsibilities exists, at all three levels of government with many agenciesinvolved.
They include',

Federal
CanadaMortgage and HousingCorporation
CanadianTransportCommission
Consumer andCorporateAffairs Canada

Department of the Environment r
Department of Justice
Department of Transport

•, National ResearchCouncil Canada
Standards Council of Canada

Provincial

Department of AdvancedEducation and Manpower
Department of Agriculture
Department of Consumerand Corporate Affairs
Department of Education
Department of Economic Development
Department of Energy and Natural Resources
Department of the Environment
Department of Government Services
Department of Housingand Public Works
Department of Labour
Department of Municipal Affairs
Department of Recreationand Parks
Department of Social Servicesand Community Health
Department of Tourism and Small Business
Department of Transportation
Energy ResourcesConservationBoard
Occupational Health andSafety Division
Workers' Compensation Board
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Municipal
By-law enforcement departments
Local boards of health

Planning departments
Police departments
Transportation departments

This murtipl[city of government departments and agencies involved in controlling noise
suggestsa need for intergovernmentar co-ordination and co,operation. Tile need for a more
effective system wasreflected in the many complaints about administration and enforcement
registered at the public hearings.3 Despitethe present extent of government involvement,
more effective legislative and admfnistradve controls of noise are considered necessaryto
provide citizens with an opportunity to enjoy a quiet environment. 4

Effective noise-control approaches must include planning, engineering, education, and
economic programs (seeSections 4.2 to 4,5). To be most effective, these programs must
utilize existing expertise and facilities within the various departments at all levelsof govern-
ment and must be co-ordinated.

This section establishesthe administrative framework required to instigate and co-ordlnate
these programs. Subsequent sections wig provide detailed discussions of recommended
health, education, economic, and planning programs,

4.2.1 Provincial Responsibilities and theQuiet Communities Directorate

At the provincial level, at least 1B departments and agencieshaveadministrative and regu-
latory interests in noise probrems.Thosewith the most active noise-relatedprograms appear
to be the Department of Municipal Affairs, the Occupational Health and Safety Division.
the Workers' Compensation Board, the Department of Social Services and Community

/ Health, the Energy ResourcesConservation Board, and the Departments of Transportation,
Environment, and Agriculture. The noise.related responsibilities of the remaining depart-
ments and agenciestend to be minJmarandare incidental to their other activities.

Alberta Municipal Affairs, which administers the Planning Act {RSA 1980 cP-9), can _ncor-
potato noise considerations into land use planning throughout the province. Tbe most
substantive noise.related regulations pursuant to the Planning Act are the Airport Vicinity
Protection Area regulations, Various other departmental activities pertaining to noise
problems include: review of subdivision proposals, preparation of municipal plansand land
use by-laws for communities not included in regional planning commissions, review of
regional plans, the Alberta Planning Boards' subdivision appeal authority, and provision of
advisory servicesto municipalities regardingby-law development (seeSection 4.5 for specific
land use planning recommendations).

Tho Occupational Health and Safaty Division administers the Occupational Health and
Safety Act (RSA 1980 cO,2} and the Noise,Regulation (A/ta. Reg.314/81) pursuant to this
Act. The regulation deals with exposure limits, hearing conservation programs, audiomatric
testing, and responsibilities of employers, employees, and audiometr[c technicians. Several
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branches within the Occupational Health and Safety Division have specific noise-related
respona[billties. The Occupational Hygiene Branch measures noise levels and establishes
whether a noise problem exists with respect to the regulation. If the noise level exceeds
permissible criteria, the branch attempts to persuade the employer to improve conditions.
The Medical Services Branch focusses on the workers and promotes occupational hearing
conservation programs, Tile Research and Education Branch has a training program that
foeusseson preventing noise in the workplace, a farm safety program aimed at heightening
awarenessof noise hazards on the farm, and has produced various publications about noise.

The Workers'Compensation Board (WEB) provides compensation for hearing loss and
impairment suffered by workers who are covered by WCB benefits. Tile WCB averages75 to
100 long-term exposure hearing Jossclaims a year as well as many short-term hearing prob-
lemswhich require medical aid and restitution for lost time.

Alberta Social ServicesandCommunity Health administers the Public Health Act (RSA 1980
cP-27), which provides the legal mechanism to regulate noise in the public domain through
Provincial Board of Health regulations. The Act provides for local boards of health to be
adntin[stered by public health inspectors, These professionals are chargedwith the resolution
of environmental health problems. There are about 120 public health inspectors in 27
health units throughout Alberta, While tile inspectors do not normally handle community
noise problems, greater emphasisshould be placed on utilizing their familiarity with noise
and related health problems.

The Energy ResourcesConservationBoard regulates noise from energy resource industry
operations through Interim Directive 80-2. It stipulates that noise level readings shall be
taken 15 metres away from any occupied permanent dwelling and establishes maximum

: municipal daytime and nighttime levels. Enforcement of these guidelines is related to the
licensing and inspection activities el' the Board.

, Alberta Transportation has considerable expertise in noise.control technologiesapplicable
to roadways. The department respondsto complaints related to roadway noise, receives
and reviews subdivision referrals for proposedsubdivisions within half a mile of a bighway,
provides financial assistancefor construction of noise-attenuation facilities along new
roadways, and maintains long-range planning and researchprograms related to highway
development. (See Sections4.4 and 4.5 for specific recommendations regardinghighway
planning and associatedfinancial programs.)

Alberta Environment is specifically directed in the Department of the Environment Act
(RSA 1980 cD-19) to prevent noise and control noise levels resulting from commercial
or industrial operations.Although this is potentially very strong legislation, no regulations
have been developed under this Act and none are anticipated in the foreseeable future,
The department's main activity regardingnoise problems is to respond to complaints which
find their way to the department. Complaints received have related to noise from air
conditioners, industry, activities at industrial warehouses, heavy equipment truck routes,
equipmentbackup warning signals,aircraft, and rail yard activities. The department attempts
to negotiate a mutually acceptablesolution between tile complaining andoffending parties.
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Alberta Agriculture provides financial assistanceto the noise-relatedfarm safety program of
Alberta Workers' Heald], Safety and Cumpensatien. Tile department's Farmers' Advocate
also receives and responds to noise-related complaints, Most of these issuesinvolve the
effects of compressorstation and construction noise on the dairy and poultry industries.
Successfulresolutions areachieved either by compensation or operation changes.

Quiet Communities Directorate

The most obvious problem with controlling noise at the provinc[al lave1is the lack of
co-ordination of activities of various departmentsand agencies.Such co-ord[natlon couldbe
achieved by establishing a small agency identified as the QUIET COMMUNITIES DiREC-
TORATE.

The intent is that the Directorate would develop a core of technical expertise on noise
control and be able to advise provincial departments, municipalities, and the general public
on these matters. The Directorate should be responsible for developing noise standards
regarding such things asacceptable noise levels in building design and community planning.
The Directorate should also act as the basic referral point for all provincial activities with
noise concerns as well asa single responsibility centre for no_secomplaints. It should bea
resourcegroup to which municipalities could submit subdivision plans or other plans for
comments on potential noiseproblems, In addition, [t would be responsible for co.ordinating
noiseconcernsand programs among tile various jurisdictions.

The Quiet Communities Directorate should consider its responsibilities to be as follows:
I) education;
2} co.ordinat[on between provincial government departments, and between

the province, municipalities, and tile federal government;
• 3) advice on land use planning and a referral centre for noise planning problems;

4) the development of a modelnoise control by-law and other legislativemeasures;
5) the development of economic, research, and other programs intended to

i" achieve qu iet;
6) the design and development of alternative facilities for those who seek quiet;
7) development and enforcement of standardsand regulat[ons.

The Directorate should havean administrative director and a small staff of perhaps 10 or 12
people, its internal structure could consist of three divisions. The first division could be
responsible for developing technical expertise on noise measurement, equipment, and
monitoring. The second division could beoperational, responsible for reviewing all referrals,
co-ordinating interdepartmental activities, designing and developing alternate fac[fities
(particularly those with provincial assistance),and co-ordinating enforcement of noise
regulations. The third division could be responsible for developing education programs, a
model municipal noise control by-law, and economic programs to assist in achieving quiet
communities (seeFigure 3).

To ensure interdepartmental co-ordination and consistent provkmial direction, the Director
of the Quiet Communities Directorate should head an Interagency Quiet Communities
to.ordinating Committee. This committee should consist of representatives of all provincial
departments and agencieswith responsibilities and concerns in noise control.
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The Director should also be a member of the Alberta Planning Board and the Provincial
Board of Health. This would ensure that noise considerations are adequately incorporated
into important land useplanning and health.related issues.

tt is important that the Directorate maintain public contact about noise problems, the
effectiveness of programs, and future activities. Hence, a small Quiet Advisory Committee
should be established with members from the general public.

The Quiet Communities Directorate should be assignedto a provincial deportment in order
to have accessto normal housekeepingfacilities suchas financial control, personnel adminis-
tration, and general administrative support. However, the Directorate should be readily
identifiable and should not be incorporated into the department's general programs.This
can be accomplishedby assigninga separatebudget vote to the Directorate. The Legislature
and public will then be able to identify program objectives, review the manpower and
budget devoted to the program, and decide whether or not it is effective. Separatevotes
alreadyexist within departments, for example, within the Departmentof Social Servicesand
Community Health for the Alberta Alcoholism and Drug AbuseCommission.

Preferably the Directorate would be located in either the Department of Municipal Affairs
or the Department of Social Servicesand Community Health.

The casefor location in Municipal Affairs relatesto:
1) the Importance of planning asa tool in creatingquiet communities;
2) the needto review regional plansand subdivision approvals;
3) the development of a model noise by-law and its adoption by municipalities.

The case for locating the Directorate Jn the Department of SocialServicesand Community
Health is that noiseis basicallye health problem. The Community Health Servicesdivision is

• responsible for the network of focal boards of healtb which cover the province in27 auto-
nomous health units,The 120 to 125 inspectorsin thesehealth units are already responsible
for environmental health concerns,ranging from eating facilities to septic tanks. Pubric
health nurses at local boards of health usually are trained to conduct hearing tests. In

! addition, some public health inspectors,aspart of their training, are capable of monitoring
end interpreting noisemeasurements.

Because so many of the needed technical capabilities already exist in the local boards
of health, and with a network of provlnc[at coverage already in p/ace, the Environment
Council seesa preference for locating the Quiet Communities Directorate in the Department
of Social Servicesand Community Health.

4,2,2 Municipal Responsibilities

Currently at the local level a wide variety of local noise by-laws exist, which for the most
part attempt to control individual noise makers or nuisances,suchas barking dogsor noisy
parties. These by-laws reflect specific community concernsbut are frequently plaguedby
technical difficulties and a lack of enforcement.

;7
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Several participants at the public hearings suggestedthat a model Isy.law be developed,
It would provide much-needed guidance to munic_palities and could be easily adapted
to suit individual needs and concernswhile encouraging consistent province-wide control of
domestic noise problems.

A successful example is the Ontario Model Municipal Noise Control By-law, which the
Council found to bevery effective. The by-law is in two parts. "..,Part I is a simple qualitative
(subjective) by-law.,, suitable for smaller municlpalities with lesscomplex noise problems ....
Part II is a comprehensive by-law with both qualitative and quantitative portions..." (Ontario
Ministry of the Environment 1978:5). Subject to tile approval of the Minister of the
Environment, municipalities may select elements of the by-law most suitable to them. It
therefore provides a consistent regulatory framework which allows local governments to
decide what level of noise control is appropriate for their area.The reviewof this by.law by
McLaren (McLaren 1979) criticizes various aspects. However, the Noise Panel travelled
to Ontario and discussed the by-law and its effectiveness in practice with both municipal
and provincial government representatives. All felt it was accomplishing the objective
of providing local responsibility for noise control while ensuring a consistent provincial
approach.

Two important elements are essentialto the effective implementation of a province.wide
model municipal noise control by-law. First, in order to insure a consistent approach,
all adaptations should require theapproval of the Quiet Communities Directorate. However,
in casesof dispute, municipalities shouldhave the right of appeal to the minister. Second, it
is essentialthat theQuiet Communities Directorate developa strong educational programto
inform municipal officials about the detailsof suchan approach. One reasonfor the success
of theOntario model by-law is that seminars,workshops,and short coursesaccompany tile
development of the by-law. These sessionsexplain to civic authorities, including by-law
enforcement officers, the nature of the provisions and the actions required of them, and
make suggestionsfor effective implementation. This educationcomponent is an important
reasonwhy the model by-law is so effective and why so few problems have occurred with
its implementation. The sameeducational requirement wasemphasizedby seniorEnviron-
mental Protection Agency officials inWashington, D,C., asnecessaryfor successwhen a new
programis introduced.

4.2.3 Co-ordinationof Federal ResponsibilitiesWith ProvincialActivities

Jurisdiction over noiseconcerns is very complicated. Under the Constitution, the power to
control noise seemsto belong to whoever controls the source of that noise. The federal
government, for instance,hasjurisdiction over interprovincialtransportation, communication
in general, navigation, and interprovinc[a[works or undertakingsdesignedfor the advantage
of Canadaor two or more provinces,Noisecoming from federallandscanalso be controlled
by that body. The extent of federal jurisdiction illustrates the need for co-operation and
liaison becausemany of these sourceswill be within a province and consequentlyaffect
peopleliving there.

Co-ordlnation of noise control betweenjurisdictions has been identified as an important
function of the proposedQuiet Communities Directorate. Evidence at the public hearings
identified three majorareas for which suchco-ordination isparticularly desirable.
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The first involves occupational health criteria for all Alberta employees, whether under
federal (such as post office or airport employees) or provincial authority. For example,
Labour Canadahas a regulation (SOR/71-584) specifying a maximum noise exposure limit
of 90 dBA per eight-hour period, whereas Alberta's occupational health and safety Noise
Regulation (Alto. Reg. 314/81) specifies 85 dBA for an eight-hour period. Brief 28 from a
post office employee not only identified the inequity for federal employees, but also
pointed to the fact that provincial labour officials are unable to assistwith noise monitoring
and attenuation in areas of federal authority. Negotiations with the federal government are
required to provide the samelevel of protection to federal employees asis provided to other
Albertans.

A second area of jurisdictional conflict concerns interprovineial transportation, such as
aircraft activities and railways, Negotiations with the appropriate federal authorities are
required to ensure that the noise levels from these facilities conform to provincial standards.

Third, federal/provlncial co-operation is required te ensure greater efforts to reduce the
noise-producing potential of all manufactured and imported products. The federal govern*
ment should be encouraged to establish noise standardsfor new products, at either the time
of manufacture or import. Such standards are presently used by the federal Department of
Transport for some classesof motor vehicles. Application of this approach to other manu-
factured goods could help reduce general noise levels.

4.3 HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND RESEARCH PROGRAMS

The development of health, education, and researchprograms must be a primary strategy
, , for solving noise problems in Alberta, These approaches received considerable attention at

the public hearings: 25 briefs _ related to health programs and problems, and 55 briefs8
discussed education and information needs. Discussionof these programs follows.

4.3,1 Occupational Healthand Education Programs

Comments regardinghealth programsat the hearingswere strongly oriented toward thearea
of occupational noise. Brief 29 reported that good health protection serviceconsistsof:

_! prevention, cure, rehabilitation, extended treatment of chronic disorders, and research.

; Several briefs specified prevention as an immediate need.z Prevention was broadly defined
to include approaches such as requiring pro.job screeningand regular on-the-job monitoring

. programs,B taking medical histories,_ presenthearing conservation programs, administrative
L programs,t_ using mobile testing units, _`_and defining the role of public health inspectors

and the local boards of healzh.1_

Five briefs identified health education asbasic to hearing protection. _4Brief 40 specified
that audiemetric testing is an important component of such a hearing education program.

it was pointed out that providing occupational health services in small firms isdifficult. _6
Briefs 46 and 59 identified an additional problem - some trades simply assumenoise
is part of the job, It was also emphasized in Brief 107 that hearing problems arising from
various noisy occupations havebeen neglected, suchas in the sheet metal industry.
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The effectiveness of hearing protection equipment provoked many comments. For example,
someworkers prefer ear plugs,_ while others consider them uncomfortable. _

Several briefs suggestedthat supplying hearing protection and encouraging its use is the
employer's responsibility, TM while others noted this should be a job requirement. TM A
concern was expressed in Brief 107, however, about how much personal protection an
individual can wear. Workers are already encumbered with hard hats, safety boots, goggles,
gloves, and other protective equipment, Hearing protectors represent one more defensive
element in transforming tile worker into the modern medievalknight.

Many health program needs were identified at the hearings: resources for health units, "_°
more noise training for health inspectors and professionals,21 increasedutilization of occu-
pational health nursesfor small industries,_2 and the need for more research._3 Co-ordination
of health criteria with planning decisions was also specified asan important requirement. 24

Occupational noise problems are clearly the responsibility of the Occupational Health
and Safety Division. While the Noise Regulation (Alto, Reg. 314/81) is among the most
progressivein Canada,a number of concerns must still beaddressed.

Of evident widespread concern is "the lack of broad enforcement of current occupational
noise regulations. As previously stated, only a minority of Alberta employees are currently
protected to the levels identified in existing regulations. Action is required to extend
protection to oil noise-exposedworkers. Although the diff}culties in enforcing and extending
coverageare appreciated, the Environment Council would like to seemore emphasisplaced
on achieving fuller application of hearing conservation programs to all employment groups.

A significant suggestionat the hearings was that the Occupational Health end Safety Division
explore the possibility of utilizing local health inspectors to help enforce noise regulations

'. _ and develop hearing conservation programs. This co-operation could be particularly impor-
tant in monitoring hearing problems and noise levels in the many smalland widely scattered
commercial and industrial operations acrossthe province. As the public health units already
provide blanket coverageof the province, and as some public health inspectors have noise-
related training, eachan accord would mean greater efficiency in the current administration
of occupational health programs,

Another major difficulty with current occupational hearing conservation programs is pro,
viding adequate programs for the highly mobile industries such asoil and gasexploration or
construction, The sizeof the work force remains fairly stable within the industrial field, but
individuals tend to move frequently among different employers. In British Columbia, the
Workers' Compensation Board keeps centralized health records on all employees as they
move from job to job. While the difficulties of implementing such a records system are
appreciated, to say that it is administratively [mposeible to track workers from job to job is
to condemn a substantial portion of the labour force to major hearing loss during their
careers. A system of continuous record keeping would be invaluable to individual workers
and provincial administrators responsible for monitoring hearing programs, and for occu-
pational health research. Development of such a system should be investigated by the
Occupational Health end Safety Division.
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It was suggestedat the hearings that the industries and worksites which are particularly
noisy be identified as needing special attention to reduce noise levels.The Council believes
that there should be a requirement for theseemproyers to develop a plan for noiseabatement
on their premises, Such a program is currently being pursued in some parts of British
Cotumbia and seemsto be effective. The expectation is that the development of such plans
will encourage employers, familiar with their own operations and knowledgeable about the
feasibir[ty of alternatives, to achieve the optimum noise environment. However, such plans
should be reviewed by the Occupational Health and Safety Division.

A significant aspect of the new occupational noise regulations isthat provisionsare included
for educational programs and a definition is given for the noise-exposed worker. A noise-
exposed worker must be supplied with, and isexpected to wear, proper protective equipment
and be advisedby various meansof the hazardswhich exist.

Noise-exposed workers are also required to undergo audiometrie testing. This testing is
done, under prescribed conditions, by an audiometric technician. The testing program
provides a record of the employee's state of hearing and an opportunity for the emp/oyee to
be counselrod about noise hazards by a qualified individual. It provides a one-on-one edu-
cational situation with the individual being tested being alerted to the significance of the
test. Unfortunately, although counserllng should be expected to occur as a part of the
audiometrJc test, it is not mandatory. Appropriate amendments should be made to Sec-
tion 8(1) of the Noise Regulation in order to guarantee that counselling does occur.

There is also some concern that the presentoccupational health program is oriented toward
the protection of speech frequencies (500-3000 I-Iz) only. Hearing impairment at higher
frequencies is used as a warning that a continuation of exposure will eventually affect the
speech frequencies. A hearing losswhich is medically diagnosed asnoise-induced is desig-

; ' nated as a notifiable diseaseif the averagehearing threshold level at 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, and
:i 3000 Hz exceeds35 dB bilaterally. The Director of Medical Services,Occupational Health

and Safety Division is advised if a notifiable diseaseoccurs. Patterns of notifiable diseases
which are detected will likely provoke an investigation by the agency.

The Council believes that the objective of protecting speech frequencies only should be
examined. The World Health Organization definition of health quoted earlier, "a state of
complete physical, mental, and social well-being, and not merely the absenseof disease or
infirmity" is not met by this objective. Health is affected adverseJyby loss of hearing in
frequencies higher than those protected by current regulations. Attention should be given
to extending protection to a wide rangeof frequencies (WHO 1980).

In summary, more effective protection of workers from the hazards of noise is needed
in Arberta. This is the respoosibility of the Occupational Health and Safety Division. Co-
ordination with the Quiet Communities Directorate is required. These objectives could be
achieved by:

I) providing the same level of protection from noise for all employees in Alberta
through a program of liaison and co-aperation with all levelsof government;
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2) utilizing local boards of health and public health inspectorsto monitor noise
levels in occupational settings and $o provide hearing conservation programs
throughout the province;

3) making appropriate amendments to the Noise Regulation under tile Occu-
pational Health and Safety Act to provide mandatory counedling at the time of
audiometric testing and greater protection for frequencies beyond speech
frequencies, and to require the development of noise-attenuation plans by all
industries identified asparticularly noisy;

4) developing a records system to provide information on the mobile workers
who may be exposed to high levels of noise with little consistent protection.

4.3.2 Environmental Noise Education

Education is one of the most important elements in achieving quieter communities. The
development of educatFonal programs is identified as a priority responsibility for the pro-
posed Quiet Communities Directorate.

The objective of public education programs is to create a better understanding of the effects
of noise on our health and how to avoid or correct noise problems. Sucheducational pro.
grams exist in Ontario and the U.S. and they provide useful models for the development of
an effective program in Alberta.

A major education effort in Ontario was closely related to the development of the noise-
control program and particularly the development of tile model municipal noise control
by-law. The effort beganwith three years of public seminars throughout Ontario. Each city
was contacted at least three times during this program. In addition, there are Ministry of

, the Environment training programs consisting of four courses in Environmental Acoustics
Technology. Certificates are issued at three levels of proficiency to students meeting the
various course requirements. There are also several land use planning courses including a
one-week course for planners, a three-day course for those who require general knowledge
of the material (for example, planning directors) and a one- or two-day course for elected
officials.

In the U.S., the Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Noise Abatement and Control
developed extensive education and information programs oriented toward the general
public. Their meier educational programs include: the Quiet Community program, whiell
emphasizes community involvement and demonstrates techniques for local noise control;
the Each Community Helps Others (ECHO) program, which helps communities through the
assistance of volunteer noise-control experts from other communities; and specific edu-
cational programs developed for all grade levels in the school system; as well as an
apprenticeship program. The EPA also has an extensive list of publications covering a range
of interests and educational backgrounds.

One of the first objectives of the Quiet Communities Directorate should be to identify
and develop effective public education programs on noise. Priority should be given to
reaching:
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1} [ndlviduaJs in existing decision.making positions such as municipal planners,
architects, and municipal officials,

2) employers and workers in noisy occupatlonal settings,

3) students in pre-employment institutions such as apprenticeship programs
and colleges,

4) students in the primary and secondary schoolsystems,

5) the general public,

4.3.3 Research

A diverse information base exists on noise, its control, and its effects. A prominent research
area involves tbe relationship between noise and human health. Tbe occupational health
information reviewed by the Council documents noise as a cause of hearing loss. Dunn's
(7979) chapter in Noise in the Human Environment discussesa wide range of health prob-
lems associated with noise. It also discusseshow noise influences task performance and
social behavior.

While the documentation of extra-auditory and social effects may not meet all tests of
scientific va/idity (Hall 1981) there is little doubt that a knowledgeable, prudent person
would avoid noisy situations, especially over a long period of time. As some public hearing

, participants pointed out, the situation is similar to our understanding, 10 years ago, of the
dangersof smoking.

There are tentative links between exposure to noise and major extra-auditory health effects
such as cardiac and blood circulation problems and other stress.relatedsymptoms. However,
these links are neither clear nor well established. The EPA in tile United States provided
funding to major medical research centres to identify these links and some very valuable
results have been achieved. Unfortunately, further funding will not be made available in
spite of the important advancesmade, particularly in establishingthat it isa worthwhile area
of research.We cannot rely, aswe frequently do, on benefitting from American research.
The health effects of noise are a frontier of medical research,and with Alberta's growing
medical researchcapabilities, the provincecouldplay a leadingrole in world researchin this
araa,

Enough information now exists to justify noise-control programs in both occupational
and environmental settings. Medical information is not all-embracing and will require
more research,such as the review of long-term records of employees in noisy industries.
However, other researchfieldsare equally important, for instance,noisesourcesand the use

; of barriers and insulation. Where funds are limited, priorities must be established and the
: Quiet Communities Directorate should recommend which areas are most important to

Albertans.

tn order to evaluate priorities in the urban setting, it will be necessaryto establish baseline
data about noise levels in Alberta communities. Th is type of data wiH enablean assessment
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of the current situation to be made. tt is also necessaryso future successor failure of
noise-centre] programs can be traced. Subsequent surveys, perhaps on a two-year basis,
could be used to assistin the assessmentof program success.

Loud music, particularly in bars and discotheques, received comment at the hearings,_5
There is considerable opinion but little evidence about the role of such music in hearing
loss. Unfortunately, the existence of noisy taverns can lead to a reluctance to introduce
hearing conservation programs in other occupational settings. It is therefore important
to obtain precise information on the significance of bars and discotheques to noise-induced
hearing loss, If a problem or potential for a problem exists, then preventative programs
can be implemented.

Any researchprogram requires co-ordination with researchprograms elsewhere.Considerable
information is available from the tr/-annual Noise Pollution Publication Abstracts, The

Quiet Communities Directorate should be responsible for provincial co-ordination. On a
broader scale, this program will require liaison with other Canadian groups,particularly the
Ontario Environment Ministry, the National ResearchCouncil and the Canadian Acoustical
Association.

4.4 ENGINEERING CONTROLS

Controlling noise through engineering applications involves design and construction so that
noise levels are lowered and problems reduced or eliminated. To lower noise levels, it is
necessary to describe the noise problem, determine the criteria for reducing noise levels
(including how much reduction is required), identify the noise-radiating mechanism, and
select the appropriate control systems.

Engineering controls may be applied in three ways. The first is to reduce or eliminate

: ,_ mechanical vibrations at the source. The second is to interrupt the flow of sound waves
along their pathway to the receiver by absorbingor reflecting the wavesso that lesssound
energy is received, The third method involves protecting the receiver in some fashion to
block out sound. Engineering solutions selectedto deal with any specific noiseproblem may
involve oneor a combination of theseapproaches.

Solving noise problems through engineering controls invorvesvarious costsand benefits.
Both may be either trivial or very high, depending on the source, criteria for reduction
and the amount of reduction required. Simple, relatively inexpensive controls may achievea
substantial decrease in noise levelsin certain cases.In other situations, only a slight decrease
may be achieved at a fairly high cost. The methods selected wilt depend on both their
technical and economic practicality, Engineering controls are an integral part of adminis.
trative, health, education, economic, and planning programs.

4,4.1 Source

The scientific literature on noise statesrepeatedly that a variety of technological arternatives
exist to reduce noise at its source. Several studies show that compared to remedial or
corrective meam_res,controls at the source are themost efficient, effective, and economical
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means of dealing with noise problems (Bolstad 1973, Britton 1980, Cunniff 1977, May
1981, Occupational Health and Safety News 1981, Throekmorton 1981, Wiens and Kinley
1980). To draw a comparison with medicine, preventing irlnessis acknowledged to bemore
effective than curing a disease.Tile same is true of noise, Eliminating the cause is the most
effective solution to noise problems wherever they occur.

Tile need to control noise at the source through technical means was also stated clearly
during the public hearings. Thirty-nine briefs by individuals, municipal leaders, planning and
health authorities, labour unions, citizens' groups, and industry all expressed a preference
for controlling noise at the source.20

WorkplaceNoise

Section 2 of tile Noise Regulation {AJta. Reg, 314/81) under the Occupational Health
and Safety Act reads:

An employer shall ensure that no worker is exposed to noise in excess of tile Occu-
pational Exposure Limits set out in Tables 1 and 2 by first taking all reasonable
steps to institute engineering, work practice or administrative controls, and, if such
reasonable steps are not effective to keep noise exposure under those limits, then by
supplying protective equipment to the worker in accordance with this regulation,

The emphasisis cleaHy on controlling noiseat the source,Currently, however, the provincial
administrative system does not ensure compliancewith this provision, it is not specified
who is to determine where serious noise problems exist, how much noise reduction is
required, what control methods are appropriate and can be achieved, or how and when
controls should be implemented, it seemsthat methods to reduce noiseat the sourceare
frequently overlooked on the assumption that they are too expensiveand impractical to

; :. implement. Emproyers may simply supply workers with hearing protection, rather than
determine tile feasibility of controlling noise at the source.

This situation should be changed. Tile priority of controlling noise at the source should
be emphasized, Where noise levels approach or exceed set exposure limits, employers
should be required to develop and implement a comprehensive plan of control. Suchan
approach would allow employers to use their ingenuityand initiative to solvenoiseproblems.
Only where the assessmentof the plan and problems shows that noise is still high, or where
measures to control noise at the source are clearly impractical or excessively expensive,
should hearing protection be supplied (after implementation of whatever source controls are
possible), The objective should be to reduce noise at the source to a level low enough sothat
bearing protection is not necessary.

i Using engineering means to control noise at the source involvesdesigningand producing

i quieter tools, equipment, vehicles, and other mechanical devices.Noise can also be reduced
through proper plant design, rayout of work areas,and the useof sound-abserbingmaterial.

Reducing the noise of a mechanical device involves systematically finding the parts that
vibrate and dampening or eliminating the vibrations. This goal may be achieved through
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innovative designor by adding dampening devices to reduce vibrations and absorb sound
energy.

Inmost cases,engineering controls produce the best results when implemented at an early
design stagerather than being added on later (retrofitted). This principle applies to either an
individual pieceof equipment or a production line product (Cunniff 1977). As well, changes
to reduce noiseat the design stage are usually more cost effective and efficient, and often
result in energy savings compared with devices or equipment where noise has not been
considered. On large equipment, such as trucks, construction machinery, and airplane
engines, noise arises from many sources. Controlling noise therefore involves engineering
consideration in the design of many different components.

Some evidence presented during the public hearings indicates that these measuresare not
being taken in new shops in Alberta, although great successwas reported in very largeand
noisy plants elsewhere. A new General Motors transmission plant in Windsor, Ontario was
specifically engineered, designed, and equipped so that the plant would not be louder than
85 dBA in any area, and so that any piece of equipment would not be louder than 8B dBA
(Dr. T. Ernbelton 1981: personal communication). The noise criterion wasa critical element
in the specifications for the plant and its equipment. Reduced noise levelswere achieved at
a cost of tessthan one percent of the total cost of the plant. It was possible to reducenoise
levelsfor all operations but one to below B5 dBA.

Trucks

Developing quiet trucks is a key to reduelng problems of noise from highways because
trucks contribute a much greater portion of noise than cars, particularly in urban areas.
Making trucks quiet is possibleand, in fact, is advocated by some manufacturers,27 Canadian
Kenworth Company in Brief B7 and Western Star Trucks in Brief 76 stated they have

• successfully lowered the noise level of new trucks to S0 dBA. Both companies feel they can
produce new trucks at 80 dBA or lessand be competitive, providing current noise standards
are lowered from 83 dBA to 8B dBA and providing other manufacturers do the same.

Noise reduction must deaf with all sourcesof noise from vehicles, Engine, exhaust, and gear
noise from trucks are the predominant sourcesat speedsless than 60 to 65 km/h. At higher
speeds,noise from tire/road interaction predominates,

Truck noise can be lowered by design improvements and installing suppressiondevices.
Many different features are available to reducenoise: clutched fans, dual mufflers, residential
rather than commercial mufflers for truaks used in communities, heavier walls in engine
blocks, air cleanersof the proper size, shields on exhaust manifolds, double.insulated oil
pans and rocker arm covers, insulated engine housingsand belly pans, and radial rib tires.

Considerable progresshas been made in reducing exhaust noise. Installing improved and
large-diameter mufflers or dual mufflers reducesnolse wlth no significant loss of power or
efficiency, and often affords improved fuel economy. Sealed engine compartments reduce
noise,but can createcooling problems, limit accessfor maintenance,and increasefire hazard,
Clutched cooling fans that operate only when needed (about 1B percent of the time} reduce
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noise by asmuch as 3 dBA, and also lower fuel consumption. Engine, transmission, and axle
manufacturers have reduced noise through new designs, quiet sets of gears, end add-on
control packages.

Retrofitting existing trucks wilt reduce current noise levels. Consistently good maintenance
and using good-quality replacement mufflers is also important. Usingthe proper mufflers is
very important since exhaust noise is a predominant source at lower speeds.

Interior noise in trucks is a problem for operators. This can be reduced by putting insulation
on firewalls, engine covers, under floor mats, on roof and back panels, and by sealing joints
in the cab.

As the speed of vehicles increases, noise from the tire/road interaction becomes more
important. The amount of noise produced by either trucks or cars is complicated by "the
many variablesof tread design, tire prints, the surfacetexture of the road, characteristics of
vehicle exhaust, and type of engine" (Leong 1979:129), as well as degreeof tread wear, axle
loading, and vehicle speed,With most trucks, road noise predominates at speeds above 65
km/h. With most cars, road noise is important only over 80 km/h.

Road noise can be reduced mainly through preferential selection of road surfacesand tire
designs. On existing roads, selecting appropriate tires is the easiestway to reduce road noise.
Tires with a rib tread pattern are quieter than cross-baror pocket tread patterns and radial-
ply tires are quieter than bias-p/y. The problem of road noise is very difficult to solve
because the surface of the road, safety factors, and costs will determine the type of tires
used. In a study by the U,S. Department of Transport, "the quieter, radial, rib tires were
found to be the least expensive.., over a 200,000 mile projection" (Leong 1979:145).

Railways

Like the noise from trucks, community noise problems with trains can be resolved most
effectively by reducing noise levels at the source. CN has been quite suceessfutat reducing
the noise from their marshalling yards in Edmonton. A sited over the main retarder, elec-
tronic couplings, modified braking systems, different brake shoes, improved mufflers, and
engine heatersso locomotives can be shut down at times have all been used.

Aircraft

Reducing aircraft noise is particutarly dependent upon source controls, given that aircraft
overhead spreadnoise over wide but predictable areas,High by-passratio turbo-fan engines
have been developed and are being installed in new aircraft, making them much quieter. For
example, Brief 103described how the de Havilland Dash7 turbo-prop airplane was specifically
designed and built to be quiet. Hush kits to modify the engine and muffler systemsare also
available to reducenoise effectively in older aircraft.

i

Brief 103 else stated that it is possible to reduce noise at the Edmonton Municipal Airport
and reduce the area within the 25 NEF by 52 percent, by replacing the Boeing 737s with
the Dash 7s on a per seat basis. Becausethe Dash 7 [s so much quieter than jet aircraft, its
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use has been approved for commercial passengerserviceat Toronto Island Airport (City of
Toronto 1981) and the Aspen, Colorado airport, where jet aircraft are banned.

Snowmobiles

The snowmobile manufacturing industry has been quite successfulat reducing the noise
produced by their products through innovative engineeringand designchanges,but only asa
resurt of pressurefrom the public and government. Brief 23 stated that between 1968 and
1975, technological changesto enowmoblresreduced noise levels from over 100 dBA to 78
dBA, with someJevelsclown to 73 dBA. This improvement was achieved through modifi.
cations to engines,muffling systems,and designof enginecomponents.

Motorcycles

Manufacturers of motorcycleshavealso beensuccessfurat deslgn[ngand building somequiet
machines. Noise levels in some caseshave been reducedconsiderabry. Brief 65 mentioned
that some new models are quieter than many cars, Noiseof some larger motorcycles has
been reduced to 70 dBA at 50 feet. However, motorcycles designedfor both on and off-
road use and strictly off-road machines are much noisier. Often, these machines are too
noisy to be used [n areassensitive to noise. People usingthem on the streets, and in areas
where recreational conflicts arise, still cause noise problems and disturb other people,

4.4.2 Pathway

Engineering techniques may also be applied along the pathway from the source to the
receiver, rf measuresto reducenoise at the source are inadequate, too expensive, or tech-
nically too impractical to achievedesired levelsof noisereduction, then pathway controls
should beconsidered.

ECormsand Barrier Wal_s
b

To reduce noise from road traffic and railways, pathway eontrors may [nvofve building
barriers to block sound waves or leaving wide strips of open space.Barriers may consistof
berms (Jongmoundsof earth) or steel or concretewaJIsbuilt paragel to a road or railway
either during or after construction (Figure 4). Designingbarmsand barriersinto new facilities
and subdivisions is preferable to retrofitting. Barriers must be desfgned properJy and be
located in new residential areaswhere they would be mosteffective.

In most situations, berme and barrier wails may reduce noise by B or 7 dBA. On roads
or freeways with high levelsof noise, this amount of reduction may be insufficient to create
a favourabJeeoundscapein adjacent residential areas. The effectivenessof berme and waits
can be reduced drasticallyby atmosphericconditions.

Berms and barrier walls are very expensive[n relation to their limited effectiveness.Berms
can usually only be incorporated into new read construction since they require a strip of
Jand60 to 100 feet wide at the base,depending on height andslope.

Height is the critical factor with berms and barriers, To be effective, they must be high
enough to block the Jineof sight between the noisesourceandthe receiver,allow}ng for the
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vertical exhaust stacks on large trucks. They also require maintenance, which normally
involves ongoing costs for localgovernments. Barriers built onboth sidesof the roadmay be
ineffective, as sound may be reflected over the opposite side. Trees end shrubs on top of
harms also reduce their effectiveness. City officlala, highway planners, and developersoften
prefer to use features other than berms and barrier walls to reduce noise.

Road Design

Features can be incorporated into highway design and engineeringto reduce the level of
noise reaching a residential area (Figure 5). Depressingthe roadway, leavinga wide spacefor
berm construction, putting in as few traffic lights aspossible, using specialasphalt surfaces,
and minimizing the potential for bumps through high-quality construction are useful tech-
niques. With four-lane roads, avoiding the useof a wide median strip will help to provide
extra spacebetween the travel lanesand any noise-sensitive usesbeside the road. For truck
routes through residential areas, the techniques outlined may be essential to reduce noise
problems.

Barrier 8looks (Residential. Commercial, and Institutional)

Barrier-block buildings can be built along a road, freeway, or railway to act as an effective
noise barrier (see Figure6). They make favourable use of adjacent land and may either be
designed into the land use planning process for new development, or constructed during
redevelopment schemes, Barrier-block buildings a_so hold out the possibility that, through
increased density or an increasedvariety of uses, it might be economically attract[re for
private enterprise to undertake such developments.

• Barrier-block buildings must be specifically designed to reduce noise on the side of the
building away from the source. They must also include designfeatures which reduce trans-
mission of noise to the inside of the building. As few openings aspossible should be placed
on the source side and if included, should consist of triple.glazed, sealed windows, and
insulated and specially sealed doors. The blank wails should be of heavy material suchas
brick or concrete, double cored, and possibly insurated.

Although these buildings shield community residents from the noise source, problems
may arise, Residents frequently object to the height, density, shading, and increased local
traffic which the barrier-block buildings create. However. as discussed in Section 4.4,
in areas with particularly serious traffic noise problems, barrier blocks may be the only
feasib/e solution.

Vegetation

Barriers of trees end shrubshavebeen suggestedasa method of attenuating noise. However,
a great deal of land is required for th_s to be effective. In Alberta, the value of narrow
vegetation barriers relates more to psychologlcal benefits than to noise-attenuation cbarac-
teristics. Treescan aggravatetbe situation by acting asdeflectors.
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Workplace

In the workpJace, controlling noise along the pathway may involve installing acoustic
shields or wells between tile sourceand tile worker, or constructing enclosuresor protective
bootlls to isolate workers while they are operating noisy equipment. The maintenance of
such protective devicesis extremeiy important. For example, a half-inch hole in the acoustic
insulation between tile transmission and the operator inside a tractor cab can nullify most of
the gain in quiet (Snellon 1976). Other measuresinclude specialshrouds or coveringsaround
noisy machines, acousticwall treatments inside plants or large baffles and silencersto absorb
energy in noisy open shops.

4.4.3 Receiver

The third means of reducing noise problems is by protecting the receiver. In the workplace,
this usually involves personal hearing protectors - earmuffs or ear plugs (Figure 7). The
Noise Regulation requires that workers exposed to 8B dBA for more than eight hours must
wear hearing protection supplied by the employer. Technical aspectsof hearingprotectors
are described in detail in Noise h_the Workplace (Throckmorton 19B1).

At home, protecting the receiver from environmental noise involves the designing and
constructing of residential buildings to attenuate noiseand create quiet living spaceindoors.
Different types of construction are required to create quiet conditions indoors, depending
on the soundseapeoutside.

Building Standards

The national and Alberta building codes specify standards of construction to limit noise
transmission through wails or floor/coifing structures between units in a multi.residential
building. The codes require a sound transmission class rating (STC) of 45 or better. This

. provision, passedin 1941, means that a dividing wall mustbe able to reduce levelsof sound
':" measured from one sideof a partition to the other by 45 dBA. Table 14 listsvarious wall

structures and their STC ratings. The higher the STC rating, the better the noise-control
performance.

The STC45 rating systemis basedon tests conducted in a laboratory of a variety of properly
constructed walls. It does not take into account problems that arise at the building site,
particularly during construction. Unfortunately, poor construction practices, inadequate
building inspection, and obvious disregard by contractors for the wail requirement result in
frame apartment blocks having inadequate noiseattenuation. In concrete bugdings, inter-
unit noise israrely a problem, asthe massof concreteattenuates noise well

Two experts pointed out that the building codes are inadequate to ensure that proper
noise attenuation occurs (Mr. L. Frank, in Brief 64 and Dr. David Quirt: 1992, personal
communication).

=
Standard STC ratings of 50 to 55 have been adopted in New York City. Scotland, and
Denmark and represente reasonableobjective for multi-family dwellings in Alberta. These
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Table 14. STC Ratings of Various Wall Structures

Wall STC (dBA)

Single wood studs, single layer of 1/2" gypsum board
an both sides,no insulation 34

Singlewood studs, single layer of 1/2" gypsum board
on both sides,2-1/2" glassfiber insulation 37

Single wood studs, single layer of 5/8" gypsum board
with resilient channels on one side, no insulation 39

Single wood studs, double layer of 5/8" gypsum board
one side, singlelayer other side,
resilient channelson one side 43

Staggeredstuds24" O.C., single layer 1/2" gypsumboard
_; both sides, 2.1/2" glassfiber insulation 46

Singlewood studs, 5/8" gypsumboards each side,
resilient channelson one side, 2.1/2" glassfiber insulation 48

Singlewood studs,5/8" gypsumboard both sides,
: resilient channelson both sides,2-1/2" glassfiber insulation 50

Staggeredstuds,double layer of 1/2" gypsum board
both sides, 2.1/2" glass fiber insulation 53

Double wood studs, single layer of 1/2" gypsum board
both sides, 3-1/2" glassfiber insulation 56

Double wood studs, double layer of 1/2" gypsum board
eachside, 3-1/2" glassfiber insulation 63

Source;

1. FiberglasCanada Ltd. 1977

2. Dr. DavidQuirt. Personal Communication, 24 March 1982
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levels are already achieved in high-quality multi-family construction (hlgh-rise units) where
massivecement or masonry elements must be used. They can also be achieved with lighter
frame construction if the components are properly designedand installed. If similar STC
ratings wore adopted in Alberta, even poor construction techniques (such as openings for
electrical outlets that destroy the integrity of the units) could be tolerated. Action in this
field should be pursued by the Quiet Communities Directorate with the National Research
Council, which is responsible for the national building code.

In Canada, thermal insulation is a major consideration in the construction of outside walls.
As a result, outside walls have insulation and an extra layer of siding that attenuate noise. A
layer of brick veneer isparticularly effective in attenuating noise.

Windows are the most vulnerable area for penetration of noise. Again, however, windows
designed for thermal insulation serve to reduce noise. In order to keep out noise, windows
must be sealed to prevent all aft leaks. Thermopane windows are more effective than single
layers of glass, while three layers of glass perform even better. The most cost-effectlve
window for thermal and noise insulation is a one.half inch thermopane window located on
the inside of a window cavity and a single pane on the outside of the cavity, with at least
three inches of space between tllem. Layers of glassof different thicknesses also help to
reduce noise.

In existing residential areas, creating quiet inside the living space can involve selecting
from severaldifferent control methods. Options include constructing berms, barrier walls, or
barrier-block buildings, retrofitting improved windows into existing buildings, and adding
insulation to existing walls. In Brief 8. the City of Edmonton indicated it would consider
adding insulation to housesover the long term in existing areas in order to meet minimum

: standards for noise levels indoors. While the cost per building of acoustic reinsulation is
: quite high, it may be the only option available in somecases.If it is necessary to have sealed

windows or to keep windows closed against outside noise, central air conditioning must be
r : added to provide adequate ventilation.

4.5 ECONOMIC PROGRAMS

It has been clearly established that noise hasa substantial economic impact. Mostafa Tolba,
in his 1981 annual report on major environmental problems from the United Nations
Environmental Centre in Nairobi, pointed out that the economic impact of noise equals the
economic impact of air pollution on a worldwide basis(Tolba 1981).

in Alberta, where population density _sgenerally low and our major urban centres do not
have the traffic densities or industrial operations to the extent experienced in older centres,
the economic impactsof noiseare neverthelesssubstantial. InterGroup ConsultingEconomists
found that the total average annual damages from noise amounted to between $108 and
$114 million per year. with a present value over a 20-year period of $1.46 billion (at a 4
percent real discount rate) (Wiens and Kinley 1980). However, in spite of this sizable
economic damage, we have (lone little to combat noise or create quieter communities.
Normally when people sustain lossesthat are substantial and continuing, they attempt to
rectify the situation either through complaints, political action, or other means. There is
little evidence that these approaches have been used to any substantial degree in Alberta,
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This is due in part to the nature of noise itself. Those who suffer economic lossesfrom noise
tend to be either localized {resident near a truck route or beneath an airport flight path), or
in an occupation where noise has traditionally been one of the inherent hazards of the trade.

Unlike air pollution, noise is not transportable. Therefore, if one is sufficiently removed
from the source, there is no adverse impact. Conversely, air pollution is transportable
and has the potential to endanger all cidzens within a region. Further, air pollution is
perceived as life-threatening whereas noise has been characterized as a nuisance. This ira-
pression is probably erroneous. In addition to hearing loss, which is a serious health hazard,
noise is increasingly being linked to other health problems, particularly those associated
with stress (Dunn 1979).

4.5.1 Economic Theory of NoiseControl

Economics involves making cho[ses, often with varying degrees of knowledge and infoP
marion. With adequate knowledge of economics, it should be possible for a rational person
or organization to make appropriate choices if all the benefits and costs of those choices
return to that person or organization. Such decisions are considered to be internalized.

In contrast to this is the situation where the impact of decisions fails elsewhere. These
external impacts or externalities often receive inadequate consideration in day-to.day
decision making. The best decisions are likely to occur when the benefits and costs are
internalized,

For example, if one had a high tolerance for noiseand a high regard for capital _nvestment,
one might deliberately choose to purchase a home adjacent to a truck route or freeway.
In this case, the discount available for the residence might be considered sufficient to
compensate the purchaser for the disturbance from noise at that location. The economist
would say that this was merely the working of the market. The purchaser would have
weighed the cost and tbe benefits and decided that the benefit of a lower price for the
residence was worth, in his scale of values, the cost of the noise associated with that location.

A similar situation occurswith the Edmonton Municipal Airport. In this case,the City of
Edmonton owns and manages the airport and all of the people who suffer from the noise of
operations reside within the city. It would be possible for tl_e City to substantially reduce
the noise of airport operations by, for example, eliminating tile useof jets, particularly the
Boeing 737s used in PWA'sAirbus operation.

If the City insisted that over a period of five years the Boeing737s be eliminated from the
municipal airport and be replaced by the quieter Dash 7 or similar planes, the number of
flights required to replacethat servicewouJd be approximately doubled. The resultlng noise
levels, however, would mean that very few people in Edmonton would have any cause for
complaint about aircraft noise.

It is true that the Dash7 takes 15 minutes longer to fJy from Ednlen ton to Calgary. However,
since the number of flights would have to double, the convenience to passengerswould
remain about the same. Where aircraft scheduling is presently on the half hour, it would be
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every 15 minutes; where scheduling is an hour apart, it would be replaced by a half-hour
service to move the same number of people with smaller planes. The increased level of
flights would mean that the convenience of moving betweenthesetwo major centres would
be similar.

This equation demonstrates that the City of Edmonton has complete power to decide
whether or not the inconvenience and harm suffered by the residents under the flight
paths of the Municipal Airport are balanced out by the convenience to the airline and the
air.travelling public.

In both the house purchase and airport examples, the costsand benefits of noise revert to
the appropriate decision maker and the results are internalized. There may be, however,
some difference in the ability of these two different decisionmakersto analyze the situation.
The [nforrnation basefor the City's airport decision is very likely more accurate and compre-
hensive than the information base for a decision by the homeowner (possibly a first-time
buyer). The City should be able to accurately assesswhether the noise experienced by city
residents is sufficiently compelling to warrant resolution of the problem. Recently, the
Draft Edmonton Area Aviation Master Plan 1981 has improved the information baseupon
which the City can make a decision. The plan clearly identifies the noise implications of
expanding or reducing Boeing 737 operations at the Municipal Airport (Matson 1981).

In those caseswhere the decision is not internalized, the economic consequencesare more
substantial. This situation occurs when someone who previously had a quiet home on a
little-travelled route finds that the noise level rises substantially due to expansion of the
road or its designation as a truck route. The home was purchasedin the belief that the area
was sufficiently quiet to provide tile utility or satisfaction that was sought. Subsequent
actions, over which the homeowner had no control, changedthe nature of the area. This
person is in a Iosa/Iose situation. If he wishes to relocate to a quieter area, lie may not be
able to obtain the price for his property that could normally beexpected if the original level

_' of quiet prevailed, If he remains at the location, the noise levelmay be unacceptable and he
pays the cost in interrupted sleep, disturbed outdoor activities,and possiblehealth deterior-
ation. A break-even economic choice is impossible.

4.5.2 Cost Effectivenessof Various Approachesto ControllingNoise

Many methods exist to reduceor eliminate noise.The traditional approachesincludesource
controls, retrofit, and land use regulations, Undoubtedly new approachesand techniques
will be developed. Each can be rated on the basisof costeffectiveness;that is, the relative
cost to reduce noise impact, measured by some standardsuch as dollars expended per
decibel reduction.

Source Controls and a Buy Quiet Program

Controlling noise at the source recognizes that prevention of the problem is often the best
solution. It is generally lessexpensive than control along thepathway or at the receiver. The
unit cost for controlling noise in new cars, trucks, and motorcycles is relatively modest.
However, the division of jurisdiction between the federal andprovincial governments makes
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it difficult to administer source controls. Alberta generallydoes not produce the machines
or facilities which generate noise. Vehicles we use and construction equipment we require
are purchased mainly from other provinces or countries. In the Environment Council's
opinion, the chances are slight that the federal government will provide a solution to our
noise problems in the foreseeable future through source control regulations. Weassumethat
little reduction in the noise level of trucks will be forthcoming, particularly as the major
supplier is the U.S., and asthe role of trucks in our society will remain essentially unchanged.
TIlis means that the impact of individually somewhatquieter trucks will be largely eliminated
by their increased numbers carrying greater volumes of goods.

: However, the provincial government may be able to influence source noise levelsby pro-
meting a Buy Quiet program similar to that developed in the U.S. The American Buy Oulet
program tries to bring to purchasing agents at local, state, and federal levels, the knowledge

i that products vary in their noise,levels, and that it is only by asking for quieter products
that the market wifl begin to supply them.

For example, alternatives exist now in the purchase of trucks. According to the Environ-
mental Protection Agency, trucks off the assembly linesof some manufacturers have now
lowered noise ratings from the 80 to 83 dBA level down to about 75 dBA. Simple modifi-
cations on somevehicles can drop noise levelsby 5 to 6 dBA. If noise consideration becomes
part of the purchasing decision by major purchasers, suppliers would very likely respond.

:= Although somequiet machinesare more expensivethan ordinary models, in many instances,
they are price competitive or only slightly higher in cost than the noisier product. Obviously,
as long aspurchasing agentsfor governments do not specify that the quietest product will be
given preference, the suppliers will ignore that particular factor in making bids on the
equipment required. If provincial and municipal purchasing agents were even to indicate
that quieter products would be givenpreference when pricing is uniform, there would bean

, _ incentive for manufacturers to produce a quieter product in order to be more competitive.
For example, the total provinc}al government market for equipment is significant. The
Alberta Government spent approximately $12 million on carsand light trucks and approxi-
mately $70 miilion on graders, caterpillars, and heavy equipment for the lgB1 model year.
If a program were developed which provided some competitive advantages to quieter pro-
ducts, the effects could be very positive. The impact, of course,could be multiplied if other
provinces end the federal government followed Alberta's lead. The Counc9 beiievesthat a
Buy Quiet program has important potential benefits for Alberta at relatively tow costs. Its
implementation should be part of the responsibility of tbe Quiet Communities Directorate.

Retrofit

The most expensive solution to noise reduction is probably retrofitting. There are many
different forms of retrofitting, but in relation to traffic noise the concept refers to tile
attempt, after roads havebeen built or widened, to provide protection from noise,essentially
as an afterthought to the planning and construction process.For example, it is possibleto
provide berms and _rricr wails between a heavily travelled road and a residential population.
This has the potential to reducenoiselevels by asmuch asfive or six decibelsfor the resider_es
that ere immediately adjacent to the noise source. It is al_opossible for homes originally
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constructed with little noise insulation to have new noise-attenuation features added. Both

of these approaches are possibleand effective in varying degrees, but tend to beextremely
cosily. Berms, for example, by their nature require extensive land areasin order to reach the
height needed to provide protection to residential dwellings. If tbis land is alongsidea newly
expanded throughway or major arterial, the acquisition of a number of residential units may
be necessary,with associated high land costs. Due to tile land cost factor, barrier wallsare
frequently adopted as an alternative. Barrier walls, however, are extremely expensive to
build. Wbile they provide privacy, they also create maintenance problems such as snow
accumulation, corrosion from salt splash, and regular painting.

Land Use Considerations

When a road iswidened or receivesincreasedtraffic andis bounded by sensitiveusessuchas
single family residences,changesin land use should be considered, For example, if the

single family zone that borders a heavily used arterial is changed to commercial, the less !
noise-sensitive commercial usescould act asa barrier between the remaining residential areas
and tile arterial street. While this is not a universal panacea, it might bean appropriate and
effective solution in somesituations.

Ratber than changing the land use, a cbange in density may enable better noise-attenuating
designs.Again, consider tile example of a single family or relatively low.density residential
area bordering a very heavily used and noisy street. If the density could be substantially
increased, it might becomeprofitable for a developer to purchase the properties, remove the
existing housesand replace them with acoustically designedtownhousing, apartment housing,
or variants, in the high-density mode known as barrier.block buildings, indeed, a condition
of rezoning should be an agreement that the design of replacement housing will provide
adequate sound attenuation, it then would be possible to shield both the residents in the
high-density units and the poople remaining in the adjacent residential areas from the effects

, of noise from the busy arterial (Figure 8). There are a number of examples of the successful

i." application of theseapproachesin California and Toronto.

It must be noted that barrier-block buildings are not a universal solution. In some instances,
the residents in the interior of the block would find a setof high-density units mere distrac-
ting and unpleasant than tile noise. In situations where major deterioration of the residences
adjacent to the arterial hasoccurred, however, this may be the only effective solution.

This brief economic analysis of source controls, retrofit approaches,and land useconsider-
ations demonstrates the need for competent evaluation of tile economic implications of the
various control approaches. In particular, tile Council expecls the Quiet Communities
Directorate to become a centre of expertise in noise-related land economics and to work
closely with municipal authorities in identifying where these approaches are appropriate
solutions to particular planning problems,

To illustrate how tbe economics of these various approachesmay beevaluated, anexample
concerning traffic noise problems follows.
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4.5.3 CaseStudy of TrafficNoise

Truck routes beingadisturbing urban noisesourcewas one of tile most frequent complaints
voiced at tile public hearings(mentioned in 33 briefs). =e The Council heard from residents
along 99th Street and the Whitemud Freeway in Edmonton, along Glenmore Trail and
Highway 1 in Calgary, and to a lesserextent (sincetraffic volumes are lower), from other
municipalities such as Grands Prairie, Edson, and Red Deer. Possible control approaches
include diversion, retrofit, and compensation and _nformation.

Diversion

The residents' most common reaction is to ask that the truck route be relocated. This

approach could provide an acceptable solution provlding everyeffort is made, in the design
of the alternate facility, to reducenoisegeneration by using topography, depressed roadways,
berms, barrier wails, andcareful allocation of usesbordering the new road.

This solution, however, requires that a new route be needed, not to solve noise problems,
but because the existing route is inadequate or ineffective for new population levelsor
distribution. Constructing new freeways or truck routes simply to reduce noise levelson
existing routes is not economically feasible. However, when anew route is being constructed
to meet future traffic demands of a growing urban area, it would be foolish not to usethe
opportunity to solveold problems and prevent newones from arising.

A more difficult problem is presented by situations such as99th Street in Edmonton.
Here, a north/south truck route to the city centre is required. Ninety-ninth Street was
settled early in Edmonton's history, particularly the portions just south of the river valley,
when today's volumes of cars and trucks were literally unthinkable. Low-rise apartments
with only minimal sound insulation were constructed right up to the sidewalk. The result is
that sleeping quarters areaslittle as20 feet away from the travelled right-of-way.

What commends 99th Street as a truck route is its location in relation to southern industrial
zones and the central businessdistrict, and most particularly, its relationship to the Low
Level Bridge (recently increased in capacity), it fits in well with origin/destination demands,
river crossings, and streetcapacities. The resulting noise problems are borne principally by
the residents and landownersalong its length, in this case, the alternatives are few and carry
substantial penalties,

An increase in truck traffic on a street which already has significant truck traffic carries
little penalty in terms of excessnoise, This is due to the peculiar physics of noise. Once a
street is well travelled (say30,000 carsand trucks per day), doubling the traffic increases
the noise level by approximately 3 dBA (Leong 1979). This increase would be detectable
but would not necessarilybeconsidered troublesome depending on the initial level of noise.
The higher the initial level, the more a 3 dB increasewould be noticed (Dick Winkelaar
1982; personal communication).

This characteristic of noiseargues for the concen'iration of traffic on relatively few routes,
where traffic volumes are already high and preferably where roadway and verge designhas
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provided for sound attenuation. As a principle of noisecontrol, traffic and trucks should be
concentrated on as few routesaspossible. Those routes shouldbe designedto high standards
of noise attenuation. The alternative of diffusing traffic overmany routeswould bring little
relief to alreadywell-travelled routes, sincethe physics of noiseworks in reverseaswell. The
route with 30,000 vehicles per day would have to have its traffic cut in half (to 15,000
vehicles per day) before noise levels would be reduced by 3 dBA, againa barelydetectable
reduction in sound.

This is one of the morecompellingargumentsin favour of the traffic engineers'concentration
on a systemof expressways,major arterials,and designatedtruck routes. The more traffic is
concentrated, the smaller the area and the fewer the people impacted by high noiselevels.
The more road traffic is diffused, the greater the area and numbersof people impacted by
excessivenoise.

Diversions of traffic to new routes can create problems. For instance,if trucks arediverted
from the shortestroute between origin and destination, fuel consumption will increase. It
might also mean they would bediverted alonga number of quiet roadwaysto reachalternate
major arterials, thusdisturbing agreater areaand more people,As a result, priorities must be
establishedand reviewed by traffic engineersand others, includingthe public.

Some partial measurescould also provide relief. Barring trucks during the quiet hours,
perhaps from 2200 to 0700 hours, would reduce noise impacts at the time when their
intrusion isgreatest.Again, however, there are penalties andspillovers. Many drivers prefer
to travel at night becausetraffic volumes are lower, higher speedscan be maintained, and
supplies can be delivered at the start of a businessday. Trucks, therefore, are unlikely to
stop movements; they would instead use the routes left availableto them, with the result
that the spillovereffects mentioned previously might be increasedduring the quiet hourson
alternative accessroutes. In addition, the increasingpattern of shift work in industry is of
concern. It is estimated that about 15 percent of the work force now works at night and
would receive little benefit from quieter nighttime conditions, yet would suffer the problems

_' i_ of a noisierdaytime situation.

In summary, it is clearly preferable to divert traffic and trucksto availablealternate routes,
which arebetter designedto attenuate noise.The associatedproblemsinclude:

1) very large volumes of traffic must be diverted if any substantialreduction
in soundlevels isto be achieved;

2) unwanted consequencesarise from the diversionof trucks and traffic from

their preferred route between origin and destination which must be carefully
considered;

3) timing of construction of alternate routes dependson ratesof growth of the
city and of traffic, and on financial constraints, Noise relief, if it enters into
consideration at all, would havevery low priority asa reasonfor constructinga
road or moving up its timing.

Retrofit

Retrofitting is the attempt to reducA noiseafter the fact. Although reasonably effective
under certain conditions, it isusuallyan expensivesolution, with the possibility of unwanted,
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unexpected, or unpleasant side effects. When dealing with roads, the following retrofit
methods are possible: berms, barrier walls, barrier-block buildings,and acousticalinsulation.
(SeeSection 4.4 for descriptions of these methods.)

The economic drawbacksof each method are;
Berms require extensive land areas to provide the effective height necessary for
protection.

Barrier Walls are aesthetically unpleasant unlessmaterials are carefully chosen,can be
expensiveto maintain, collect litter, and can deteriorate dueto corrosion.

Barrier-Block Buildings have essentially blank, heavily seund-insulated walls and
windows facing the traffic. They have the advantageof utilizing land adjacent to
heavily travelled roads. They can be extremely effective sound barriers, both for the
useswithin them (usually multi-family dwellings, though office, commercial,or light
industrial usesare also possible)and in protecting interior blocks from traffic noise.
However, like berms and barrier walls, barrier-block buildings must be continuous to
be effective. Any breaks between buildings, such as accessroads, will act as sound
tunnels, directing noise into the interior blocks. They are probably cost effective.

Acoustical Insulation can be very expensive. It has the advantage of also providing
some thermal insulation value. Unfortunately, it doesnothing to make yards or play
areasmore habitable.

A question that arisesat thFspoint is the extent of the Alberta Government's involvement
and degree of obligation to assistwith retrofitting. Transport between inhabited areasof the

• province has been acknowledged as the responsibility of the provincial government.Within
cities, only a few routes are considered part of the provincial highway system -- usually the
numbered hfgbways. The province provides financial assistancefor the constructlon and

:: maintenance of these routes. In the construction of new provincial highways through cities
(such as the Yeflowhead Trail in Edmonton or the Deerfoot Trail in Calgary), the province
will provide funding for noise-attenuation features such asdepressedroadways, berms, etc.
This seems reasonable since designing noise-supress[on features into new roadways is cost
effective and, if it is backed up with wise land useallocation by the city, can prevent noise
problems from arising in the future.

The Council is in no position to recommend the level of cost sharing that [s appropriate.
This is an extremely complicated matter that must be the subject of continuous negotiation
between the cities and the province. However, tbe Council believes that in principle, noise.
attenuation costs should be treated in exactly the sameway asany other element of design
for new freeways, and the cost shared on that basis. The Council also believes the province
has an obligation to insist that municipalities not permit usesalong the highway that could
create future noise problems.

The province should provide assistance through financial aid and, if necessary, enabling
legislation to permit municipalities to engagein such things asredevelopment along noisy
arterials. It could provide financial assistance through low-interest loans, in addition to
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those already available through the Alberta Municipal Financing Corporation. These loans
would enable municipalities to acquire land along particularly noisy routes if it can be
established that, after acquisition of the land, the alternate usehasthe potential to recover
the initial investment, for example, through development of barrier.block buildings.

Compensation and information

An additional method of dealing with excess traffic noise combinessocial adjustment
and compensation. It hasbeen frequently noted that peoplehavevaryingsensitivity to noise
and indeed varying susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss. in fact. some 20 to 25
percent of the population seem virtually imperviousto noise- they showeither little or no
sign of impaired hearing or are not bothered by noiseat high levels(Dune 1979, WHO
1980).

This group presumably includes thosewith impaired hearing (some10 to 15 percent of the
population) as well as people with perfectly normal hearingwho aredisturbedonly by the
loudest noises.Those who have a high tolerance for noiseare probablybestsuited to live in
areaswhere ambient noise levelsare high. Presumably.given enoughtime, such a selection
would take place. Tile noise-sensitivewould leave,the noise-tolerantwouldstay, and over
time a balance would be struck betweennoise levelsandnoisetolerance.

Theoretically thisis all very elegant. However,in real life, severalfactorsintrude. First, noise
parameters changeover time. What was once a perfectlyacceptablenoiselevel may become

! intolerable due to increasesin traffic or the number of trucks. Second,information gaps

exist. People purchasing a home or renting an apartment may view tton the weekend or at
mid-day when noise levelsare not at their peak. it is only after movingin and experiencing a
full week or month of noise patterns that the total impact of noiseIsaccurately perceived.
Similarly, if a purchase or rental occurs in the winter, the new residentmay be shockedto
open doors and windows wide on a balmy spring day and experience the level of ambient
sound in the house and yard. Third, there may be financial constraintsto adjustment. The
homeowner may wish to move but may find that resaleof the houseis difficult or canonly
be achieved at a substantial discount below houses of similar quality and location which
are not affected by noise. A renter may face even greater problems as alternate affordable
accommodation may not be available.

Thesefactors are presently at work. Houses in noisy locations are discounted. The City of
Edmonton, for example, provides up to a 15 percent reduction in assessedvalues (and hence
taxes) for residences next to maximum traffic routes with no serviceroads, and though
caveat emptor is still the rule, house purchasersand renters are becomingincreasingly wary
of noisy locations. An increasein both compensation and the level andquality of information
is required to speed the processand easethe pain of adjustment.

The Council believes that the existing 15 percent reduction in assessmentsand taxes is
commendable and would like to see it extended substantially. We suggestthat for eachdBA
rise in the sound level between 55 and 60 dBA, as measured in a backyard, a 0.4 percent
reduction in property assessmentshould be allowed. Since the impactof noise increasesas
the volume increases,there should be a doubling of the permitted reduction [n assessment
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with each 5 dBA sound increase (Table 15). The high and rising impact of reduced assess-
ment would direct the attention of the municipality to places with major noise problems
and they would have a high and rising incentive to provide alternative soJutions. It would
also help compensate homeowners for the lossof amenity value.

This reduction in assessmentswould provide a worthwhile compensation to homeowners
for the deleterious effects of noise, and would help them tolerate the noise levels to which
they are subjected. However, there should be reciprocation on their part. The Council
believes that the reduction in assessmentshouJd not be available unress the owners are
willing to attach a suttabre notice (flag) to their title identifying their property as one which

I suffersfrom noise that might beannoying to a prospective purchaseror tenant.

Such an approach would compensate the victims of noise, arert the city that problems
I exist, and provide an incentive for finding solutlons. It would alsoprovide an information

base on noise levels to prospective purchasers and tenants as well as an _ncentlve to those
who are more noise torerant since housing should be cheaper where noise levelsare higher.

The Council believes that where reduced assessmentsare due to a provincially supported
highway, the Alberta Government should contribute to municipalities a share of the tax
revenue lost, proportional to its cost sharing for construction of the htghway,

Assistanceto municipalities for their noise.control programs should generally reflect existing
levelsof cost sharing. For oxampre,where provincial assistance for road construction is 50
percent, the province should contribute 50 percent of the cost of noise-abatement programs
for areas adjacent to the roads. However, in the caseof compensating for the reduced
revenuesresulting from reduced assessments,the assistanceshould not be direct. Provincial
aid shourd be directed into a special fund that would beavailable to cities to undertake the
full range of noise-control programs, including retrofitting and construction of harms or
barrier-block buildings.

!

In somemunicipalities, the source of excessivenoise is a provincial highway. For example,
• Leduc residents living adjacent to Highway 2 suffer asmuch from excessivetraffic noiseas

anyone in the major cities, They should be eligible for assessmentredaction as outlined
previously. Here, the provincial highway is rargety responsibte for the excessive noise they
suffer and the provinciar government should compensate the town for the loss of revenue
from reduced assessments.However, these funds should be designatedexclusively for noise
reduction and attenuation investments.

One of the positive effects of suchan approach would bethat in the future when municipal
councils are tempted to locate developments where noiseproblems are likely to occur, they
would appreciate that consequences for future municipal revenueswould follow, relative to
the noiseexposures that they permitted.

Cost Estimatesof the Compensation Approach

The following cost estimates are provided to illustrate the economic impact of this recom-
mendedcompensation program.
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Table 15. Scaleof AssessmentReductions

% Reduction Total Cumulative
Noise in Assessment Assessment
Level for each dBA Reduction
(dBA) Increase* Possible

55 - 60 0.4% *" 2%
60- 65 0.8% 6%
65 - 70 1.6% 14%
70 - 75 3.2% 30%
75 - 80 6.4% 62%
80 + 12.8% 100%

The doubling factor for each 5 dBA is that used by the Occupational Health
and Safety Division.

• " The initial figure of 0.4 percent is the figure identified by Nelson (1975) as
cited in Wiens and Kinley (1980) asa reduction in averageproperty value
per unit of noise.

The Urban Traffic Noise Policy Study (Marshall Macklin Monaghan Ltd. 1980) prepared
for the City of Edmonton estimatespercentagesof the city's population exposed to various

, i'=i levels of traffic noise (seeTable 16), If each of the owners exposed to the levelsof noise
estimated in this study were to claim the full assessmentreduction possible, the City of
Edmonton's reduction in revenue would be as shown in Table 17.

Several assumptions here would tend to exaggeratethe actual impact. It is assumed'.
1) that all those exposed would _n fact claim reductions, and particularly at low

noise levelsthis is unlikely to be the case;
2) that in each category all claims would be for the maximum possible reduction.

On the other hand, no residencesin Edmonton are estimated by Marshall Macklin Monaghan
to be impacted by more than 75 dBA, which seemsunlikely, They may be few in number
but they probably exist. However, it is Improbable that asmuch as 2.5 percent of the city's
residential assessmentwould be exposed to ctaims for residential assessmentreductions.
There is, however, tile possibility that the number of claims could increase if traffic noise
levels increase in the future and no effectlve noise-reduction programs are adopted in the
meantime.

In the caseof the Edmonton Municipal Airport, where the control of noise levels is entirely
within City CouncWs control, a similar program could be established based on NEF levels.
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Table 16. Population Exposedto Traffic Noise in Edmonton, 1980

Noise Level

(dBA, Ldn) Number % of City Population

55- 60 16,500 2.9
60- 65 44,000 7.8
65- 70 28.500 5.0
70° 75 22,500 4.0
Over75 0 0

Total over 55 dBA 101,500 193
. ==

Source'.MarshallMacklin MonaghanLtd. 1980:Table 1.2

Table 17, Maximum AssessmentReductionsDue to Noise

Maximum % Reduction of
Noise %of City Assessment Total City
Level Population Reduction Residential

(dBA, Ldn) Exposed Possible Assessment
r

, 55 • 60 2.9 2.O .058

' 8o.85 7.8 6.0 .489
65 - 70 5.0 14.O .700
70- 75 4.0 30.0 1.200
Over 75 0 0 0

Total over 55 dBA 19.7 2.426

Since this is entirely a City responsibility, no provincial aid is warranted. The potential
reduction in restdentlaf assessmentswould help maintain the City's awarenessof the social
costsof maintainingexisting usepatternsat this facility.

In the Council's view, these potential impacts are of a scalesufficient to act asa spur to
reducenoise,butare not punitive,
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4.6 PLANNING PROGRAMS

Land useplanning consistsof identifying community goalsand objectivesand then develop-
ing ways of implementing the goals, In the initial stageof planning, all decisionsof the past
and the impacts of the present should be identified, mapped, tabulated, and assessed.In
particular, contradictions between what is wanted and what has been achieved should be
noted. For example, while the desire is normally for quiet in residential areas,changing
transportation patterns may haveresulted in high noise levels in areasadjacent to arterial
roads.

A major difficulty in the planning processisthat every actor in the urbanarea hassomewhat
different obiectives from everyoneelse. People in an existing residential district may wish
their area to remain unchanged, but with better facilities reasonablyaccessible.They might
welcome a new regional shopping centre, a community recreation facility, or evenplacesof
employment if thesefacilities were20 block_ away. They might alsocomplainvociferously
that it is difficult for them to get to work, to shopping centres, or to recreationalareas
because of the overcrowding of existing transportation routes. They might all be in favour
of expansion or improvement of such roads.However, they may prefer that the expanded
transportation route be some distancefrom wherethey live.

Many conflicts run through the whole fabric of a developing urban area. One hasonly to
glance at the agendaof a local city council to appreciate the range of conflicts inherent in
the different needsand desiresof eachresidentof the community.

I Nevertheless,the importance of theseconflicts must beanalyzed and the impact of alterna-
tive development decisions assessed.It is this activity, or process, that is generally called
land use planning.

Planning in Alberta is institutionalized and formalized through the Planning Act (RSA 1980
cP-9). It #rovides for a variety of hierarchical nlans ranging from reaional Diana to municipal
plans, land use bv4aws, area structure plans, and subdivision regulations. These land use
by-laws and plans regulate the useand development of land and buildings. Although noise is
not specified by the Act as a distinct issue to be addressed by these plans, noise.related
policies are often implicit in such plans.

4,6.1 NoiseConsiderations in Land Use Planning

Since noise is associated with well.defined activities, it is possible to forecast consequences
of land use decisions with a reasonable degree of accuracy in order to avoid or reduce

i future noise problems. However, noise forecastsfrequently are not heeded in development
J and land use decisions. It is essential that problems associatedwith noise be given greater

attention in the development and approval of plans at all levels of the planning hierarchy.

i An important exception to this general neglect of noise in decision making is found in the
Airport Vicinity Protection Area (AVPA) regulations pursuant to the Planning Act, 1977.
These regulations are being developed by Alberta Municipal Affairs for most major airports
in Alberta. They represent a consistent noise-related policy at the provincial level.

i
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This policy is implemented by mandatory incorporation of AVPA regulations(when adopted)
into official regional and municipal documents, Action is being taken well before problems
arise. Moat airports are at some distance from developing communities. With protective
zoning in place, major noise disturbances from aircraft should not affect residential areasin
the future.

However, there are numerous examples where in spite of the ability to forecast future
volumes of noise, communities have considered noise to be of minor importance and have
gone ahead to permit land use developments which are incompatible with high noise levels.

If a quieter community is an objective, it can be achieved. One of the principal methods
of achieving it isthrough the planning procesa.

At the public hearing in Lethbridge, a comprehensive and competent brief (Brief 47) was
presented by the Oldman River Regional Planning Commission. The Council was impressed
by the material presented and by the directions suggested.The ORRF'C called for a co.
ordinating agency at the provincial level, which would have four major functions oriented
toward making noiseconsiderations a part of the planning process.These functions included:

1) technical expertise that would be available to planning agenciesat the regional and
focal level throughout the province;

2) a referral service where subdivision appllcat[ons and development permits could be
referred for comments relating to potential noiseproblems;

3) a co-ordinating function between the provincial and local Jevelsof government
as well as between various departments and agenciesof the provincial government;

_i and

4) working toward the reduction of noiseat the source,both on behalf of the provincial
governmentand independently by working with the appropriate federal agenciessuch
as the CanadaMortgageand Housing Corporation (CMHC), Department of Transport,
and Consumerand Corporate Affairs Canada,

The Council agreeswith the approachproposed by the ORRPC andbelievestheseresponsi-
bilities should fiewith the Quiet Communitfes Directorate,

In addition, the ORRPC recommendeda number of specific planning needs concerning
the development of noisecriteria and amendments to existing legislation.

4,6.2 Need for NoiseCriteria

Among others, the ORRPC stressedthe fact that there are no province-wide criteria for
homes, private outdoor space,recreation areas,and public areaswith respect to noise. In the
absenceof such agreed-upon criteria, each municipality tends to have somewhat varying
objectives.To partially overcome this problem, the Council suggeststhat a uniform model
r_ise control by.few bedevelopedsimilarto that presently in force in Ontario (seeSection 4.1).
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The details and development of the modelby-law should be a principal task of the Quiet
Communities Directorate. However, somegeneral directions can be provided by provincial
and international criteria which have beenwidely adopted.

The International Standardization Organization (ISO) is a committee of the United Nations
that has adopted somewidely recognizedcriteria for noiseobjectives. It is generally agreed
that few people are disturbed or annoyedby noise levelsbelow 45 dSA Leq, measured in
the backyard or pr[vate outdoor space,Similarly, levels over70 dBA Leq [n private outdoor
spacesare considered to be intolerable for residential areas.As an objective for residential
areas, ISO suggests55 dBA Leq. It is therefore possible to identify stages indicating the
seriousnessof no[se problems and the actionrequired.

The stagesare'.
Stage 1. Below 45 dBA Leq - thereis no problem, nor is any action required;

Stage 2, Between 45 and 50 dSA Leq- no problems are identified, but consideration
should be given to futureproblems;

Stage3. Between 55 and 60 dBA Leq - noise problems begin to arise, but the
seriousness is not sufficient to warrant major action;

Stage4. Between 60 and 70 dBA Leq - a significant problem exists, As the levels
increase between 60 end70 dBA, increasingly vigorous action [srequired to
reduce the impact of noise;

Stage5, Over 70 dBA Leq - noiseabove theselevels is intolerable and major action
is required to reduce it,

: Elsewhere in this report (Section 4,4) ascheme for compensation for the impact of noise is
suggested, with [ncreasingly reduced assessmentsrelated to increasing levels of noise ex-
perienced. The detailed levels end amountsare subject to further examination and definition.
However, the principle is clear- as the noiselevel increases,action should becorrespondingly
vigorous, ris[ng ultimately to e point wherevery strong action is taken,

The ORRPC also identified that "standards for traffic noise are required to evaluate the
impact on existing and proposed neighbourhoods." An appropriate guide for action in this
regard has been developed in Ontario andis set out by John Manuel, Supervisor of the Noise
Pollution Control Section of the OntarioMinistry of the Environment (Manuel 1979). A set
of tables illustrates how noise level forecastsvary with different vehicle per day flow levels,
varying speeds,percentage of trucks in the flow, and different grades on the roadway. For
example, from these tables it is possibleto identify that with an averagespeed of 40 miles
per hour with 40 percent truck traffic and a grade of between 0 and 3 percent, a traffic
volume of up to 7,000 vehicles per daywould causeno noise problems for residents further
than 110 feet from the travelled roadway. In contrast, if the speed level were increased
to 60 miles per hour and the traffic volume increasedto 43,000 vehicles per day, yet fleet
compos[tion and grades remained the same, residenceswithin 110 feet of the travelled
roadway would experience intolerable noise levels of over 70 dBA. Residences 250 feet
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away from the travelled right-of-way would experience 65 dBA. It may be possible to
reduce outdoor sound levels for these residences to at least 60 dBA through design or
construction methods. Those 570 feet away from the travelled roadway would experience
61 dBA. They would need to be warned of noisy conditions and could expect somerelief
from actions taken to improve tile noise levels for those closer to the traffic route.

This information relating traffic and noise has been applied effectively in Ontario for mere
than five years. Although the by-law must be adjusted according to local conditions suchas
topography and other barriers, it nevertheless is a very useful reference for the impact of
traffic on existing and proposed residential areasin Alberta.

The ORRPC also points out that "any noise standards which are developed by the province
should beuseable by anyone in the planning process,suitable for land useplanning purposes
and readily applicable to most planning tasks, involving the need for a quantitative noise
measurement." This strong point was made not only by the ORRPC, but by other regional
planning commissions and planning agencies both in formal briefs and informal meetings.

Currently, the only noise guidelines available to planners are CMHC handbooks regarding
the siting and development of residential buildings in areas exposed to aircraft, road, and
railway noise. However, as the ORRPC correctly points out, the guidelines have no legal
status, resulting in frequent successful appeals to the Alberta Planning Board. For example,
regional subdivision approving authorities cannot require soundproofing, aresponsibility of
municipal development approval authorities. But the lack of legalstatusdoes not undercut
the utility of guidelines. As the CMHC airport noise handbook states, the intention is

... to draw attention to problems associated with aircraft noise; to support rnethods
which seek to protect residential areas against the effects of aircraft noise; to encourage
the co.operatlon of all levels of government to develop ways of alleviating tile prob-
lems associated with such noise; to discourage the construction of new residential
development on sites subject to high noiseexposure and to introduce sound insulation
in residential development on sites subject to some noise exposure at a lower level
(CMHC 1979:3).

Detailed specifications, clearly and simply described for easyuse,are provided for set backs,
insulation, site treatment, and screening. Clearly, if these objectives are reached,considerable
progress will have been made in resolving Alberta's noise problem,

The guidelines will have considerable effect if they are adopted as provincial policy and
supported by the Alberta Planning Board. Municipalities should also be encouraged to
incorporate the guidelines into their land use and development control by-laws. The Quiet
Communities Directorate could work toward the acceptance of guidelines by providing
detailed technical advice to local planners or through inputs to the subdivision approval
referral system (see Section 4.1).

4.6.3 Amendments to Legislation

A number of small amendments to the Planning Act (RSA 1980 oP-9) andthe Subdivision
Regulation would ensure that noise considerations are part of certain planning decisions.
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First, it appears desirable to insert a clause in Section 92 of the Planning Act making it
possible for municipalities to enter into agreementswith developers to install or pay for the
installation of noise-attenuation devices or designsthat are necessaryto achievean acceptable
level of quiet in a subdivision. Section 92 presently gives a municipality the right to enter
into agreements with developers to install utilities, pedestrian walkways, and off-street
parking. A similar provision is needed to enable municipalities to negotiate with developers
regarding noise.attenuation devices or design alternatives where noise problems warrant such
treatment. As suggested previously, an objective of 55 dBA Leq in outdoor residential
settings would be an appropriate objective and would be useful to include in Section 92 as a
guide for municipalities end developers.

Second, it appearsdesirable to amend Section 8 of the Subdivision Regulation to include
noise from adjacent land uses.Section 8 of the Subdivision Regulationpresently reads: "in
making a decision as to whether or not to approve an application for subdivisionapproval,
the subdivision approving authority shall consider, with respect to the land that is the
subject of the application" and then lists many factors such as topography, soil character-
istics, potential for flooding, etc. One factor that subdivision approving authorities shall
consider is "the use of land in the vicinity of the land that issubject of theapplication...,"
The suggestionis that a phrase should be added to this section to recognizethe importance
of noise levels generated in the vicinity of the land that is the subject of the application.
In this way noise would be identified as one of the factors that specifically must be con-
sideredbefore a subdivisionis approved.

Thirdly, it is desirable to amend Section B of the Subdivision Regulation to require that
subdivision applications be reviewed for noise problemsby the Quiet Communities Direc-

:, torate. Section 6 currently reads: "Upon receipt of a completed application for subdivision
; approval, the subdivision approving authority shall send a copy of it to:" and then lists a
, large number of agencles and departments such as the school authority, public utilities, the

; _ Deputy Minister of Environment, etc. If suitable review of existing or potential noise
problems is to be provided at this stageof subdivision approval, the Director of the Quiet

i_ Communities Directorate should be one of the agenciesto receivea copy. This requirement
would provide an opportunity for the Quiet Communities Directorate to identify whether
any noise problems are likely to occur in the subdivision, and to provide comment to the
subdivision approving authority on the seriousnessof the problem and potential solutions.

The above actions are intended to provide an opportunity for consideration of noise to be
included in the planning process. Noise and its impact on future populations should be
explicitly taken into account before new developments are approved. The suggestedamend-
ment under Section 8 of the Subdivision Regulation would identify noise as a factor to be
considered before subdivisions were approved. The consideration of noise by subdivision
approving authorities plus the comments from the Quiet Communities Directorate should be

adequate to ensure informed decisions. The proposed amendment to Section 92 of the
Planning Act supports and supplements the subdivision approval process, but enables
municipal councils to take specific action to attenuate noise as part of a development
agreement.

The approach to land use planning in Alberta is that tile major decisions and the major
responsibility for the future character of communities rest with the local and regional
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governments.However, it is the province'srespons[bifity to ensurethat all relevant factors
are considered before development is permitted to proceed and that individual regional
pJans are integrated with each other. Most probJemsare best handled at the localand
regional level. There is, however, a provincial interest in consideringnoisesothat localareas
do not create future problems that would require provincial intervention to rectify or
correct, for example, noiseprobJemsaJongprovincial highways.

This act[an would generally rectify the greatestproblem at presentin planning for noise.
Noise has not been consideredan important factor and there hasbeen little provision for its
Inclusion asone of the faetorswhich constitutesa pleasantand enjoyableresidentiat environ-
ment. The approaches identified should make a significant contributir_n to rectifying this
deficiency in Alberta's existingplanningprocess.
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The Physics of Sound
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Sound is a form of energy. It travels in waves of pressure through the air or some other
medium such as water, wood, or steel. Sound waves causea hearing experience by striking
our eardrums and creating mechanical vibration in the middle ear. Haircells in the inner ear'
pick up this action and relay it as nerve impulses to the brain,

5.1 FREQUENCY AND PITCH

Sound waves are generated when something moves or vibrates, disturbing the surrounding
air. A common analogy is the example of waves created when a stone is thrown into calm
water. In a similar fashion, sound waves move outward in uniform concentric spheresfrom
the source (Figure 9).

When a vibration starts, it creates waves by compressing the air and raising the pressure.
As the air rebounds from this compression, the pressure is momentarily lowered below what
it was when the vibration started. Consequently, sound wavesare alternating periods of high
and low pressure moving out from the source. The amount of energy in waves depends on
the force of vibration, just as a large stone creates largerwaves in water than a small stone.

1 Changes in pressurearegreater with loud sound than soft sound.

Sound wavesflow as longasa sourcevibrates.The repetitionof wavesover time iscalled the
number of cyclesper second (cps), alsoreferred to ashertz (Hz). Onecompression (raised
pressure)plusone expansion(lowered pressure)equalsone cycle.

Sound of one tone is waves of pressurewith a fixed frequency of repetition. A tuning
fork emits a single-frequency sound, for example, 128 cycles per second (or Hz). The
frequency of a sound is Iteard as "pitch", a term with which most people are familiar.
Frequency is a physical characteristicof sound waves,whereas pitch is the psychological
perception of sound. Low.frequency sound is heard as low pitch; high-frequency soundis
heard ashigh pitch.

5.2 INTENSITY AND LOUDNESS

The intensity or energy in sound waves is related to the changesin pressure,andthe extent
of compressionand expansion of air. The analogy for water might be the height of a wave
going out from where the stone hit. The height of the soundwave form, or maximum extent
of compressionand expansion, is called theamplitude (Figure 10). At a givenfrequency, the
higher tile intensity of sound, or the higher the amplitudeof a wave,usually the louder the
sound will be perceived. As with frequency, intensity is a physical characteristic of sound
waves. Loudnessis how ourearsperceive(ntenslty - a subjectiveimpressionof the magnitude
of sound.

The pressure of sound at any point can be measured in units called newtons per square
meter (N/m2), or pascals(Pa). The rangeof changesin pressurein soundwaves is extremely
wide, but the amount of pressureinvolved isextremely small. Our earsarevery sensitiveand
are able to respond to these low pressures,picking up slightchangesovera very wide range.
To get some idea of tile relative amount of power involved, think of an opera housefilled
with a crescendoof sound. The power involved isonly about 1/100th of the power used [n
an averageelectric lamp (Jones1980).
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The lowest level of sound _ressurewhich an "average" young person with normal hearingcan perceive is .00002 N/m or Pa. This value has beanestablished by international agree-
ment. Consequently, it [s the reference sound pressure. Sound pressurewhich is high
enough (loud enough sound) to cause pain in our earsis about 20 N/m 2 although it varies
for each individual. The difference between .00002 N/m2 and 20 N/m 2 iea factor of 106
or 1 million.

Becauseour earscon accommodatesuch anenormousrangeof pressure,a systemarbor than
a linear scale had to be developedto allow practical measurement of sound levels. Conse-
quently, a logarithmic scale is used.An example of sucha scale isthe Richter Scaleusedto
measurethe magnitude of earthquakes.

Decibels (dB) are the units used to expresssound levels in a logarithmic ratio between
a measuredsound pressurelevel (SPL) andthe reference pressurelevel of 0 dB SPL (.00002
Pa). The entire rangeof pressurewhich our ears can accommodate from the threshold of
hearing to the loudest point when sound causespain is expressedon a scale from 0 dB to
120 dB. The Iogarkhmic scalemeansthat every time there is an increaseof 10 dB it sounds
twice as loud. The word decibel is derived from the word "bel," after Alexander Graham
Bell's father.

Since measurementof sound pressureusesalogarithmic rather than a linearscale,measured
pressurelevels (dB values) of two different soundscan not be added directly. Combining
two soundsof the same pressureraises the level by only 3 dB, rather than doubling it.
Adding two sounds of different levels raisesthe total by less than 3 dB. The difference
between the two levelsdeterminesthe amount of increase.To illustrate: 70 dB plus 70 dB
equals only 73 dB, not 140 dB; 70 dB plus 65 dB equals71.2 riB; and 70 dR plus 60 dB
equals70.5 dB.

5.3 AIR-BORNE SOUND

Sound energy is propagatedin waves,the behaviourof whichare determined by tbe elasticity,
temperature, and densityof themedium. Air.borne soundis simply wavestravelling through
air to our ears, as occurswhen someonespeaksor a truck goes by. Propagation of sound
waves through air is affected bygeometric spreading,wind, air temperature, andabsorption
by the ground,buildings, etc.

Geometric spreadingoccurswben sound wavesspread out in all directionsfrom the source
as a resultof expansion of the wavefronts (Truax 197B). Wavesfrom a point source,suchas
a stationary engine, spread out equally in all directions - a sphericalshape.A linear source
such as a busy highway or railway produces equal soundenergy over unit length. In this
case,soundwavesspreadout ina cylindrical fasbion.

Moving wavefronts in both casesloseenergyand perceivedloudness.Sound from a point
sourcewill loseapproximately 6 dB per doublingof distance,This isa considerableenergy
losson the logarithmic scale. A level of 80 dB at 50 m would be only 74 dB at 100 m.
Sound from a linear source,however,losesonly about 3 dB per doubling of distance. These

: losses occur only under ideal conditions with no influence from wind, air temperature
patterns, ground absorption, or barriers.

=.
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Sound waves in air of 0°C and normal atmospheric pressureat sea level travel at 331,5 m/see.
(1087 ft./see.). At 20°C, the speed is 344 m/see. (1130 ft./see.). Sound waves travel even
faster in air of high humidity. The perceived characterof sound is influenced by its wavelength
or frequency. It is important to know the wavelength when determining how to control
sound.

In addition to the loss of sound energy through spreading of wavefronts, a small amount
of sound - roughly 1/10 dB/m - is absorbed by air (Jones 1980). Sound of higher fre-
quencies is absorbed much more than lower frequencies, For most practical purposes
outside, sound losses through absorption by air can be ignored except for high frequencies
over large distances. High frequencies can be absorbed by air sufficiently in a concert
hall, however, to influence the acoustics of the room, and perception of the music.

Outside, sound waves travel in complex patterns, Variations in air temperature over distance,
in shadows, and from the ground up affect the speed and pattern of waves. On a typical
sunny day on the prairie, air temperature decreaseswith a rise in aJtitude. When this happens,
sound waves are bent away from the ground (Figure 11). As the distance from the source
increases, the amount of sound decreasesproportionally. A shadow zone is created where
litt/e if any sound enters. During a temperature inversion, however, as happens often in
winter at sundown and before dawn, sound wavesare bent back toward the ground causing
more sound to be heard over a larger distance (Figure 11 ). Becauseof inversions, noisefrom
traffic and railways is more obvious in winter and during the early hours of the morning !
than at other times.

Air turbulence causedby wfnd also affects the flow of sound waves,The amount of sound
absorbed by the ground dependson wind speedanddirection. Wind speedtends to increase
with rising altitude, which forces sound waves to bend down toward the ground downwind
from the source.This meansmore sound over a larger distance, Upwind, sound wavesare
bentupward, meaningproportionally lesssound, and creation of a soundshadow. Wherethe
wind is strong, constant, and usually from tile samedirection, as in southern AJberta, this
effect can be important in assessingsound levelsheard in particular places.Such effects
should be consideredwhen planning where to locatea land usesensitiveto noisein relation
to a predominant sourceof noise.

The effects of temperatureand wind cancausesoundlevelsmeasuredoutside to be asmuch
as 20 d8 or two orders of magnitude different from those levels predicted due only to
geometric spreadingand air absorption. For sound levels over distancesof a few hundred
metres or more, theseeffects will be particuJarly important. As weJI, temperature andwind
can reduce or eliminate the effectivenessof berms and barriers designedto reduce sound.

TopographicaJfeatures such asslope, the type of surfaceon the ground, hills, and buildings
also influence sound waves. Generally, the ground absorbssound and rapidly attenuates
intensity. Hard surfacessuchas water, concrete, or old asphalt are hard acoustieaJly.They
reflect sound insteadof absorbingit, so that considerablesoundremainsover largedistances.
Flat, spongy, grass-coveredterrain and bare earth absorb a greatdeal of sound, particularly
the higher frequencies,creatinga sound shadow. Thick grassmay attenuate up to 10 dB per
100 m at 2000 Hz (Truax 1978). Attenuation dependson how close the sourceand observer
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are to the ground. Attenuation decreaseswith rising altitude. Sincehigh frequencies ere
absorbed more by the ground than low frequencies, the tatter wilt predominate at larger
distances. For example, the drone of the diesel in a far.off train is heard mere than the
squeals of the wheels. Temperature and wind conditions will affect ground absorption. It
can be increasedor decreased depending on wind direction and patterns of temperature
change.

Features such ashiltsides also influence sound waves, in some cases,waves can beconcen-
trated due to reflection off hillsides, producing higher intensities at somepoints than others.

i While it iscommonly thought that treesand vegetationabsorb sound, their effect isactually
minimal. Treesoften scatter sound waves,reducing the effectivenessof barriers specifically

!l designedto attenuate sound.
i

! Tall buildings along both sidesof a street cause multiple reflections of sound, resulting
in considerable reverberation, which reduces attenuation. This effect may also occurwhere
noise barriers arebuilt along both sidesof a highway or road.

5.4 STRUCTURE.BORNE SOUND

Structure-borne sound is different from air-borne sound in that it is transmitted through
structures, eventhough it hasto pass througll air to reachour ears. Structure-bornesound
occurswhen someonetaps a pencil on a desk,a person in anapartment upstairs walksacross
the floor, or the large steel housingof anenginevibrates in a metal foundry. In thesecases,
propagation of sound waves depends on the type of material, what covers it, what it is
attached to, the extent of vibration, and many other factors. The principlesof propagation
of wavesare thesameas in air, although the valuesare different.

i
When consideringhow to reduce sound levels, it is critical to know whether soundis air-
borne or structure.borne. The method of controlling sound will be totally different in each
case. If the wrongmethod is selected for a particular type of sound,a benefit may not be
achieved.

5.5 MEASURING SOUND

As previously mentioned, loudnessof sound is measured in units coifeddecibels. Sound
measuredwith a sound level meter, however, isusually expressedasdBA. The "A" refers to
the fact that theelectrical signalproduced by the microphoneof the meter ispassedthrough
the A weighting network (a particular electrical circuit in the meter) in order to filter the
signal and discriminate against certain frequencies. This network mimics our ears,which do
not hear all frequenciesequally well. Sound below 500 Hz is not heardaswell assound at
intermediate or higher frequencies. Hence, sound measuredon the A scale (dBA) is con-
sidered to be a reasonably accurate representation of our perception of sound.Table 18
givesthe levelsof sound created by variousobjectsand activities aroundus.

Sound level metershave three other weighting networks - B, C, and D. Each filters the
electrical signal differently, creating a different responsecurve, dependingon the type of
sound being measured. The differences are mainly in tile sensitivity to low.frequency
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Table 18. Sound Levels Around Us

Decibel Level

Common Sources or Range Typical Reaction

0 Threshold of hearing

Very soft sound 10 Barely audible
Radiostation broadcastingstudio 20
Rustlingof leaves 20
Counw home 30 Very quiet
Soft whisperat 5 feet 30
Publiclibrary 40 Quiet
Quiet office or livingroom 40
Moderaterainfall 50 Speechinterference
Inside averageurban home 50
Quiet street 50

Washingmachine 47 to 73
Lightcar traffic at 50 feet 55
Normalconversationat 3 feet 60 Intrusive

, Noisy office 60
Noisy restaurant 70 Posslblehearingdamagewith

continuousexposure

• Telephoneusedifficult
Steady soundbecomesannoying

Loudsingingat 3 feet 75
Coffee mill 75 to 79

,! ,: Tractorat 50 feet 78 to 95
Busy traffic intersection S0
Electrictypewriter 80
Electric lawn edger 81

85 Hearing damage(8 hrs.)
Susor heavytruck at 50 feet 8B to 94 Very annoying
Jackhammer 88 to 9B
Loud shout 90

Freighttrain at 50 feet 95
Modified motorcycle 95
Jet takingoff at 2000 feet 100
Amplified rock music 110 Maximum vocaleffort
Jet takingoff at 200 feet 120 Thresholdof pain
Air-raid siren 130

Illl

Source:Cottrell 1990
t

i

_ r_
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sounds. A ismost biasedagainst low frequencies and C is leastbiased. The C network is used
to measure impact or impulsesoundsuchasa rifle shot.

Sound level meters measure sound only at any particular moment, in order to obtain
the general level of sound over time, however, many instantaneousmeasurementsmust be
taken, averaged statistically,and expressedin relation to the periodof interest.The following
notations areused to expresssound levels i.=easuredin dBA.

Leq - the oquivalent sound level, or the averageintensity of sound over a given period.
Leq is the level of sound of the continuoussoundwhich would havethe same energy
as the actual time.varying soundover the period being considered.Technically, Leq is
10 times the logarithmof the time,averagedsoundenergyover a specifiedperiod. The
number of hours during which sound is measuredis often put in brackets. Leq(24)
indicates energy averaged over 24 hours. Laq is the best simpre measure usedto
predict the impact of intermittent noise of many different types. In Europe and
Canada, measured community and industrial sound levels are commonly but not
universally expressed as dBA Leq, The Councilendorsesthe use of this measurein
Alberta.

Ldn -- the day-night equivalent sound level. Since people steeping at home are more
sensitive to disturbing soundsat night, sometimes10 dB arearbitrarily added to levels

; measured between 2200 hours and 0700 hoursto compensatefor sleepdisturbance.
Therefore, Ldn requiresdifferent calculationsfor day and night, which doubles the
workload to measuresound and makes the task more difficult. The U.S. often uses

Ldn to measure community sound levels.The Council recommendsagainstthe useof
Ldn in Alberta. Leq measurementsare set[sfsctory for noise regulatory work, yet
involve considerably lessmeasurementproblemsthan the Ldn system.

L10 -- the level of sound which is exceeded by instantaneousmeasuredvalues only 10
percent of the time. L10 usuaNy reflects peak sounds in the environment where
measurementsarebeingtaken.

L50 - the level of soundexceeded 50 percent of the time. This is the average level of
sound in the environment.

Lg0 - the level of soundexceeded90 percent of the time. This is a measurement of the
ambient, backgroundsound level.

The LIO, L50, or L90 can be measured and calculated for any sound environment for any
givenperiod of time.

5.6 HOW OUR EARS HEAR

Our ears consist of three main parts; the outer ear, also called the pinna or auricle; the
middle ear; and the inner ear. The outer ear on the side of the head is the visible part. It
collects sound waves and funnels them through the earcanal to the eardrum (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. The Human Ear
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The ear canal is about 2.5 cn] long and 0.6 cm in diameter, but varies slightly with each
individual, Tbe eardrum picks up vibrations (sound waves) and transmits them to the middle

; ear.

The middle ear is an air-filled cavity which contains a chain of three, small, interconnecting
bones (malleus. incus, and stapes) and the Eustachian tube. The chain of bones is held in
place by tiny ligaments and musclesand transmits sound energyfrom the eardrum to the
inner ear. The malleus, which is connected to the inside of the eardrum, picks up vibrations
from the drum and passesthem through the incus and stapes.The stapes protrudes through
a hole called the "oval window" into the inner ear. Air for the air-filled cavity is vented
through the Eustachian tube from the back of the throat. This tube allows pressureto be
equalized on either sideof the eardrum.

The eardrum and middle ear bones vibrate together in sequencewith and proportional
to the frequency and intensity of sound.Energy isamplified because the eardrum is larger
than the oval window. As well, the three bones act as levers,which increasesthe energy.
Without these bones, only 0.1 percent of the sound energy reaching the eardrum would
actually be detectedby the inner ear.

Three semi-circular canals (the balance mechanism) and the snail-shaped cochlea (the
hearingmechanism)are the main partsof the inner ear. The cochlea is filled with a watery
fluid, a seriesof membranes,and about 25,000 hair cells locatedwithin the Organof Corti.
The inner ear isthe critical organ for balanceaswell ashearing.

! The oval window is the entrance to the cochlea.Vibrations from the stapesare transmitted
thus to the fluid and membranes inside the cochlea, then on to the hair cells which are
attached to nerves.As the hair cells movein responseto the vibrations, nerve impulses arei

:., sent to the brain, creating a perception of pitch of sound.

Hearing ability and sensitivity vary considerably with each individual. A young person
with normal ears will hear sound over a frequency range from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz. Some
children can hear up to 24,000 Hz whereas middle.aged and older people may only hear
from 50 Hz to 15,000 Hz.

Our ears are not equally sensitive to all sound from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz. They are most
sensitive at the mid-range frequencies from 500 Hz to 3000 Hz. For example, a 1000 HZ
tone at a moderate intensity of B0 dB in quiet surroundings will be heard clearly by a person
with normal hearing. Tones of 125 Hz or 8000 Hz at 50 dB, however, will be quite difficult
to hear. This occurs becauseour earsare lesssensitive at 125 Hz and 8000 Hz. As a result,
low and high frequencies must have mcre sound energy to be audible. Our earsdiscriminate
strongly against sound at lower frequencies, as does the A weighting network of a sound
level meter. Figure 13 showshow the ear responds at different frequencies and intensities,

Sound from 500 Hz to 3000 Hz is In the critical range for understanding speech. Our
ears are most sensitive to sound in this frequency range. This also means we must pay
particular attention to protecting our hearing in this frequency range from the adverse
effects of loud sound.
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While loudnessof sound is our impressionof its intensity, sbort burstsof sound will not be
! perceived to beas loud as a continuous soundof similar intensity. Generally, the shorter the

sound lasts, the less the apparent loudness (Jones 1980). As well, with continuous sound,
our earsmay "adapt," and the sound will not seem as loud after a while. As we get older,
hearing sensitivity tends to decrease.This processappears to be partly natural, but may also
be due to damage to hair cells from exposure to noise. Sounds must often be louder in
order for the elderly to hear them; that is, the threshold of hearing rises.Hearing issaid to
be impaired if the threshold risesmore than 25 dB at a particular frequency, although this
does not necessarily mean a person's overall hearing ability at other frequencies isaffected.
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I
BRIEFS PRESENTED AT THE PUBLIC HEARINGS

Brief

No. Name Representing

Edmonton - June 9, 1981

1. Bob Johnson Canadian National Railways

2. Kay Shapko and Canadian Protectear Co. (Surrey, B.C.)
Alfred Allin

3. V.D. Poole and Edmonton/Calder Constituency Association
Bill Glass (NDP)

l] 4. MargaretGallo Personal

l
,' 5. R.D. Ross Queen Mary Park Community

t 6. Ned Kramp N.E. Alberta Health Unit

7. Mark Lawrence Alberta Department of Municipal Affairs

8. Maicom Palmer City of Edmonton, Transportation

9. Faye Donkin Ft. McMurray & District Health Unit

10. Sgt. Adams Edmonton Police Department

11, Sarah Burns Sarah Burns(Clinical Audiologist)

12, BarryClarke Edmonton Regional PlanningCommission

13. D.D. Edmundson Leduc - Willow Park Residents

14. L. Anderson and Personal
R. Norbert
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Brief
No. Name Representing

15. Joan Duiker Personal

16. BeverlyZubot Personal

17. Richard Nutter Strathcona Community League

18. Betty McFarland Southwest Edmonton ResidentsDevelopment
and TransportationAssociation

19. Hans Weissenbonn Personal

GrandePrairie -- June 11, 1981

i

• ": 20. Sgt. B.M. Charlebois RCMP

_,_! 21, Phil Pawlivsky Personal

' 22. Phil Pawlivsky P.S. Naya

23. W.T, Jobe,Jr. International Snowmobile Industry
Association

24. Anonymous Personal

25. Anonymous (to Leamark Personal
Industrial Developments
ec J.R. Cookson)

28. Dr. David Naiberg (M.D.) Personal

27, Agnes and Keep Bosscha Personal
I
_ 28. Monica Buechner Personal

t
l
1
t
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Brief

No. Name Representing

Red Dear - June 15, 1981

29. Kenn Biota Public Advisory Committee on the
Environment - Ad Hoc Committee On Noise

30. Mayor Muriel Abdurahman Town of Fort Saskatchewan

31. Dr. Mertha Kostuch, D.V.M. Personal

32. Torn Anderson City of Red Deer

33. Dr. Lou Lorincz Personal

34. G. Jonas,D.Seib, Personal
Joanna Edwards

! i 35. R.A. Wileman Personal

Edson- June 17, 1981

36. L.W. Collin Collin Vacuum Service

37. G.R. Kurceba Town of Edson

38. Ursula Martin Personal

39. Dorothy Cooper Personal

40. Miehae[ W,/nne Personal

41. LouisJoy Personal

42. G.R. Kurceba Personal

43. E.C. Miilar Royal CanadianArmy Cadets
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Lethbridga-June 23,1982

44. AI Duncan Personal andNeighbours

45. Dave Clifton Personal

46. H. Jim Munro Sheet Metal Workers International
AssociationLocal No. 8

47. Werner Fischer Oldman RiverRegional Planning Commission

48. PaulSzoke Personal

49. Dr. Jim Oshiro Barons-Eureka-WarnerHealth Unit

50. Dr. O.R. Wilkinson, M.D. Personal

i 51. W. Schmid Personal
• ,

52. PeggyProto LethbridgeNaturalist Society

53. Roger Rickwocd University of Lethbridge

54. Dr. G.R.C. Palmer.M.D. Personal

55. Ed. S. Strembiaki EnergyandChemical Workers

56. Steve Ganger IndependentTrucking Industry

Calgary- June 25, 1981

57. Dave Davis Alberta Public Health Association

t 58. Kaith G. Scott Alberta Trucking Association

59. B(_bHekkinen SheetMetal Workers International
AssociationLocal No. 8
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B0. Doreen Ormsn Hillhurst/Sunnyside Community Association

61. Jeff Kaster 100% Earth Ltd. Landscaping

62. Mrs. M. Leckie Personal

63. Tom Moore Audiology ConsultantsLtd.

64. Leslie Frank Harford, Frank and Partners

65, Jim Sibthorpe Alberta Motorcycle DealersAssociation

66. Doreen Cunningham Personaland Bow CrescentNeighbourhood

67. John S. Lackie Canadian Kenworth Company

68. Stan Bell Unifarm

69. Stephen Nickelsand Personal
Doreen Baker

70. T.R. Haselden Personal

• ', 1 71' George Grant Personal

72. Dick Schuler Personal

73. Christina Caroll Personal

74. Bob Dewar Personal

75. E. Reiss PersonaJ

Calgary - June 26, 1981

76. BobJohnstone Western Star Trucks inc.

77, Don Elvesand CanadianPetroleumAssociation
lan Scott
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78. H, Heuer Personal

79, Isabelle Dade Personal

B0, Bill McLennan Personar

81. Maryhelen Posoy Personal

82, J.C, Stuljts Personal

83, Chris Andrews and City of Calgary
Alderman Brian Lee Transportation Department

84, Amund Jonassen The CleanCalgaryCommittee

BS, Carol Faulkner City of Calgary, Occupational Health
and Safety Division

86, Stephen Silver Personal
i ,

' - 87. Barbara Scott Personal

• 88. Beatrice Taylor Personal

•- 89, Kathy Fedori Personal

: _ 90, Pierre Chardon Highrander Hotel

Edmonton - July 7, 1981

91, Brenda Wayne Personal

02. Sister Marie Raiwet Personal

93, Michael Norris Personal
.

g4. Keith L. Mexwel/ Personal

95, Ruth Nolan Personal
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96. George Young CITV

97. Elly de Jongh Personal

98. Dr. J. Howell, M.D. Edmonton LoearBoardof Health

99. Mrs. Vera Moore Personal

100. Mrs. BerniceSumka Personal

101. Frank L. We[chman McKernan Community League

102. Robert Burr Personal

Edmonton -- July 8. 1981

103. A. Toplis The de Havilland Aircraft of Canada,
: : Limited

' 104. D.G. Hussey City of Edmonton Planning Department

105. J.R. ElJiot Canadian Institute of PublicHealth
"' Inspectors (Alberta Branch)

106. Ernie Luders Alberta PowerLimited

107. Ray Sentes Alberta Federation of Labour

i 108. John Popjec Personal109. Hope Mestzies Personal

110. Ramona F. Wbyte Personal

I I 111. W.A. Williams City of Edmonton Bylaw Enforcement

: { Department
t
:_ 112. Gordon Gaetz Personal

v,.. ................. = , ,.
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113. JoanUram Personal

114. G.L. Clampitt Personal

Supplementary Briefs

115, Larry Miller Elk Point Surface Rights Association

116, PeterSalmon Personal

117. Mr. A.J. Legvilloux Personal

118. Mrs. Linda Hope Personal

119, Mrs.C.E, Parsons Personal

120, Mr, and Mrs, W. Dann Personal

121. Mrs. Louise Burns Personal
;=

'_ 122, Mr, R.V. Rasmussen Personal

123. Mr. MichaelSutherland Personal

124. Mr. FredMeagher Personal

125. Residentsof Pioneer Lodge,
Lloydm[nster, Alberta Personal

126. Mr. R,K. Lenz Personal

127. Mr. David Fisher GreenAcres Trailer Park

128. Mr. E.E. Rempel Personaland Neighbour

129. E,G, Knull PigeonValtey Women'sInstitute
of Ma-Me-O Beach
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130. Mrs, Donna Galarneau Personal

131. C.D, Wilson Personal

132. KatherineYakimets Personal

133. Audrey Fisla Personal

134. B. De Land Personal

135. Mr. T,R. Betton Personal

[
136. Mrs. Vena J. Raugust Protectorsof Peaceful Environment

(P.O.P.E.)

137. SaverioJ, Berte Personal

138. Asmina Sayani andGulzar Jarnal Mount Royal College (Students)

139. Mr. Peterde Vos Personal
:i!/

140. A.W. Kachmar Personal

i'!_ , 141. Staff SergeantG,L. Gates CalgaryPolice Force

ii 142. Reg Fryling Personal

143. Alan Duncan Personal

144. Dr. J.B. Railton Trans Alta Utilities Limited

145, Michael Day Personal

146. John G. Packer Personal

147. Dr. T.W. Swaddle Personal

i 148. Ken Pollock Personal

149. Anna M. Bray Personal

150, ProfessorN. Parker-Jervis Personal
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151, Ms. Lynne Bresnahan Distinctive Employment Counselling
Servicesof Alberta (DECSA)

152. Drs. P.J. Vermeulen and The Sierra Club of WesternCanada
H.G. Karief

153. Vincent Coady Personal

154. Mrs, C. Noack Personal

155, R.J. Pedrika international Molders and Allied Workers

Union Local 360, Calgary

156. Joyce O. Walcott Personal

i



GLOSSARY

Early Warning Notch

The initial stages of hearing loss occur in the frequencies between 3000 Hz and
8000 Hz, above the rangecritical for understanding speech. A notch between 3000
Hz and 8000 Hz on an audiogram tracing indicates both exposure to noise and
susceptibility to that particular exposure. The notch acts as an early warning of
impending hearing lossin the speech frequenciesgiven continuingexposureto noise.

Infrastructure

The essentialelements(basic framework) of a system or organization. For example,
the permanent installationsrequired for a community.

Leq

The equivalent sound level, or the average intensity of sound over a given period.
(SeeSection 5.5.)

i

Ldn
i'

The day.night equivalentsound level, (SeeSection 5.5.)

_ L10' LS0' and L90
i:

Measurementsof the levelsof sound whicll are exceededby instantaneousmeasured
• ! valuesonly a specifiedpercentageof the time. (SeeSection 5.5.)

'; Motor (psychology)

An organism'sovert reactionto a stimulus.

,[ - _'
: ' Noise Exposure Forecast(NEF)

The noise exposure forecastis a quantitative forecast method used to evaluate the
noise impact of aircraft operations on communities in the vicinity of airports. A
seriesof equations areusedto generate NEF contours around a givenairport. Such
factors as numberof daytimeand nighttime flights, and typesof aircraft usingvarious

.'," flight paths are considered.Basedon a numberof socialsurveys(Cunniff 1977} it is
n_ generally accepted that if a residential community is within an NEF 30 contour,
3. community reaction rangesfrom sporadic complaints to widespread complaints. If it

is within the NEF 40 contour, threats of legalaction, strongappeals to local officials,
and vigorous community action to reduce noiselevelscan be expected.

._ Psychomotor

Of or having to do with muscularactivity resulting from mental processes.

Relating to the mental origin of muscular movement; that is, to the production
of voluntary movements,


